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T
l his edition of Orbit is timely. Often at the

expense of the majority, SMT curricula

focus on the identification and education

of the relatively few students who have a

natural aptitude for science, mathematics, and

technology. The goal of school SMT seems to be

to produce a steady supply of scientists, engi-

neers, and technicians w'ho can develop and

manage mechanisms of production of goods

and services. However, this ambitious focus, on

generating skilled workers, has negative side-

effects. School SMT education can be so diffi-

cult and so removed from everyday experience

that many students discontinue their SMT stud-

ies as soon as legallv possible and, consequently,

leave school relatively illiterate in these fields.

Citizens lacking expertise relating to laws, the-

ories, principles, techniques, and practices of

SMT tend to be dependent on others w ith this

expertise and, consequently, may only be pre-

pared to function as consumers of know ledge. So,

while governments claim to be aiming to edu

cate all citizens to their potential, as Jacques

Ellul said in his classic work, A Technological

Society, “What looks like the apex of humanism

[may, in fact, be] the pinnacle of human submis-

sion: children are educated to become precisely

what society expects ol them.”

A curriculum in a democracy should empower

individuals to: “shed the passive role of knowl-

edge consumers and assume the active role ot

‘meaning makers.’ It [should recognize] that

people acquire know ledge by both studying

external sources and engaging in complex

activities that require them to construct their

own knowledge” (Beane & Apple, 1995). As

well as gaining access to the intellectual riches

of our society, students deserve the right to

become self-actualized. By posing their own

questions, devising their own solutions and

methods of testing them against experience and

argument, and drawing their owm conclusions,

students will be free to think and act in w'ays tai-

lored to their needs, interests, abilities, and

perspectives. With a judicious balance of such

knowledge production, along with consump-

tion of ideas, strategies, and attitudes impor-

tant to controllers of education, schooling

could be both equitable and excellent.

We hope that this edition of Orbit begins

to address some of these concerns. It opens

with a presentation of the nature of the new

directions for Science, Mathematics and Tech-

nology education in Ontario. This is followed by

an informed discussion among prominent rep-

resentatives of key provincial organizations

—

including members of school boards, teacher

federations, and subject organizations-

regarding the merits, challenges, and possibili-

ties of the province’s new SMT curricula.

The balance of the issue features some major

challenges to SMT educators, along with

some specific classroom strategies and general

resources educators should find helpful

in implementing an excellent as well as

equitable program in science, mathematics and

technology education.

I w'ould like to take this opportunity to thank

all authors in this edition of Orbit for their clearlv

stated and informative contributions to the

cause of equity and excellence. This edition

would also not have been possible without the

excellent and generous guidance from Heather

Berkeley, Editor of Orbit.

Larry Bencze

Guest Editor
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Q & A on the

New Curriculum
Between June, 1997 and June, 2000 new cur-

riculum policy documents in all subjects were

released by Ontario’s Ministry of Education.

The new curriculum is currently being imple-

mented in our schools from kindergarten to

Grade 10. Grade 1 1 and 12 are scheduled for

implementation in September 2001 and Sep-

tember 2002 respectively.

For this issue of Orbit magazine, education

officers from the Ministry of Education

who were involved in the development of the

new curriculum have responded to questions

about mathematics, science and technology.

These education officers are: Myrna
Ingalls mathematics, Denis McGowan—
science, and Lynn Dunn and Art

Niezen—technological education. We asked

Bridget Harrison to coordinate this ques-

tion and answer article.

QUESTION #1:

What is new about this curriculum

?

How DOES IT DIFFER FROM WHAT EXISTED

UNDERTHE COMMON CURRICULUM AND OSIS?

MATHEMATICS (Myrna)

There was a general feeling in the academic

community that students were not being as

successful in mathematics programs at univer-

sity and college as they might be. Further-

more, Ontario students were not performing

well in international assessments.

For mathematics teachers the discussion

about changing the mathematics curriculum

began in earnest at the University ofToronto

about ten years ago where the then Fields

Forum on mathematics became a locus for dis-

cussion and change. The previous curriculum

perpetuated a belief that only a few people

could be good at mathematics, and that it was

acceptable for many students to discontinue

their study of math after completing only two

credits in the subject in secondary school.

Under the new curriculum, students must

complete at least three math credits, one of

which must be at the Grade 1 1 or 1 2 level, in

order to receive a diploma.

The Mathematics curriculum has a strong

new emphasis in three key areas:

^ There is a focus on skills in context. Under

the old curriculum, skills were usually

taught in isolation. There was also a

high degree of abstraction without applica-

tion. For example, teachers taught factor-

ing skills in Grade 1 0, but students did not

learn the application until Grade 11.

The new curriculum provides a context

for thinking so that students worry

less about “forgetting”; students inter-

nalize the theory as they actually use it in an

application.

^ There is a focus on the appropriate use of

technology. We still insist on the paper and

pencil skills, and now students can see why

we are insisting on those skills, because

they use them in an application. When stu-

dents use technology, they use higher level

thinking skills. Traditionally, there has been

a hierarchy of mathematical models which

places the algebraic model at the top. Now
we value many models, including numeric,

visual and dynamic models which appeal to

more student learners at different stages of

readiness for algebra. We are keeping more

students engaged in the study of mathemat-

ics for longer in their school careers, which

is a necessity for their futures.

^ There is a focus on communication in

mathematics. A major benefit of including

expectations in the curriculum with verbs

such as “explain” and “communicate” is that

they provide a clear window into what stu-

dents arc thinking. Teachers can adjust

their teaching based on what students tell

them about what they do and do not under-

stand about concepts and procedures.

As a result of these strong directions in

the new curriculum, more students are learn-

ing more mathematics than ever before. By

engaging in activities that require significant

mathematical thought, students are being

empowered to succeed in mathematics longer

in their school careers.

SCIENCE (Denis)

The new curriculum incorporates recent tech-

nological developments. It is based on the Pan-

Canadian Common Framework of Science

Learning in order to ensure that Ontario stu-

dents are well prepared to compete in interna-

tional assessments.

Communication skills, including the use of

appropriate terminology, are extremelv

important in science and are given greater

emphasis—for example, students are expect-

ed to describe what they are doing bv using sci-

entific terminology, symbols, conventions, and

standard units. Students are also expected to

use information technologv tor collecting,

organizing, and expressing information.

Greater emphasis is placed on expectations

that relate science to technologv, society, the

environment and the need lor sustainable

development. This calls tor students to deal

with the impact of science on society, and this

requirement brings in issues that relate to

human values in science.

Call 416 267-2185 to order Orbit.
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New Curriculum

TECHNOLOGY (Lynn and Art)

^ Technology is now a subject from Grades

1—8. It is integrated with and complements

the science with which teachers have more

familiarity. This is evident in the expectations

under the subheading Developing Skills of

Inquiry (science), Design (technology) and

Communication (transferable skill).

^ In Grades 9—12, Computer Studies and

Broad-Based Technology have been combined

in one policy document. The Grade 9 Inte-

grated Technology course allows students to

experience both types of technology.

^ Schools are able to develop community-

based school-work transition programs for

all students based upon the wide variety of

technological education courses including

university destination, Computer and

Information Science, and workplace desti-

nation, Hospitality andTourism.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY (Denis, Lynn and Art)

Previously, the only broad-based technology in

the elementary curriculum was provided

where some boards were able to offer up to 40

hours of exposure to Design andTechnology at

the Grade 7/8 levels. In the elementary cur-

riculum, science and technology are now com-

bined in one document and the knowledge and

skills are identified for each grade.

Some concepts and skills are introduced

earlier. For example:

The particle theory of matter which was

taught in grade 9, and the distinction between

heat and temperature which was taught in

grade 1 0, are now taught in Grade 7.

2s* Now students design and build devices that

use different sources of energy beginning

as early as Grade 2; this did not happen

until Grade 6 before.

ALL SUBJECTS

New to all subjects is the establishment of

province-wide performance standards in

assessment and evaluation with explicit crite-

ria for student evaluation outlined in the

achievement charts in each curriculum policy

document. Teachers of all subjects are using

new tools such as rubrics for assessment. The

standardized report card identifies strengths,

weaknesses, and next steps. Parents, students

and teachers are included in planning the

improvement ol student learning.

In mathematics, we were used to the old

paradigm where students would either “get it”

or“not get it.”Now we have to work at compo-

nent skills we can teach so that all students can

solve problems of significance.

In technology, the assessment has moved to

transferable skills, the enduring learning about

technology. In this way, the technology can

change tomorrow, but students’ skill sets to

work with new technology will not. These

transferable skills are in the expectations of the

new curriculum. This is seen, for example, in

the design process which is emphasized in the

broad-based technologies.

QUESTION #2:

What is the relationship between the

ELEMENTARYAND SECONDARY CURRICULUM?

MATHEMATICS (Myrna)

There is no more spiral in the new curriculum.

It was a significant part of mathematics in the

past. In the new curriculum each grade builds

on significant new concepts and skills as stu-

dents move forward. The four categories in the

achievement charts for elementary and sec-

ondary curriculum are the same. They focus

attention on mathematical knowledge, and

knowledge in use, in both panels.

SCIENCE (Denis)

The secondary science curriculum builds on

the elementary curriculum. As mentioned

previously, some concepts have been moved

from secondary to elementary. What ties the

two together is the stronger emphasis on scien-

tific inquiry—the process, knowledge and

skills. Students are expected to develop com-

munication and research skills throughout all

their years in science.

TECHNOLOGY (Lynn and Art)

The new Grade 1 8 Science and Technology

curriculum recognizes that the acceleration of

technological change is a constant in every-

one’s life today. All students must begin to

develop the broad based skills that are so

important for effective functioning in the

world of work: they must learn to identify and

analyse problems and to explore and test solu

tions in a wide variety of contexts. Technology

in this curriculum covers a broad range ol

knowledge and processes to develop systems

that solve problems and extend capabilities.

For example, students are expected to “design,

make and test an optical device (e.g.
,

a

periscope, kaleidoscope)” and “design devices

that can transform one form of energy into

another (e.g.
,
a bell)”.

QUESTION #3

Has there been a Mathematics, Science

and Technology curriculum developed

FOR ALL STUDENTS?

The elementary math, science, and technologv

curriculum is for all students. The secondary

curriculum is gradually differentiated by-

student learning styles (Applied/ Academic)

and their post-secondary destinations (College/

University / Workplace)

.

Furthermore, the provision in policy for

one locally-developed course in each of mathe-

matics, science and English provides boards

with the flexibility to design courses that meet

the needs of specific student populations.

These courses may provide some students with

the bridge they need to re-connect with the

provincial curriculum.

New secondary curriculum in all three sub-

ject areas is designed for college, university

and workplace destinations to prepare stu-

dents for post-secondary success.

MATHEMATICS (Myrna)

We want all students to study mathematics for

a longer time than in the past and to learn more

math. Courses such as “Mathematics for Col-

legeTechnology” (Grade 12, College), or “Col-

lege and Apprenticeship Mathematics” (Grade

1 2, College) contain the mathematics required

for specific destinations and are of use to par-

ticular students.

The Workplace courses are also very helpful

to many students, and w-ere written with stu-

dents and employers in mind. It is w'orth not-

ing that an understanding of financial

applications is now seen to be necessary for all

students.

SCIENCE (Denis)

We want to improve the knowledge of science

among all students, not only among those going

to science-related fields. Under the new curricu-

lum, there are new' composite science courses for

students in Grade 11 12 who are proceeding to

workplace, college, and university, but who w ill

not be studying science itself. These courses

include strands such as “Waste Management,”

6
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“Pathogens and Disease,” and “Energy Alterna-

tives and Global Impact”—topics vital to citizens

in Ontario and the world.

The workplace science courses cover issues of

safety and the workplace environment in order to

prepare students for employment. At the begin-

ning of each course there is a list of skills and con-

cepts to be developed over the entire course: for

example, research, safety, preparing reports,

accuracy, attention to detail etc. These are all

part of scientific inquiry and the essential knowl-

edge and skills of science for all students.

TECHNOLOGY (Lynn and Art)

As mentioned previously, all students now

learn technology along with science from

Grade 1 through 8. Students also now move

from Grade 8 to Grade 9 with a good under-

standing of the design process.

In Computer EngineeringTechnology at the

secondary level there is a distinction between

Workplace and University/ College courses.

Each has content appropriate to the destina-

tion, but there are courses for all students.

There are two kinds of broad-based technol-

ogy courses at the secondary level; one, where

students produce a product
;
and another,

where they analyse, diagnose and perform a

service. These require different skill sets; the

courses meet a variety of students’ require-

ments for future training and work.

QUESTION #4

What partners have been involved in the

DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF THE

NEW CURRICULUM?

Over 2 50 organizations across the province

provided feedback, either in written form

or by attending regular feedback sessions

throughout the development process. These

included representatives from educators such

as the Council of Universities (COU), the

Association of Colleges of Applied Arts and

Technology of Ontario (ACAATO), the Insti-

tute for Catholic Education (ICE), the Ontario

Teachers’ Federation (OTF), as well as repre-

sentatives from public, employer, and parent

groups such as the Ontario Parent

Council(OPC), the Minister’s Special Educa-

tion Advisory Council (MSEAC)), the Ontario

Chamber of Commerce(OCC), the Ontario

Federation of Labour (OFL). Students from

both Public and Catholic, English and French

schools provided their commentary and

advice. Organizations such as these responded

to all the curriculum policy documents.

Then, in each subject, more subject specific

partners engaged in the process:

^The Ontario Association for Mathematics

Educators, the Ontario Mathematics Coor-

dinators Association and the Fields Institute

Mathematics Education Forum provided

timely and ongoing input throughout the

process.

^ The Science andTechnology Grade 1—8 doc-

ument was developed by a consortium of 1

7

school boards lead byYork University under

the leadership of Dr. Graham Orpwood.

The secondary school curriculum docu-

ments were developed using an RFP

(Request for Proposal) process. Disci-

pline-specific groups were added to the

feedback groups. For example, additional

input to the Technological Education docu-

ment came from organizations such as the

Electric/Electronic Skills Council, Tech-

nology Educators of Ontario, Educational

Computer Organization of Ontario, The

Association of Computer Studies Educa-

tors and The Ontario Association of Certi-

fied Engineering Technicians and

Technologists.

In science, additional input from the Science

Teachers Association of Ontario (STAO) and the

Science Coordinators and Consultants Association

of Ontario (SCCAO) proved to be invaluable.

It is important to point out that all of the

Grade 1 1 and 12 curriculum went through a

validation process with university, college, and

workplace partners. Their assistance and com-

mitment in working with the writers resulted

in the creation of stronger curriculum. Every

university and every college in the province

participated in the review process. Emplovers

and apprenticeship partners, too, coordinated

by organizations such as the Ontario Chamber

ofCommerce and the Apprenticeship Council,

provided pragmatic and helpful advice to the

writers of the Workplace-destinations courses.

The Ministry’s commitment to implemen-

tation has involved the development of

resources for use in the field, the provision of

in-service training to boards, and the provision

of targeted funding to boards for in-service at

the board and school levels.

Many of the same organizations involved in

the development process are involved in the

implementation of the new curriculum along

with additional ones such as the Ontario Col-

lege of Teachers, principals’ organizations and

the supervisory officers organizations, Public

and Catholic and French, all of whom sit on a

committee known as The Implementation

Partnership, co-chaired by the Deputy Minis-

ter, Suzanne Herbert and Michael Fullan,

Dean ofOISE/UT.

There have been a number of supports

developed for teachers to use in the imple-

mentation of the curriculum. These include:

The electronic curriculum planner can be a

powerful support to teachers because of

the links among expectations, assessment,

and planning. As well, teachers can share

units developed on the planner. Many

boards and teachers have been active part-

ners in its development.

Units of work in the planner may be used

by teachers as models and adapted. New
units are under development. Again, the

partners are school boards across the

province.

Secondary exemplars are currently being

developed for every Grade 9 subject. Partners

have included school boards across the

province, along with the subject associations.

>- Exemplars for Mathematics, Social Studies

and Science andTechnologv are in develop-

ment.The partners include teachers trom a

number of dillerent boards.

Subject-specific videos for Grade 9 disci-

plines are being developed bv subject asso-

ciations and TVOntario, among other

partners.

> Course profiles tor Grades 9 1 0 are cur

rcntlv under development for Grades 1 I

12, both Catholic and Public, English and

French. Writing partnerships ot boards

Call 4 1 6 2 6 7-2 1 8 5 to order Orbit, S’^ 7
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across the province have been formed with

the Ontario Curriculum Centre to pro-

duce these sample courses of study.

^ Summer Institutes were set up across the

province during the summers of 1 999 and

2000 to assist teachers in the implementa-

tion of the new curriculum. The Ontario

Teachers’ Federation coordinated this

immense project in partnership with the

subject associations.

MATHEMATICS (Myrna)

The Ontario Association for Mathematics

Education (OAME), the Ontario Mathematics

Co-ordinators’ Association (OMCA), and

publishers and software developers have

worked in interdependent ways to assist in the

implementation. Teacher resource materials,

including sample assessment tasks and black

line masters, have been developed as support

materials for teachers. A variety of conferences

and projects have brought teachers together to

work on implementation.

In the summer of 1 999, the OAME/OMCA,
and Texas Instruments partnered with the Min-

istry of Education and other suppliers to pro-

vide week-long workshops on the use oi new

technology, such as graphing calculators. In the

spring 2000, OAME and OMCA created the

Concerning Assessment and Reflective Evalua-

tion package for mathematics teachers attend-

ing the OTF Summer Institutes.

Technology developers have worked closely

with teachers. For example, the dynamic

geometry software w^as designed specifically

for the education market to increase student

learning.

SCIENCE (Denis)

Partners such as the Prospectors and Develop-

ers Association of Canada Mining Matters put a

package of materials together to support

implementation. The Ontario Agri-Food Edu-

cation Corporation has assembled an eight

page catalogue of print, media, and human

resources to support implementation of the

new Ontario curriculum. There are resources

included here from kindergarten to Grade 1 2.

Also, the Ontario Science Centre has devel-

oped an outline of the curriculum links to their

programs which the Science Centre has

designed to provide support to the new

science curriculum from Grade 1—9.

TECHNOLOGY (Lynn and Art)

Again, the subject associations such as

The Ontario Technological Education Associa-

tion and The Ontario Council for Technology

Education have provided conferences for

their members. These focus on implemen-

tation. Publications such as TECHease, a

journal for Technology Teachers, is distributed

annually.

The University of Waterloo invited the

Association for Computer Studies Education

to form a partnership to offer a hands-on Sum-

mer Institute in summer 2000 at the universi-

ty, and it was immediately filled by Ontario

teachers. Skills Canada, which runs a skills

competition lor students, continues as a part-

ner in the implementation.

QUESTION #5

HOW DOES THIS CURRICULUM SUPPORT

PARENTS

?

Many of the changes to the curriculum are a

direct response to issues raised by parents. The

curriculum is now transparent for parents,

particularly at the elementary level. Some of

the senior secondary courses necessarily use

very specialized language, but, nevertheless,

parents can see exactly what it is that their chil-

dren are expected to know and to be able to do

in each grade. This is a new approach for the

Ontario curriculum.

All of the curriculum is written in language

that is understandable to the general public,

and it includes examples throughout as a guide

to both teachers and parents. In the Grades

1 8 curriculum documents, explanatory

notes are included so that all readers under-

stand the vocabulary in the document.

With respect to assessment and evaluation,

we have already mentioned the new standard-

ized report card. Parents tell us, too, that they

appreciate the fact that the provincial standard

is level 3 (a B or a mark between 70-79). When
students achieve this standard, parents can be

confident that students are prepared for study

in that subject in the next grade. Students and

parents see then that it is not sufficient to be

satisfied with just passing (with a mark

between 50-59, a D, or level 1 ).

Finally, parents tell us that because they can

read w hat their children need to know' and to

be able to do in each discipline, and because

they can see the criteria for grading, they are

better able to support their sons and daughters

as they are learning the new' curriculum.

Myrna Ingalls has recently been seconded to the

Ministry of Education from her position in York Region

District School Board where she has more than

25 years of experience as a department head and as

a teacher of mathematics. Myrna chaired the commit-

tee that submitted the winning proposal to write

Ontario’s new Grade 9 to 12 mathematics curricu-

lum, then served as lead writer for the Grade 1 1 and

12 courses. As leader for the Grades 9 and 10 public

course profile writing teams, she helped to illustrate

how teachers and students can bring the expectations

of the curriculum to life in the classroom.

Denis McGowan is a former high school science

teacher with specialist qualification in chemistry. He

has taught Grades 9 and 10 science, and senior biolo-

gy, chemistry, and physics. Denis is now an education

officer in the Ministry of Education, Curriculum and

Assessment Policy Branch, with responsibility for sci-

ence education, K to Grade 12 OAC. Denis was the

ministry link to the writing teams for the development

of the Grades 1-8 science and technology curricu-

lum, the Grades 9 and 10 Science curriculum, and

the Grades 1 1 and 12 Science courses. He is also

involved, in the capacity of Ministry liaison, with Sci-

ence Teachers Association of Ontario (STAO) and Sci-

ence Co-ordinators and Consultants Association of

Ontario (SCCAO).

Lynn Dunn has been an education officer with the

Ministry of Education for over 15 years. She began

her career with the Independent Learning Centre,

moved to the Computers in Education Centre four

years later, and is currently working in the Curriculum

and Assessment Policy Branch. Lynn came to the

Ministry from the former Scarborough Board of Edu-

cation where she was centrally assigned as a comput-

er consultant.

Art Niezen is an education officer in the Curriculum

and Assessment Policy Branch with responsibility for

technological education. A former tech teacher,

department head, consultant, and subject associa-

tion chairperson, Art has participated in the develop-

ment and implementation of both the Science and

Technology Grades 1-8 and the Technological Educa-

tion grades 9-12 policy documents.

Bridget Harrison recently retired from her two-year

secondment to the Ministry from the position of Act-

ing Director of the Curriculum and Assessment Policy

Branch. Currently Bridget is in engaged in doctoral

studies at OISE/UT and is teaching one section of the

Teacher Education Seminar in the pre-service pro-

gram for secondary school teacher candidates.
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Implementation

Dialogue

Gerry Connelly

Andrey Cartile

Greg Finn

Mary Howe

Donna Lacavera

Moderated by Larry Bencze

Bencze What WERE THE MAJOR CONCERNS

AND ISSUES THAT LED UPTO ONTARIO’S MAS-

SIVE CURRICULUM CHANGE IN THESE AREAS?

Connelly The major impetus, I believe, came

from public concerns about what kids were

learning. Parents wanted to know what their chil-

dren were expected to know and be able to do in

every grade, beginning in Grade 1 ,
and in every

subject, particularly in math and science. They

wanted to know if their children were going to be

able to compete in a global economy and have the

most relevant knowledge and skills based on all

of the recent innovations.

Lacavera I agree with Gerry, that the impetus

came from parents. There was enough documen-

tation at the time to indicate that children would

have increased opportunities in life if they had a

higher mastery of science, math, and technology.

The Conference Board of Canada, for example,

indicated that the job market was dramatically

shifting in Canada and that there were more

opportunities for students graduating with high

tech kinds of skills. Technology was proliferating

in every sector, including service and retail, so

there was a real need to raise the level of skills

and the proportion of the population who

acquired these skills through schooling.

Howe Another factor was that Ontario had not

performed well on worldwide tests. We were

behind many other countries and behind Alberta

on tests like the Third International Mathematics

Study (TIMS) and the Student Assessment Indica-

tors Project (SAIPS. Also, what happens else-

where in the world causes change in Ontario’s

school curriculum. For example, in the sixties

and seventies, the space race and Sputnik brought

in the new math of transformational geometry

and matrices and the government spent millions

on the new math curriculum. In the eighties

and nineties, countries that were doing well eco-

nomically also did well on the international math

tests. Documents that were written in the eight-

ies predicted doom and gloom for North Ameri-

ca if it couldn’t keep up economically and

technologically with the Pacific rim countries.

This caused a change in math, with a new empha-

sis on technology and data management. At that

time, the National Council ofTeachers of Mathe-

matics produced their curriculum standards and

this caused worldwide changes in mathematics

education as well. The Standards promoted an

emphasis on communication, rich problem-solv-

ing and an emphasis on learning with under-

standing. The Ontario Association lor

Mathematics Education also wrote its own ver-

sion ofNCTM standards, Focus on Renewal. We
like to think that, between the NCTM and

OAME, we brought to light some concerns and

issues that needed to be addressed through cur-

riculum changes.

Lacavera As well as parents, teachers wanted

more specific direction around what topics were

considered at particular grade levels, so that they

could avoid duplication. They wanted assurance

that what they were doing lit into a larger

picture.

Howe The Common Curriculum had expecta-

tions for the end of Grades 3,6, and 9, but it was

really difficult for teachers to know exactly what

it is they were supposed to be doing in the other

grades. This put a lot of responsibility on boards

to draw up their own standards and expectations,

which didn’t agree from board to board.

Cartile Teachers were also questioning the rele-

vance of some parts of their preservice and inser-

vice courses and recognizing that some topics

needed more emphasis. The AQ guidelines

(Regl 84/97) were out of date. Several were

issued over 20 years ago. And of course assess-

ment and evaluation instructional practices were

dramatically changing. So this was another impe-

tus for change.

Bencze ISTHE NEW CURRICULUM HEADED IN

THE RIGHT DIRECTION?

Connelly I think the question really is, How do

you know you have a world-class curriculum?

And there are a variety of ways. One is, and this

was part of our consultation at the provincial

level, you need to talk to the colleges, to the uni-

versities, to the workplace and say, “Are these

courses going to adequately prepare students for

the workplace or for post-secondarv institu-

tions?” Secondly, you need to know how the cur-

riculum compares nationally and internationally,

and particularly in math and science, it’s fairly

easy to do an analysis.We did this analysis across

Canada and with some of the top-scoring coun-

tries on national and international tests. And

thirdly, you need to know how the content of

your courses compares internationally. We did

this comparison with the international baccalau-

reate, which is a highly regarded curriculum. But

it’s one thing to have a set of expectations, it’s

another to know how well students are learning.

And so, it’s also important to have performance

standards in place and a monitoring and review

process because, obviously, there will be

changes, and there needs to be a process to iden-

tify those changes and move forw ard. As exciting

as the massive review of the past two years has

been, it would make more sense to have a review

process in place, so that programs are monitored

and reviewed on an annual or bi-annual basis or

even every four or five years.

Finn I think the curriculum is headed in the

right direction, but there are still problems with

it. There’s been a shift of some of the material to

the lower grades, w here the students mav not

have the skills necessary to understand it. That

understanding may come with time, but it s
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something teachers in the classroom need to deal

with now. It’s also probably a good thing to try

and get a review process in place so that the cur-

riculum can be reviewed and changed as needed

to address some of the concerns that are being

expressed in the classroom. But what’s really

going to be the telling point is when these stu-

dents first hit the universities. If they get every-

thing that’s in the curriculum, that’s great for us,

but we have a feeling that they’re not going to.

Howe I stronglv believe that the new math cur-

riculum is headed in the right direction. Now we

stress understanding mathematics, and encour-

aging students to search for patterns and rela-

tionships—the foundation of conceptual

understanding. The new direction is lound in

excellent wording of the expectations. The use of

action verbs, like investigate, develop, explore,

create tends to prepare our students to be prob-

lem solvers. These expectations require them to

be active learners, not just people who memo-

rize information. One of our criticisms of the

previous math curriculum was that 1 2 years of

education seemed to be producing a human cal-

culating machine instead of a thinking, problem-

solving individual.

Lacavera It’s important to point out we’re talk-

ing about the intended curriculum, the written

statement of what the intended learnings are for

our students. There’s still a discrepancy between

the intended curriculum and the taught curricu-

lum and the learned curriculum. And there’s still

a long way to go in those other areas. But as a writ-

ten statement of curriculum intentions, particu-

larly in the area of science, the area I’m most

familiar with, the curriculum is definitely a move

in the right direction. And it’s been a very power-

ful experience for teachers to recognize that their

scope shouldn’t be narrowed to factual knowl-

edge, but includes inquiry and design skills and

applications to the world outside the classroom.

There arc other really good features as well. The

direction that it giv es for integrating technology

and science and the way that balance is main-

tained throughout the document is very useful

lor teachers. The sequencing of skills and the

assignment of topics to different grade levels

makes it very clear to teachers exactly what they

should be working on in what particular grade

levels. All of those are very well appreciated

improvements.

Finn The written curriculum is good but again it

comes down to what actually gets taught in the

classroom and what students actually get out of

the curriculum once it’s taught.

Bencze How IS THE IMPLEMENTATION GOING

NOW AND HOW ARE THE TEACHERS AND STU-

DENTS REACTING TO THIS NEW CURRICULUM?

Connelly I can't comment provincially because

I ’m not monitoring implementation provincially.

But I can certainly comment from the perspec-

tive of a board that has about 600 schools and

300, 000 students. Based on my visits to a num-

ber of schools, I know that there are very dedicat-

ed and committed teachers.

But implementation is uneven- it depends upon

the expertise of the teacher and the knowledge

base. And it takes time, resources, and support.

We need to do a lot of work helping teachers gain

the knowledge base. We also need to have

resource support and we need to help a number

of teachers, particularly in the elementary grades

who teach combined grades. We have a big job

ahead, but it’s exciting work. We had huge

turnouts this year in our institute program and

there’s a lot of enthusiasm, so I’m very hopeful,

but it will take time.

We also have to identify those students who are

working at level one or below and provide pro-

grams and intervention supports tor them begin-

ning in the early years.

Finn Good teachers are always able to embrace

change in a positive manner and make things

work. But many teachers are tired. They lack

implementation help, and they’re just keeping

their heads above water. Without sounding politi-

cal, something has to be done to make sure that

all of their work is taken into account. If it isn’t,

we going to see things drop, not just the extra-

curricular things, which are really important, but

work that is especially vital in the sciences. Kids

need the hands-on stuff investigations, experi-

ments, trips to get a real feel for what is going

on. I think we’ll also see assessment drop. I think

all those things are going to suffer if teachers con-

tinue to be so bogged down.

Flowe Implementation is always rocky in the

lirst year and I feel especially sorry for the stu-

dents who are in Grade 10 now who are leading

the way all the way through. The work is more

difficult than what their siblings experienced,

and they have to accept much more responsibility

for their own learning. This group of guinea pig

students can’t work ahead and pick up an extra

credit in summer school, and are repeatedly

getting instruction from teachers who are going

through the material for the first time. We really

have to pay some attention to this group and to
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the weak students who are falling through the

cracks. We also need to pay some attention to the

kids who are in the last year of the old curricu-

lum. If they lose a year in the old system anti they

come into the new system, the material is

very, very different. This will penalize weak stu-

dents especially in smaller schools where they

can’t offer the old courses a year or two after they

have expired. Another difficulty with the math is

that teachers are presenting topics that were for-

merly taught in higher grades. They need new

techniques and approaches to present these con-

cepts to a younger age group, so we have to stress

the hands-on activities and investigations and

avoid the rote learning. This is not the way that

teachers were taught, nor is it the way they have

been teaching. We have to help them find new

methods to teach this difficult curriculum in a

way that students can understand it. Also, 1 think

the new methods of assessment are causing diffi-

culties and anxiety for teachers, students and

parents. As mentioned earlier this is a very diffi-

cult time for teachers.They need support in time

and in PD!

Cartile 1 agree completely. I’d like to add that

the College has begun a consultation process for

the approximately 200 AQ course guidelines that

currently exist, and development of the math,

science and technology guidelines have been

identified as a priority. Program officers from the

college will be meeting with classroom teachers

and faculties of education, the Ministry and sub-

ject associations to obtain their input on these

new AQ guidelines.

Lacavera Teachers are really eager for profes-

sional development around the new guide-

lines and they really are interested in having

in-service, but they’re also interested in having

provisions for collaborative planning and colle-

gial sharing of strategies and plans at the work-

place. Coinciding with a workshop delivery

model for in-service, we need workplace

support for learning. Many of our teachers

are spending hours each evening searching the

internet for lessons around topics the following

day, so they’re telling us they really do need time

and they do need more in-service and they need

more time to share in their learning with each

other. Combined grade teachers are really

snowed under with the demands placed on their

time.

Bencze What kinds of things might we be

doing that we haven’t done?

Connelly I think that teachers need as much

professional and, actually, emotional support as

possible and I’m particularly thinking ol the ele-

mentary schools where teachers have seven new

subjects that they teach on a daily basis. We need

to provide the kind of environment and support

structure that enables them to feel comfortable

and competent with the material. So I think that

there are enough resources out there, but we

need to make the resources more accessible

for teachers, perhaps in an electronic database,

where they could obtain all of the material,

for a specific lesson, say on earth science.

My sense is that there’s a lot of material, but it’s

hard for teachers to access it. We have to make

material more accessible. We have to make pro-

fessional development more accessible and make

it easier for teachers to obtain that during the

course of the year as well as in the summer. And

we need to look at all of the excellent work that’s

being done out there, and we need to share some

of those practices, and celebrate it publicly, so

people know that learning is occurring in the

classrooms and teachers are doing a good job.

Finn I think the professional development of

teachers is the key to success in the classroom.

We can t just hand teachers the textbooks and the

information and say, “Well, go to it!” They need

some guidance and training. As Gerry said, ele-

mentary teachers are teaching seven new sub-

jects a day— that’s a lot for one individual to do

on a daily basis, week after week. Faculties of

education have a role to play. They need to be on

the cutting edge in training. They need to place

pre-service teachers with excellent classroom

teachers, to give them a feel for what’s going on.

That’s got to be part of the implementation-

getting pre-service teachers up and running as

quickly as possible with the new curriculum.

Cartile I think we all agree that the classroom

teacher is the key to this implementation.

Professional learning is essential and that is the

mandate of the College ofTeachers. In service

and pre-service programs have to reflect these

new directions. When we accredit programs at

the College, we’re looking for references to the

new curriculum documents. We’re looking for a

locus on assessment and evaluation practices.

We’re looking for reference to recent and relc-
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vant research. We’re looking for instructors that

are current and model good practice and we’re

looking for the inclusion of technologv, both in

the delivery of the program and teacher skill

development. There’s also the professional

knowledge component. There are new curricu-

lum topics and topics that have changed grades,

and so there needs to be the opportunitv lor

teachers to extend their professional learning in

specific subject areas.

Howe Some excellent comments! 1 agree with

Donna’s earlier comment that we need work

place support as w ell as workshops and I’d like to

take that one step further. 1 don’t believe that

one-day workshops or afternoon or evening

workshops are effective in isolation. Teachers

need to be exposed to an idea at a workshop, go

away and trv it, come back, discuss their success

es and failures, and then go awav and trv it again.

We need PD to be ongoing w hatever the topic,

instead of hit and miss. Wo also need monev, not

just for PD, but monev to free up time for teach

ers to plan. 1 don’t want to get into the political
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issues, but successful change doesn’t just happen.

Teachers need time to read, to research, to plan,

and they need the emotional support which also

requires time.

We need to pay specific attention to elementary

teachers, the non-science and non-math qualified

teachers, many ofwhom are math phobic. They

receive 25 to 30 hours of math training at the fac-

ulties of education. Thev need more time than

that to undo some of the old practices, remove

some of the fears and build in some new ideas. In

Japan, expert teachers work with new teachers

in schools and those expert teachers are given

time to mentor, to plan, to be sounding boards

and discussion sources for the new teachers.

Maybe that’s something we need to do—develop

our mentor teachers and a mentor teacher pro-

gram, where people actually have time built in to

work together.

Cartile On October 1 3th, the Council of

the College ofTeachers approved the professional

learning framework which outlined a number

of options for professional learning. There’s

the formal A.Q. method, but there’s also many

informal ways and the panel has mentioned many

of them. For example, professional learning

could include mentoring a new teacher or devel-

oping curriculum units or receiving coaching

certification or conducting active research or

participating on a school council. Our teachers

spend many hours in these types of learning

activities and I personally think they should be

counted as professional learning. A year ago the

Minister requested input from the college on

teacher testing. As part of the advice given to the

Minister, the College recommended that mem-

bers of the Ontario College ofTeachers maintain

a professional portfolio, the contents of which

would be defined by the College and would high-

light ongoing professional learning and achieve-

ments in their area ol professional responsibility

and that the currency of the portfolio is reported

to the College every five years for inclusion

ob the Certificate of Qualification.

Facavera I’m really pleased to hear someone

from the College endorsing the informal

ways that teachers learn. We really celebrate that.

Some of the panellists have alluded to the opposi-

tion between the government and the teachers.

I want to emphasize what’s possible when there

is co-operation. The Summer Institutes were a

sterling example of co-operation between

the Ministry of Education and teacher federa-

tions.! hey were based on teachers sharing with

teachers and teachers helping teachers, and it

was a very successful partnership. I hope that

there are future projects that involve co-opera-

tion and partnership between the Ministry,

the school boards, the federations, and the

subject associations.

Finn With co-operation we could get so much

more done!

Bencze We haveto close now.Thank you
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Derek Hodson

Toward Universal

Scientific Literacy

O
ver the past decade, expressions of pub-

lic concern about the state of science

education have become almost univer-

sal, and in some countries have escalat-

ed to feelings of crisis. In Canada, these

concerns have been fuelled by lamentation

over the country’s allegedly poor performance

in international tests of scientific attainment

no matter that the data show Canadian chil-

dren performing at least as well as students in

the United States or that the tests may not be

measuring those things that Canadian science

educators have prioritized. The press and

politicians of Ontario are even more vociferous

in their condemnation of the efforts of science

teachers because of data showing that

Ontario’s children are performing less well

than those in the country’s western provinces.

Interestingly, while the nature of the crisis,

the reasons for it, and the solutions being pro-

mulgated, can differ substantially from coun-

try to country (or province to province), there

are some common elements. Principal among

them is the notion that science education is a

means of halting economic decline and

enhancing a country’s competitiveness in the

so-called global economy. In outline, the argu-

ment is that contemporary society is under-

going rapid and far-reaching economic,

sociocultural and technological changes that

impact substantially on the way we live, but

school science education has failed to respond

quickly and effectively. Only by reformulating

science education can a satisfactory flow of

talented people into science and engineering

be achieved and our economy revitalized.

Of course, scientific and technological

developments and the increased consumerism

that often accompanies them have significant

social and environmental impact. Consequent-

ly, running alongside the economic argument

lor the reform of science education are some

well-articulated environmental and sociopoli

Developing a more inclusive science

curriculum requires that we look

closely at what we teach (and why),

at how we teach, and at how we

assess and evaluate learning.

tical arguments for a curriculum emphasis on

the promotion of responsible environmental

behaviour and active citizenship. These argu-

ments broaden considerably the scope of sci-

ence education and the definition of scientific

literacy that underpins it. They also raise ques-

tions about whose views of society’s economic,

social and environmental needs are to count,

who has access to science and technology, and

how access can be widened in order to ensure

scientific literacy for all, regardless of gender,

ethnicity, social class, sexual orientation, and

geographical location

.

What is Scientific Literacy?

Scientific literacy has become established as

one ot today’s slogans or rallying calls, along

with the more recent authentic science, and is

increasingly being used as a substitute term for

the goals of science education. Clearly, it com-

prises more than mastery of a specific set of

scientific concepts and theories. But how much

more? Despite a decade or more of use in the

science education literature, there is no uni-

versal agreement about precisely what scien-

tific literacy entails. Some see it as the capacity

to read, with reasonable understanding, lay

articles about scientific and technological mat-

ters published in newspapers and magazines,

others regard it as being in possession of the

knowledge, skills, and attitudes deemed neces-

sary for a professional scientist. The more

ambitious, such as the authors of

Science Jor All Americans (AAAS 1989: 4),

attempt to include both elements: a scientifi-

cally literate person, they say, “is aware that

science, mathematics, and technology are

interdependent human enterprises with

strengths and limitations; understands kev

concepts and principles of science; is familiar

with the natural world and recognizes both its

diversity and unity; and uses scientific knowl-

edge and scientific ways of thinking for individ-

ual and social purposes.” This intriguing

document also directs attention toward scien-

tific literacy for a more socially compassionate

and environmentally responsible democracv

when it states that science can prov ide know -

ledge “to develop effective solutions to its

global and local problems” and can foster “the

kind of intelligent respect for nature that

should inform decisions on the uses ot techno-

logy,” without which “we are in danger ot reck

lessly destroying our life-support svstem.”

Regrettably, the authors don't go on to sug-

gest that scientific literacy also includes the

capacity and willingness to act in env ironmen-

tally responsible and socially just wavs. This

component is also absent from the definition

proposed bv the Council ol Ministers ol Educa-

tion (1997, p. 4) to guide curriculum construe

tion throughout Canada: “scientific literacy is

an evolving combination ol the science -related

attitudes, skills, and knowledge students need

to develop inquiry, problem solving, and
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It is particularly disturbing that girls

and members of ethnic minority groups

are over-represented among those who

consistently under-achieve in science.

decision-making abilities, to become lifelong

learners, and to maintain a sense of wonder

about the world around them.”

When it comes to designing curricula,

the multi-dimensionality of scientilic literacy

can be considered in terms of three major

elements:

2^ Learning science—acquiring and develop-

ing conceptual and theoretical knowledge

^ Learning about science—developing an

understanding of the nature and methods

of science, an appreciation of its history and

development, and an awareness of the

complex interactions among science, tech-

nology, society and environment

^ Doing science—engaging in and develop-

ing expertise in scientific inquiry and prob-

lem solving

Traditionally, science education has empha-

sized the learning science goal (sometimes to

the exclusion of the other two), though we

may not always have made the most judicious

selection of content. In more recent years, the

STS movement has encouraged teachers and

curriculum developers to include some signifi-

cant aspects of the nature of science and the

history of science and technology, and to

address some socioeconomic concerns, though

as I argue below we have not gone nearly so far

as we should in tackling sociopolitical and

moral-ethical issues. If anything, the most

recent Ontario Science and Technology

Curriculum has taken a step backwards. Sadly,

most science curricula also remain woefully

inadequate in providing students with oppor-

tunities to do science for themselves and by

themselves.

The Politicization of Science Education

One of the absurdities of some current cur-

riculum initiatives is that they attempt to teach

that science is a value-laden activity (the STS

emphasis), but try to do so in a value-free way.

Many teachers studiously avoid confronting
J J O

the political interests and social values under-

lying the scientific and technological practices

they teach about, and seek to avoid making

judgements about them or influencing

students in particular directions. This makes

little or no sense.

First, it asks teachers to attempt the impos-

sible. Values are embedded in every aspect of

the curriculum: content, teaching and learning

methods, assessment and evaluation strategies

are selected using criteria that reflect and

embody particular value positions, whether

we recognize it or not.

Second, it mistakes the very purpose of edu-

cation in science, which, in my view, is to

ensure critical scientific and technological lit-

eracy for everyone as a means to social recon-

struction. Its purpose is to enable future

citizens to look critically at the society we

have, and the values that sustain it, and to ask

what can and should be changed in order to

achieve a more socially just democracy and to

ensure more environmentally sustainable

lifestyles. Hence my view of science education

is overtly and unashamedly political. Politiciza-

tion of science education can be achieved by

giving students the opportunity to confront

real world issues that have a scientific, tech-

nological, or environmental dimension. By

grounding content in socially and personally

relevant contexts, an issues-based approach

can provide the motivation that is absent from

current abstract, de-contextualized approaches

and can form a base for students to construct

understanding that is personally relevant,

meaningful and important. My inclination is to

provide a mix of local, regional/ national, and

global issues focusing on: health; food and agri

culture; land, water and mineral resources;

energy resources and consumption; industry

and technology (including biotechnology);

information transfer and transportation; free-

dom and control in science and technology

(ethics and social responsibility). As argued

elsewhere (Hodson 1994), this kind ol issues-

based approach can be regarded as comprising

four levels of sophistication:

Level 1: Appreciating the societal impact of

scientific and technological change, and recog-

nizing that science and technology are, to some

extent, culturally determined.

Level 2: Recognizing that decisions about

scientific and technological development are

lake'll in pursuit ol particular interests, and that

benefits accruing to some may be at the

expense of others. Recognizing that scientific

and technological development is inextricably

linked with the distribution of wealth and

power.

Level 3: Developing one’s own views

and establishing one’s own underlying value

positions.

Level 4: Preparing for and taking action.

A central goal of such a curriculum is to

equip students with the capacity and commit-

ment to take appropriate, responsible, and

effective action on matters of social, economic,

environmental, and moral-ethical concern.

However, socially and environmentally

responsible behaviour will no more follow

directly from knowledge of key concepts than

ability to conduct scientific investigations will

follow directly from experience of carrying

out exercises based on the sub-skills of science.

The keys to the translation of know ledge into

action are ownership and empowerment

.

Those

who act are those who have a deep personal

understanding of the issues (and their human

implications) and feel a personal investment

in addressing and solving the problems.

Those who act are those who feel personally

empowered to effect change, who feel that

they can make a difference.

At Level 1 ,
students are encouraged to

recognize the societal and environmental

impact of science and technology. At Level 2,

they are sensitized to the sociopolitical nature

of scientific and technological practice. At

Level 3, they are encouraged to become com-

mitted to the fight to establish more socially

just and environmentally sustainable practices.

But only by proceeding to Level 4 can we

ensure that students acquire the knowledge

and skills to intervene effectively in the deci-

sion-making processes and ensure that alterna-

tive voices, and their underlying interests and

values, are brought to bear on policy decisions.

What is being argued here, of course, is that

education for critical scientific literacy is

inextricably linked with education lor political
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literacy and with the ideology of education as

social reconstruction. As Kyle (1996: 1
)
puts

it:

“Education must be transformedfrom the passive,

technical, and apolitical orientation that is reflective

of most students’ school-based experiences to an

active, critical, and politicized life-long endeavour

that transcends the boundaries of classrooms and

schools.”

Unfortunately, there are many students who

feel disempowered by their experiences in

school and are increasingly alienated from

science. There are many who feel no sense

of ownership and certainly no feelings of

empowerment, and who continue to regard

science as a body of fixed, authoritative know-

ledge located in textbooks. It is to these

matters that I now turn.

Problems of Access

For me, a major element of the crisis in science

education concerns restricted access. In some

countries, access to significant science educa-

tion is limited to the academically elite, and if

selection is early this usually means the socially

and economically advantaged. While the most

recent Ontario curriculum document dispens-

es with the traditional curriculum differentia-

tion into three secondary school science

courses— basic, general and advanced—it now

specifiesfour levels of anticipated achievement,

identifies achievement at Level 3 as “the pro-

vincial standard,” and states that some students

will not reach it. If critical scientific literacy is a

crucial aspect of responsible citizenship and

sound environmental behaviour, it is essential

for everyone. Those who leave school scientifi-

cally illiterate are essentially disempowered.

Worse, they are predisposed to succumb to the

blandishments of advertizers to act in ever

more consumptive and polluting ways in

pursuit of essentially trivial consumer goods.

Some students already believe that school is

a waste of time: it confines them against their

will in physically unattractive surroundings,

imposes on them a code of conduct that is

unfamiliar and unwelcome, and often denies

them any measure of choice and self-determi-

nation about what and how they study. To com-

pound matters, these already disenchanted

students are presented with a science curricu-

lum that they regard as remote from real life.

Even if they make the effort to learn science,

they are presented almost daily with unappeal-

ing messages about the nature of science and

scientific practice. Science is presented as

complex and difficult, and so only accessible to

“experts” who have subjected themselves to a

long and arduous training. Scientists are often

portrayed as dispassionate and disinterested

experimenters, who painstakingly reveal the

truth about the world. Frequently, scientific

knowledge is delivered as established and cer-

tain knowledge that is not to be challenged or

doubted by mere students. Moreover, it is

presented in unfamiliar and depersonalized

language. For many students, all this consti-

tutes such a formidable barrier that they are

unable to make satisfactory progress. Many are

dissuaded from further study and merely

“mark time” until they can give up science

altogether. It is particularly disturbing that girls

and members of ethnic minority groups are

over-represented among those who consistently

under-achieve in science or terminate their

science education at the earliest opportunity.

Clearly, it is a matter of some urgency that

ways are found to make science more accessi-

ble. Developing a more inclusive science

curriculum requires that we look closely at

what we teach (and why), at how we teach, and

at how we assess and evaluate learning. To

enable all students to achieve critical scientilic

literacy, we must pay much closer attention to

the transitions from everyday understanding to

scientific ways of understanding and from

everyday ways of communicating to scientific

ways of talking and arguing. Increasing access

and participation levels also entails paying

much more attention to the specific barriers

and obstacles experienced by individuals,

many of them related to ethnicity, gender and

social class. This means addressing the inherent

biases of science and science education, creat-

ing a more authentic, culturally sensitive and

inclusive image of science, scientists and scien-

tific practice, showing science being used and

developed by diverse people in diverse situa-

tions, and establishing and maintaining

a school science environment in which all

students feel a sense of comfort and belonging.

At present, many students in science lessons

are bored by content they consider irrelevant

to their needs, interests, and aspirations. They

are uninvolved by the kinds of teaching/learn-

ing methods we employ and they find the social

and emotional climate of the science classroom

uninviting, or even alienating. Some of those

who do engage in effective science learning do

so at considerable social and emotional cost,

sometimes resulting in disaffection, exclusion,

or ostracization from peers and family.

In my view, critical scientific literacy for an

increasingly diverse student population can

only be achieved by the personalization of learn-

ing, by developing an education that looks not

only to the students’ cognitive development

but also to their emotional, aesthetic, moral

and spiritual needs (see Flodson, 1998).

Personalization of learning means ensuring:

^ Learning takes account of the knowledge,

beliefs, values, attitudes, aspirations and

personal experiences of individual students

^ Science and technology are presented as

more person-oriented and science/tech-

nology education is politicized and infused

with sound social and environmental values

^ Every student has the opportunity to con-

duct authentic scientific investigations and

to engage in technological problem-solv-

ing tasks of their own choosing and their

own design. Cl
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New Curriculum

Graham Orpwood

Developing a Science Curriculum

Political Ideals and Political Realities

What was“right"for the 1 960s or 1 980s

may no longer be“right”Jor today.

What is“right’in the Caribbean or

China or even the U.S. may not be

Political Questions

In the previous article, Derek Hodson has set

out an eloquent and, in my view, convinc-

ing argument for what he calls the “politi-

cization of science education.” His position, as I

understand it, is that the experience of science

in school should go further than teaching stu-

dents the “stuff” of science, further even than

the processes of scientific investigation and

information about its applications in real life,

and inculcate a commitment to social action

among students and thus increased social

justice in the world at large. It would be excit-

ing indeed if such a curriculum could lie taught

in all Ontario schools.

But would it he right ? Or, to put it another

way, would it be democratic ? I low do you eva-

luate 1 lodson s argument (or anyone else’s, for

that matter) if you are the- Minister of Educa-

tion with the statutory responsibility of deter-

mining what will be taught in Ontario schools,

as distinct from academics, business people,

teachers, parents, university professors, and

others who seek to persuade people what

should be taught?

Science education has always been political,

though not in the sense described by Hodson.

Aristotle used developing the school curricu-

lum (though he didn’t call it that) as his primary

example of a political process. And while edu-

cators have often grumbled—and never more

so than now, in Ontario—that developing the

curriculum is “too political,” it was ever thus

and there is a whole history of curriculum

development to prove it.

The reason is simple: there are many good

reasons for teaching science and many answers

to the questions “Why teach science?” and

“What is scientific literacy?”- -a term which

incidentally has been around since the 1 960s

with a variety of meanings (see Roberts, 1983,

1988). But as with the selection of science con-

tent to be taught in the curriculum, selection

of purposes or goals just has to be made.

One cannot teach all science content and one

cannot achieve all possible goals for science

education either.

Furthermore, there are no simple or univer-

sally right answers to such questions.What was

“right” for the 1 960s or 1 980s may no longer

he “right” for today. What is “right” in the

Caribbean or China or even the U.S. may not

be “right” for Ontario. In this context, “right-

ness” obviously has a different meaning from

the “rightness” we usually think about in sci-

ence. It is not something one can simply com-

pute the answer to. And, while we wrestle with

awkward questions like these, we can also

think about whether the new Ontario Cur-

riculum in Science andTechnology curriculum

really is “a step backwards” (as I lodson claims)?

“A step back from where?” we might want to

add. How can such questions be thought

about?What do we have to do to find answers?

These are some of the questions that I shall

explore in this article.

Principles for Developing a Curriculum

First of all, I trust we can all endorse Hudson’s

premise that school science education must be

for the benefit of all Ontario students. This

means: students of all backgrounds, abilities,

social classes, ethnic and linguistic origins, not

just those whom education has traditionally

served relatively well. The Science Council of

Canada’s ( 1 984) report on science education

in Canadian schools was entitled Science for

Every Student, and equity in science education

was one of its major themes. This goal can

never be fully reached, of course, but it pro-

vides one of the principles to bear in mind

when developing a science curriculum espe-

cially for courses up to Grade 10 that are

required for all students.

Second, it is important that a wide variety of

perspectives on questions such as “Why learn

science?” and “What is scientific literacy?” be

considered. Arguments such as Hodson’s can

be matched with equally sound and convincing

arguments in favour of science as a vehicle for

developing a variety of characteristics of the

educated person. For example, it has been

argued that science is one aspect of a nation’s

culture and that what is needed in Canada is a

better appreciation of Canada’s contributions

to science and the importance of science in a

“Canadian context.” Others have stressed the

importance of science and technology in the

world of work and the Canadian economy and

have argued that science literacy must include

an understanding of the economic place of

science and technology and the skills of entre-

preneurship and employability. Still others

emphasize the development of science in a his-

torical context and stress the importance of

students coming to understand the limitations
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of science as “a way of knowing.” Given the

multicultural nature of our schools, some have

argued that the contributions of all races to sci-

entific understanding should be the focus of an

“anti-racist” scientific literacy.

This is not new. I have on my shelves a school

science text from the 1 9th century in which

the purpose of teaching and learning science is

described as “the appreciation of the Creator’s

handiwork and the greater glorification of

God.”We have never been short of suggestions

about why science should be taught and

learned. The problem is how to cope with the

wide range of perspectives and reasoned argu-

ments for different goals for science in school.

I have claimed for many years that coping

with these arguments is essentially a political

problem (Orpwood, 1985, 1998) and that the

“political arts” as outlined by Aristotle and

many following him (e.g.
,
Schwab, 1 970) are

required to address them. “Politics” is a field

that has become narrowed in the popular mind

in recent years and, especially in the minds of

many teachers, somewhat despised. But the art

of determining what should be “policy”—from

the Greek word for a city-state—is something

that requires conceptual art and skill and, like

any art, it can be done well or it can be done

badly. Done well, the political process gener-

ates not only a coherent policy, it also develops

a broad consensus among the population

affected by it in support of the policy. Done

poorly, the policy may be weak and ineffectual

or it may be that significant numbers of people

consider themselves to have been “left out” or

“marginalized” by the process.

Major aspects of the political arts include

the consideration of multiple perspectives and

the use of“deliberation” among a broad array

of stakeholders to determine the final direc-

tions. The result of such a deliberative process

is not the “right” answer for, as Schwab points

out, there is no such thing, but the “best” one in

the circumstances. These were among the

principles and processes we had in mind as we

planned the development of the Science and

Technology Curriculum for Grades 1-8 in

Ontario.

Developing The Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8,

Science and Technology

The curriculum issued by the Ontario Min-

istry of Education in March 1998 had its ori-

gins in a project of the Science Education

Group at York University (now the York/

Seneca Institute for Science, Technology and

Education— YSISTE) in collaboration with 17

Ontario school boards. The project, called the

Assessment of Science and Technology

Achievement project (ASAP), began in 1 995

and was designed to support classroom teach-

ers in participating boards with assessment in

the area of science and technology. However,

before we could address assessment methods,

we had to agree on what we were trying to

assess.

Many resources contributed to the draft

curriculum document that was provided to the

Ministry in September 1997:

^ Detailed analytical research of science

and technology curricula in other parts of

the English-speaking world (described in

Orpwood & Barnett, 1997);

^ 40 inservice workshops with over 300

teachers in 17 boards during the 1995—96

school year conducted by Marietta (Mars)

Bloch, in which the teachers’ experience

was used to help devise an age- and grade-

appropriate curriculum;

^ The “Pan-Canadian” Framework of Science

Learning Outcomes (Council of Ministers ol

Education Canada, 1997), for which Mars

Bloch was also a member of the develop-

ment team;

A Technology Advisory Group, who assist

ed in the strengthening of the sections of

the curriculum focussed on Design and

Technology;

^ The Ontario Learning for Sustainability

Partnership, whose critique of the first

draft was very constructive;

^ TheYork Forum on School Science, held in

May 1 997, which brought together a broad

array of stakeholders to deliberate over

directions for science education.

The resulting curriculum document went

through many more stages of review and edit-

ing at the Ministry, in which we were partici-

pants, before finally receiving official approval

by the Ontario Government in March 1998.

However, key aspects of the design and sub-

stance of the curriculum document survived

these reviews and editorial processes.The con-

ceptual framework underlying the new cur-

riculum is described more fully in a teachers’

resource document published by the Ontario

English CatholicTeachers’ Association (Orp-

wood & Bloch, 1998). Two features of this

framework are worth highlighting here.

First, what I describe as the “conceptual

glue” that holds the document together is the

set of three goals—that all students in Grades

1 -8 should:

^ Understand the conceptual foundations of

science and technology;

^ Develop the skills, strategies, and habits of

mind required for scientific inquiry and

technological design;

^ Relate scientific and technological know-

ledge to each other and to the world

beyond the school.

These three goals emerged from the inter-

national curriculum analysis, they were consis-

tent with the directions of the Pan-Canadian

Framework, and they were endorsed by the

deliberations of theYork Forum on School Sci-

ence. They are thoroughly integrated with the

science and technology content of tire curricu-

lum in that each grade and strand has three

overall expectations and three sets of specific

expectations in which the three goals are com-

bined with the science and technology content

of that unit. The concept of “curriculum

emphases” (Roberts, 1982) underlies this

combination and this curriculum document is

the first in Ontario to require that emphases

such as Science-Technologv-Societv (S f S3 be

taught to all students.We regard this as a major

“step forward
.”

The second feature is that the three goals

accentuate, again for the First time, a tri partite

view of the nature ol science and tovhnolog\
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It is thefirst time in the history of

Science andTechnology Curriculum

Policy in Ontario that such a

coherent view of the nature of science

and technology and their place in

society has been articulated as policy.

that is based on theoretically sophisticated

literature of the field. It enshrines the belief

that science and technology are:

^ systems of knowledge

^ processes of investigation and exploration

^ social enterprises

These three aspects of the nature of science

and technology are described more fully in

Orpwood and Bloch ( 1 998) but build on a long

literature in the history, philosophy, and sociol-

ogy of science and technology. However, it is

the first time in the history of Science and

Technology Curriculum Policy in Ontario that

such a coherent view of the nature of science

and technology and their place in society has

been articulated as policy and, once again, we

feel that this is another major “step forward.”

Concluding Thoughts

The nature of the deliberative process, both at

the York Forum of May 1997 and within the

Ministry during the period September 1997

through March 1998, precludes the possibility

of any one party achieving all of what he or she

wants in the final policy document.There were

battles, sometimes intense ones, among those

around the table. Some we (Mars Bloch and I)

feel we won, others we lost. Most often, a

compromise was arrived at, where there were

no winners or losers but where all could live

with the result. Once again, I would stress that

this is in the nature of a political deliberative

process.

Overall, it will be for all users and stake-

holders to render a judgment on the final

curriculum. However, in assessing “steps back-

ward or forward,” one must take into account

not some ideal position of one’s own, but the

state of science and technology curriculum in

Ontario before the change and ask: “Does the

new curriculum offer a reasonable prospect of

more students becoming more scientifically

literate in the iuture than in the past?” I firmly

believe that the answer to this question is “Yes.”

We can never avoid the politics of science

curriculum. We can only learn more about the

political arts and how to practise them with

integrity and skill. O
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foreign language at secondary school level or above; and (iii) a Post-graduate Diploma in Education (PGDE) or equivalent

or (iv) a Teaching of English as a Foreign Language or a Second Language (TEFL/TESL) qualification at least at the

diploma level.

Candidates who possess a Bachelor’s degree in other academic subjects and a PGDE or equivalent and a

TEFL/TESL qualification at the diploma level and have at least 2 years’ post-graduate experience of teaching English

at secondary level or above may be considered.

For appointment in special schools, preference will be given to candidates who have special education training and/or

experience in teaching students with special educational needs.

I TERMS OF APPOINTMENT & SALARY
• The appointment will be from 1 6 August 2001 to 1 5 August 2003.
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• Passage, baggage and medical allowances and a special allowance of HK$1 3,000 (approx.*CA$2,514) per month

are provided for appointees whose normal place of residence is outside Hong Kong. (A teacher will not be eligible

for the special allowance if he/she or his/her spouse is already receiving the same or housing allowance from

his/her own employer.)

*Based on exchange rate HK$5.17 = CA$1 (subject to fluctuation)
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Application form and further information are available from:

Web site: http://www.info.gov.hk/ed or http://www.hketo.ca

and:

Placement & Support Section,

Education Department, The Government of the Hong Kong Special Administrative Region,

Room 3208A, 32nd floor, Wu Chung House,

213 Queen’s Road East,

Wan Chai, Hong Kong.

Fax No.: 852-2123 1 239 or 852-211 6 0531

Tel. No.: 852-2126 5296 or 852-2126 5297 or 852-2126 5207

E-mail address: psunit@ed.gcn.gov.hk

Local inquiries: Hong Kong Economic and Trade Office

Toronto: (416) 924-5544; Vancouver: (604) 331-1300

E-mail: om@hketo.ca

Web site: www.hketo.ca
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A Tale of Two Scientists

Professional Scientist/

Citizen Scientist

I

n our minds, the new science curriculum

has left some questions outstanding—ques-

tions, for instance, concerning the actual

difference between Academic and Applied

(and how the new Applied relates to the old

General) and the extent to which the specified

expectations represent curriculum goals. The

assessment procedure is still very much open

and this raises further questions:These ques-

tions, and many others, augment age-old con-

cerns about the amount of content coverage.

Should we really be covering as many concepts

at such an early age ?

There also are the more deep-rooted ques-

tions about the “hidden” curriculum—the

social, political, and economic message that

the science curriculum inculcates. Many will

argue, with considerable justification, that our

recent reforms fail to address the inequality in

the system. That is, the curriculum is still engi-

neered to educate only advantaged students

—

the few students with sufficient cultural capital

(e.g.
,
cognitive and social riches that come

with a supportive family) to prosper in the

school system. Meanwhile a lot of students

drop out of school science as soon as legally

possible or graduate forgetting what they only

learned by rote.

Over the last few years there is a worrying

pattern emerging in science education; certain

sciences (physics in particular) are not recruit-

ing. Pupils are voting against physics and chem-

istry with their feet. There is a standing

joke What w'ill the physics classroom of the

future look like? Empty! As graduates of sci-

ence, this worries us—but should it? At times,

we didn’t enjoy the physics component of our

degrees—it became a case of playing the game

and waiting for the qualification. Perhaps even

We leave the biggest question jor the

future—namely, what would a school

curriculum designedjor citizen

scientists actually look like?

more worrying are the results of a series of

recent studies suggesting that even when

pupils choose to study science at university

they emerge with confused or minimal under-

standing of common scientific laws, theories

and inventions and poor understanding of the

nature of products and practices in science and

technology (see for instance Claxton, 1997).

When viewed in this way, the gut reaction is to

ask— What is going wrong?

We hope in this article to open up discussion

of our new science curriculum.We apologize if

this comes at a time of extreme curriculum

implementation fatigue. Our premise is that a

science curriculum should be for all. Interna-

tionally, the concept of' Science-for-All has been

a curriculum slogan for at least the last decade

(Fensham, 1997). However, this concept

would appear not, as yet, to have been real-

ized. In order to explore issues relating to the

aims of the science curriculum and the every-

day needs of citizens—the vast majority of

whom do not go on to study science after high

school -we felt it useful to exemplify two

potential “products” of our school system.

Firstly, a Scientist, somebody who continues to

study science at university and beyond and

then lands a job in science and technology, per-

haps a research job in a university. Some may

view this person as a school science success

story. Secondly, a Citizen Scientist, somebodv

who perhaps chose not continue with science

after high school, indeed might not even have

found school science interesting, but now uses

science in everyday life. Research unequivocal-

ly demonstrates the importance of role models

in education and our contention here is that

the role model of a citizen scientist is both

poorly defined and needs to be recognized

more fully in the curriculum.

Scientists

Scientists can work in laboratories and in the

field, they can wear lab coats and safety specta-

cles. They exist in the social world of the scien-

tific community and, generallv, thee gain

access to this world by academic qualifica-

tions—higher degrees in science (usuallv a

Doctorate). Scientists usuallv enjoyed success

at high school. They did well at high school and

continued this success at university. A scien-

tist’s goal is to further knowledge in a recog-

nized field. They solve problems that are

scientific—they are concerned with questions

that arise from previous recognized research.

Their research is subject focused and builds

upon socially accepted and validated knowl-

edge. For instance, a scientist might be

engaged in research involving a series ot mea-

surements on a new experimental semi-con-

ductor material or isolating a gene on a

chromosome in Drosophila (fruit flv).To per-

form research of this type, they need to be

aware of previous research in the field.

In order to collect empirical data scientists

often use unusual, expensive and specialised

equipment. Thev work in controlled laborato-

ry conditions and have honed their practical

skills and experimental techniques. Often thev

1 See Bencze ( 1 999) for more details.
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spend many months, or years, planning for a

period of data collection and are concerned

with minute details during this data collection

phase. Research can entail frustrations and dis-

appointment as well as success. An experiment

may fail because of poor design or an invalid

hypothesis and set of assumptions.

Scientists are aware of other researchers and

research in their field and attend conferences

regularly to keep up to date and make presen-

tations. They may disagree over colleagues’

interpretations of recent results, but will

accept a series of common assumptions. Scien-

tists are alert to the need to publish regularly

and have a continual eve on publication oppor-

tunities. Scientists write up their work in spe-

cialized journals using a standard structure

(method, results and conclusion) and third

person linguistic format. Due to their special-

ized and technical nature, these journals have a

limited circulation. They tend to be read by

other scientists in the field or related field.

Citizen Scientists

Citizen scientists exist in the everyday

world homes, supermarkets, bars, gardens,

and art galleries. They tend not to wear lab

coats or safety spectacles but use scientific

knowledge and skills, wherever and whenever

thev feel it is useful and helpful. On a daily

basis, they are not engaged in long periods of

scientific cogitation and discourse; they are not

overly concerned about subatomic particles or

indeed the electronic configuration of ben-

zene, but have a healthy interest and concern

about science and how it might, and does,

impinge on their daily lives. Citizen scientists

use their knowledge of science to make

informed decisions. These decisions arc of an

everyday practical nature as well as a dcmocra

tic civic nature.

F.vorvday practical decisions might include

scrutinizing data from crash test results and

fuel consumption before buying a car. Citizen

scientists would be cognisant of the impor-

tance of empirical evidence—they would also

be critical of experimental data and want to

know, for example, what a 5-star rating means,

what was the test sample size, who conducted

the tests and whether this is meaningful mea-

surement in everyday driving conditions.

When buying food, a citizen scientist would be

knowledgeable of risks associated with addi-

tives, increased salt content, and the use of

artificial sweeteners such as Aspartame. They

would also, for instance, be wary of the dan-

gers associated with x-rays and actively

attempt to reduce their exposure wherever

possible. When visiting the dentist, they would

ask questions about the radiation dose of dental

x-rays and balance the benefits of the x-ray

with the risks involved. Citizen scientists also

embrace democratic issues involving science;

they would be involved in monitoring scientif-

ic and technological progress. Citizen scien-

tists would be environmentally knowledgeable;

they would explore the safety anti dangers

associated with the transportation of nuclear

waste in urban areas; take an interest in genetic

engineering and discuss the use of generically

modified crops; as well as consider recent

empirical data on ozone depletion and global

warming.

Citizen scientists might use science in a

hobby or pastime such as gardening, fishing, or

scuba diving. They would appreciate science as

a human achievement, a way of knowing, and

solving problems; but they would also be

aware of the limitations of scientific knowl-

edge, the importance of sample size, vested

interests, and the need to combine a range of

knowledges—practical, economic, ethical,

social, and aesthetic when making personal

decisions.

Citizen scientists learn science after they

leave school, mostly from informal sources

(television, radio, newsprint, museums and

science centres, and increasingly the Internet).

They have complete choice over what they

need, or want, to learn and their motivation to

learn is not linked to passing public examina-

tions; it could be linked to cognitive satisfac-

tion, but is more likely to be linked to personal

needs and democratic concerns. Often the

issues they deal with are emotive and relate to

personal health concerns; strong affective

dimensions such as trust, anxiety, and fear

often play a part in their learning and decision

making. Citizen scientists do not, in general,

have access to scientific journals and their

learning will often be opportunistic (for

instance coming across a newspaper article or

catching a TV report). It is also likely to be

problem centred (related to a personal con-

cern) and involve some type of action.

Wynne (1991) and Layton et al. (1993) have

conducted a series of intriguing studies of citi-

zen scientists. These case studies explored how

people faced with a need-to-know situation

found out about and used scientific know-

ledge. The studies explore parents of Down’s

Syndrome babies, home heating and the elderly,

workers in a nuclear power station and sheep

farmers faced with increased levels of radia-

tion. The researchers selected situations where

one might consider that a knowledge of sci-

ence would be beneficial if not a necessity?

Surprisingly, in these contexts, the researchers

found the scientific advice offered by experts

was mostly irrelevant! Why? Because it failed

to recognize the needs of the person trying to

deal with the problem. For instance, parents of

Down’s Syndrome babies were offered scien-

tific accounts ofthe causes of Down’s including

the appearance of the extra chromosome 21

.

However, the majority found this information

redundant they wanted information of a

more practical and useful nature. As one moth-

er commented, “Once we know what kind of

Down’s Syndrome he’s got, there’s not much

we can do about it and we’ve got to get on with

things” (Layton et al, 1993:45). Down’s Syn-

drome children often have poor muscle tone

and as a consequence have difficulty sucking on

a bottle. This presents a real practical chal-

lenge. What the parent’s wanted was practical

advice about how to deal with this challenge.

These results are echoed in my own work

(Alsop 1999) where I have explored how peo-

ple faced with the health threat of a radioactive

gas, radon, learn about radioactivity and the

risks it presents. My general conclusions high-

light learners with a range of priorities and

needs these needs are quite different to

those of academic science. Often, it seems, cit-

izen scientists have to be skilled at knowledge

production and adapting science to meet their

everyday requirements.

What’s in a comparison?

In comparing scientists and citizen scientists it

is important to be mindful of over-generaliz-
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In the classroom, we need to offer

instances, stories and role models of

how knowledge of science has been

found useful by people in everyday life.

ing. Of course, there are many scientists who

are unlike the image presented and they may

take umbrage with our stereotypical portrayal.

Similarly there may be citizen scientists who

find our descriptions limited. Our descrip-

tions are, no doubt, oversimplified; for a start

scientists and citizen scientists are not homo-

geneous groups. But these criticisms would be

missing the point; our intent was to provide

visions of two role models to stimulate a dis-

cussion. So why compare scientists and citizen

scientists? Mainly to pause to consider the

question; what do we promote in the class-

room? In other words, in our school what role

model do we implicitly or explicitly sponsor?

Do we foster scientists, citizen scientists, or

both?

Hodson (1993) has provided a useful frame-

work to explore this question further. He

suggests all students should learn:

1. Science — The products of science and

technology, including laws, theories and

inventions.

2. About science— The properties of science

and technology, including characteristics of

these fields and their interactions with each

other and with society and the environment

and, as well, characteristics of people

working in these fields, including the exis-

tence of bias and the possibility of human

error.

3 . To do science— The proficiencies of science

and technology, including cognitive and

psychomotor skills needed to conduct

authentic scientific investigations and

design products.

1 hese three domains of learning correspond

reasonably well to the three goals of the

Ontario curriculum for Science & Technology,

Grades l-8(OMET, 1998, p. 4), that is, learn-

ing science is similar to Ontario’s “Basic

Concepts’’-, learning about science is similar to

Ontario’s goal of “Relating Science andTcchnology

to the World Outside the School”-, and learning

to do science is comparable to Ontario’s

goal of Developing Skills oj Inquiry, Design and

Communication.

In Figure 1 ,
we have used Hodson ’s frame-

work to structure some key differences in

these domains, as we see them, between a cur-

riculum fashioned towards the needs of scien-

tists and one tailored towards the needs of

citizen scientists. Our approach has been to

pose a series of questions that we feel emanate

from our descriptions above. We urge you to

use these questions to consider your practice

and the new science curriculum. We also

encourage you to consider our questions,

framework, and the validity of our distinction

between scientists and citizen scientists.

ft is our supposition that the way we present

science in schools leans towards the needs of

future scientists. We suspect the role model

explicitly and implicitly promoted in the cur-

riculum and the classroom is a “scientist” and

the concept of a “citizen scientist” is sadlv

neglected. The curriculum, we feel, operates

under the expectation that all pupils will aspire

to be scientists. Of course, this is not a

bad thing—science is a wonderful human

achievement and the intent of this article is not

to knock science. However, given that the

majority of students will not continue with

science post high school, are we really justified

in educating all for the needs and aspirations of

a few?

In raising the questions in Figure 1 ,
we have

consciously expanded Hodson’s framework to

explicitly recognize citizen scientists. In find-

ing out about science, we feel that pupils should

be cognisant of the characteristics of citizen

scientists as well as scientists (as described

above). In the classroom, we need to offer

instances, stories and role models of how

knowledge of science has been found useful by

people in everyday life. Why? Because this is

the world that the majority of pupils will have

FIGURE 1: Are you fostering Scientists or Citizen Scientists?

Fostering

Products of Science

About Science

Scientists

Does your science teaching:

1 . Provide the basis for future

academic scientific study?

2. Cover abstract concepts

that have few everyday

applications?

3. Use problems and illustra-

tions from science?

4. Use formal sources of

information such as text-

books and specialist

resources?

Does your science teaching:

1 . Present scientists as role

models?

2. Explore STSE from

scientists’ perspective?

3. Focus on a theoretical

scientific understanding

of contemporary issues?

4. Exclude emotions?

Citizen Scientists

Does your science teaching:

1 . Provide the basis for lifelong

informal learning of

science?

2. Cover concepts that have

clear everyday applications

and practical solutions?

3. Use problems and illustra-

tions from everyday?

4. Use informal sources of

information such as TV,

radio, newsprint and the

Internet?

Does your science teaching:

1 . Present citizen scientists as

role models?

2. Explore STSE from citizens’

perspective?

3. Focus on contemporary

issues with practical every-

day actions?

4. Involve emotions?

Doing Science Does your science teaching:

1 . Promote specialist skills and

techniques mainly used in

science laboratories?

2. Use specialist scientific

equipment?

3. Encourage rigorously

controlled experimental

procedures?

Does your science teaching:

1 . Promote skills relevant to

everyday life?

2. Use everyday resources?

3. Encourage everyday

pragmatic problem solving?
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access to in the future and role models are

important because they colour how pupils

relate to science (Solomon, 1 994). In the class-

room, we feel the concept of a citizen scientist

is crucial because it provides the rationale for

compulsory science education. Arguably, for

science education to truly embrace the con-

cept of Science-Jor-All it needs to meet the

needs of citizen scientists— the needs of all

pupils.

Perhaps, most significantly, what emerges

from our comparative tale is the difference

between scientists and citizen scientists. In

some respects, this is stating the obvious; we

all know that science is a specialized, hierarchi-

cal field that requires many years of training. In

contrasting scientists with citizen scientists,

we are illuminating two world views: on the

one hand, the life-world of citizen scientists

functioning in an intricate social, practical, and

emotional everyday world; on the other, the

refined, rational, abstract and “emotionless”

explanatory systems of science and technolo-

gy. These two domains collide in a curriculum

that tries to provide for the everyday and the

academic. But given the differences between

these worlds, can a curriculum effectively pro-

vide for both? And at the moment have we real-

ly got our priorities right?

In this article, our intention was to open up

a discussion about citizen scientists and we

welcome any follow up comments and sugges-

tions. We view our discussion as a starting

point; in many respects we leave the biggest

question for the future- -namely, what would

a school curriculum designed for citizen scien-

tists actually look like? Contact Steve Alsop,

email: salsop@edu.yorku.ca O
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For consumerism or citizenship?

Technological Education

“People never want to look at the present; people live

in the rearview mirror because it’s safer, they’ve been

there before, theyjeel comfort. Anybody who looks at

the present is a threat, a nuisance in the extremist

degree. The present is an area that people have always

avoided throughout human history—the utopias of

mankind are all rearview images of the preceding

age.”

Alarshall McLuhan

I

n 1992, the Rio Earth Summit focused on

the need for humanity to change its funda-

mental relationship to the rest of the natural

world. Eight years later, the new Ontario

Grade 11 & 1 2 Technological Education cur-

riculum doesn’t even mention the word “sus-

tainability” once in relation to technological

education! We need to ask whether this consti-

tutes an example of “forward thinking” or is a

reflection of McLuhan ’s “rearview mirror”

thinking? Does the absence of sustainability

thinking perpetuate the illusion that our tech-

nological and economic decision-making can

be made in isolation from the ecological sys-

tems that support all life?Table 1 summarizes

the frequency with which some selected key

words and concepts are found in the new cur-

riculum.

Current Directions in Ontario Curriculum

What are we to make of a 208-page curriculum

document where the only occurrence of the

word “recycle” appears on the bottom of the

last page ol the document as: “Printed on recy-

cled paper”? One of the chronic problems fac-

ing recycling firms is finding markets for the

recycled materials they produce. Design, man-

ufacturing, and construction classes should

promote the use of recycled over virgin materi-

als and in the process help students understand

that “closing the loop” on material flows is an

important step toward more sustainable manu-

facturing systems and “industrial ecologies.”

TABLE 1: Key Concepts in

New Technological Education Curriculum

Concept/Word #of times

mentioned

Sustainability/sustain 0

Reuse 0

Recycle 0

Remanufacture/recondition 0

Pollution 0

Ecosystem/ecology o

Bicycle

Green 1
Stewardship 0

Culture 0

Cooperate/collaborate 0

Interdependence 0

Photovoltaic systems(PV’s) 0

Wind Energy Systems 0

Elydrogen Fuel Systems/cells 0

Renewable 0

Future generations

Discuss/ debate

Ingenuity

Values

Democracy/democratic

0

0

0

0

Enjoy/fun/pleasure 0

Technological literacy 0

Precautionary Principle 0

Citizenship 1

Reflection 1

Client 47

Customer 25

Economic 31

Markets/marketing 46

Consumer 15

Publicity 4

Advertising 7

Industry 217
Solution(s) 215

Quality 49

Standards 118

Management 59

Team/Teamwork 34

Plan \ 7(N
Business 24

The very frequent use of the words “busi-

ness” and “industry” (217 times in a 208 -page

document) suggests that current business and

industry practices in Ontario are taken to be

the unproblematic or de facto role model for

educating young people about technology. As

important as the perspectives of business and

industry are for ensuring a career-relevant

dimension of the curriculum, we need to also

ask ourselves if there are other important per-

spectives and voices that need to be heard con-

cerning the direction of technological

education.

Human and Ecological Dimensions of

Technological Practice

While there are many exemplary and progres-

sive industries in Ontario, many who do take a

responsible long-term perspective on the envi-

ronmental impacts of their operations, there

are also clearly many who do not. Ontario has

become the third worst industrial polluter in

North America, and Canadian companies gen-

erate nearly twice as much pollution on aver-

age as U.S. sites according to the report Taking

Stock by the NAFTA Commission for Environ-

mental Cooperation (CEC,2000). Teachers

need to be very discerning of emulating and

perpetuating those industrv “standard prac-

tices” which reflect outdated and environmen-

tally damaging behaviours.

Looking to industry alone for guidance on

what and how to teach technological education

will not provide the balanced perspective

Ontario students deserve. It is equalh impor-

tant for teachers to help identify for students the

design and technological practices which have

made some Ontario companies genuine world

leaders in the fight to lower the environmental

impact of their products and industrial process

es. It is these examples of technological excel

lence and environmental stewardship \\ hich are

worthy of emulation in our classrooms.

Call 416 267-2 185 to order Orbit.
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It is no coincidence that the large

refuse“dumpsters”at a school are

usually situated near the technological

education facilities.

With no mention of values or culture in the

curriculum, are we being encouraged to teach

students that technological design is a neutral

endeavour? Is this desirable or even possible?

As the lower portion ofTable 1 illustrates, the

values of the marketplace are front and centre

in the new curriculum, to the exclusion of

other equally important human and ecological

dimensions to relating to technological prac-

tices. Don’t young people need opportunities

to explore and clarity for themselves through

debate and discussion, the nature of the values

that drive so much technological develop-

ment? Should they be encouraged to ask

whether the values supported by and embod-

ied in our present economic and technological

systems are the ones that should guide them in

sustaining a healthy planet?

The new Ontario Grade 1 1 & ^Techno-

logical Studies curriculum suggests that tech-

nology education is primarily in the business of

helping students develop relatively straightfor-

ward technological plans, and solutions or

answers to human problems. (The word “solu-

tions” appears 21 5 times in the document.)

The question this begs is: what kind of techno-

logical plans are possible without explicit con-

nection to the concepts left out of this

curriculum document, such as those listed in

the upper portion of Table 1? Could we call

them balanced plans? Could they be designated

as intelligent plans lor designing and building

an ecologically and socially sustainable built

environment? Will the enactment of plans

unconnected to these crucial ideas guide us

into a livable future? Where do students have

an opportunity to study and learn from the

spectacular historical failures involving tech-

nology?

John Ralston Saul ( 1 994) reminds us that the

search for answers can be a mechanism or

response to avoid asking difficult questions and

that it is folly to forget that the quality of any

answers we develop are directly related to the

quality and breadth of the questions we ask. In

saying this, it is troubling to note that the word

“question” itself appears only once in the intro-

duction of the document. The implicit message

in the curriculum is clear; while it is important

for students to develop solutions, it is less

important to engage them in questioning or

critiquing existing technological practices and

systems. Perhaps the old adage that when all

you have is a hammer, the whole world

becomes a nail is appropriate here, is technolo-

gy always the solution regardless of the ques-

tion? Can technological education be

considered in a broader human problem-solv-

ing context?

It is also disappointing to see that the word

“vision” is also noticeably absent from the

Grade 11 &12 Curriculum. Is technological

education about more than simply shaping stu-

dents to be effective “team players” who fit into

the human resource plans of business and

industry? Is it also about helping them develop a

hopeful and creative vision of what technology

could be and should be in our communities of the

future? Given the importance of the vision

young people will bring to shaping the world of

tomorrow, teachers have an enormous respon-

sibility in helping students develop visions of a

humane, just, equitable and sustainable future

world supported by technology.

Can any viable solutions worthy of the

adjectives “excellent,” “quality,” “equitable,” or

“wise” be developed without full consideration

of pollution, sustainability, interdependence,

recycle /reuse, stewardship, future genera-

tions and reflection? Are technological “solu-

tions” unconnected to these crucial concepts

simplyJuture problems temporarily masquerad-

ing as solutions?The more important question

is: Are we perpetuating a dysfunctional way of

thinking about technological design and prac-

tice when we pretend that quality, equitable,

and sustainable technical solutions can be

developed from such a narrow field of view?

Table 2 compares some of the broad character-

istics of conventional technological design ver-

sus ecological design.

Technological Accountability

When it comes to the real and potential impact

of technologies in an era of globalization, where

many businesses and industries are managed

from afar, antiquated and patriarchal pro-

nouncements of“trust-us” are clearly no longer

sufficient. Strong and active citizenship means

that students come to expect and demand pub-

lic environmental accountabilitv from all of
J

those involved with designing, manufacturing,

selling, using and disposing of technology in

their communities. In this process students

come to understand “technological accountabil-

ity” not simply from an economic-market-

shareholders dimension hut also from a broader

citizen stakeholder perspective. Progressive and

visionary businesses have begun to realize that a

“triple bottom line” (Elkington, 1998) of sus-

tainability is important if they want to flourish

in the global marketplace. The traditional eco-

nomic bottom line must be augmented by a

social and environmental bottom line as well.

Also noticeably absent from the new cur-

riculum are any mention of “life-cycle design,”

“eco-efficiency,” or “product stewardship.”

Product stewardship is the process whereby a

manufacturer assumes responsibility for taking

back products at the end of their useful life so

that they may be recycled and remanufactured.

Enlightened eco-technological design draws

on a broad range of product life-cycle issues

found in Design for the Environment! DfE), prac-

tices. Technology has the potential to allow

society to make great improvements in the

efficiency of our resource use, to greatly

reduce the material and energy intensity of our

economy, and to maintain and conserve our

renewable natural life support systems, our

topsoil, fisheries, forests, and water supplies.

These positive curriculum orientations of

technological education for the environment

need to be emphasized much more.

It is estimated that 94 per cent of the materi-

als extracted for use in manufacturing durable

products become waste before the product is

finished—waste in the form of heat that

escapes from power plants, waste of land that

has been mined, waste of irrigation water that

has evaporated, or waste of biomass that has
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TABLE 2: Characteristics of Conventional and Ecological Design

Issue Conventional Design Ecological Design

Energy Source • usually nonrenewable relying on fossil fuels

• the design consumes “natural capital”

• where feasible renewable: solar, wind, small scale

hydro or biomass
• the design “lives” off solar income

Material Use • high-quality materials are used in a wasteful

manner resulting in toxic and low quality

materials being released into the soil, air

and water

• “restorative” material cycles are used in which waste
for one process becomes the “food” for the next

• reuse, recycling, flexibility, ease of use and durability

are “designed-in” from the start not as an afterthought

Pollution • copious and endemic • minimized, as the scale and composition of the

wastes are in line with the ability of ecosystems to

absorb them and remain healthy

“Ecological

Accounting”

• limited to compliance with existing regulations

like “environmental impact” reports

• short-term economic thinking

• sophisticated and built in to the entire process to

cover a wide range of ecological impacts over the

entire life-cycle of the project from extraction of raw
materials to the final recycling of components

• long-term ecological thinking

Sensitivity to

Ecological and
Cultural Context

• “standard” design templates are used with little

regard to culture or place

• tends to produce a homogeneous global culture

which ignores local technologies and knowledge
• high energy and materials “throughput” tends

to erode biological, cultural and economic
diversity—reinforcement of the mentality that

there is “one right” way to achieve human goals

• design responds to “bioregion” as design is

integrated with local soils, vegetation, materials,

culture, climate, and topography
• respects and nurtures traditional knowledge of

place and local materials

• maintains cultural and ecological diversity

Knowledge Base • narrow disciplinary focus • integrates multiple design disciplines and a wide

range of sciences

Level of

Participation

• reliance on jargon and experts who are unwilling

to communicate with the public

• limited community involvement in critical design

decisions

• a commitment to clear discussion and debate

• people feel empowered to join the design process

Types of

Learning

• nature and technology are “hidden” and the

design does not teach us over time

• nature and technology are made visible and the

design draws us closer to the systems which

ultimately sustain us

(Based in part on Van Der Ryn & Cowan, 1996)

been discarded (Sachs, 1999). In some tech-

nology programs far too much material is

wasted, and in the process a mindset is fostered

that there is always an “away,” someone else’s

backyard in which to dump the byproducts of

our technological practices.

The globalization of markets has meant that

product “standards” which fail to comply with

“life-cycle” environmental accountability and

performance standards will be locked out of

global markets such as the European Union

where such requirements have become com-

monplace. Parochial thinking with regard to

the environmental consequences of product

manufacture and use will result in lost oppor-

tunities. Smart technological design means

taking the environmental dimensions of prod-

uct behaviour into account during the design

phase, not after the fact as an afterthought or

an “implication.” Table 3 is a design checklist

which teachers might use in order to get stu-

dents to consider the environmental implica-

tions of product design. This checklist is not

exhaustive and should only be considered as a

starting point for student reflection and

research on the environmental consequences

of product design.

To reiterate, technological teachers have an

important responsibility to help students nur-

ture a critical, creative, and optimistic vision ol

the future. This can’t be accomplished if we

assume the role ot mere facilitators ol exter-

nally produced “turn key” curriculum mod-

ules or ignore the immediate real world

consequences of our technological decisions. It

is important that students be engaged in con-

sulting their communities concerning techno-

logical needs and directions. It will demand

entering into a collaborative dialogue with stu-

dents, colleagues, business and industrv and

community members concerning the problem

of sustainability collectively facing us. It will

require leadership, courage, and vision. It will

require a measure of empathic listening to stu-

dents’ fears and concerns about the relation-

ship between technologv and the environment

and when required offering guidance in help-

ing them take tentative steps toward designing

what can onlv ever be interim solutions.

As technological teachers we need to chal-

lenge and support students in living and asking

the difficult questions concerning the nature ol

our technological world. Through a process ot

grappling with these questions in a supportive

and collaborative context, the\ ma\ find the

motivation and encouragement to pursue

technological careers and to assume their lull

Call 4 1 6 2 6 7-2 1 8 5 to order Orbit.
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responsibilities as active citizens working

toward as yet non-existent answers. Let’s not

forget that the quality of the future that young

people will create ultimately depends upon the

quality of the questions they begin to ask. O
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Table 3: ECO-Design Checklist

A SYSTEM DESIGN Y N NA Comments

Have the following been considered?

1 Design for simplicity

• Is the project designed to have as few parts as possible?

• Are the parts or the project multifunctional?

• Can common parts be used in different design projects?

2 Design of multifunctional products
• Can you think of several purposes for the same product?
• Can the product be “retired” at the end of one life to serve a secondary use?

3 Design for source reduction (reduced mass)
• Is a reduction of physical dimensions possible?

• Can lighter weight materials be used ?

• Can any of these materials be replaced by renewable organic ones?
• Can the complexity or weight of packaging be reduced?
• Can electronic documentation regarding use and disposal

be provided with the product?

4 Design for longevity
• Is longevity feasible for this product? How long do you expect it to last?

• How can the product be made more durable?

B MATERIALS SOURCING

1 Are recycled materials specified where possible?

• For product materials?

• For packaging?

2 Are raw materials obtained in an environmentally responsible way?
Have suppliers been asked where their materials come from?
• E.g., can wood be used which has been obtained from

sustainably harvested/managed forests?

• Are scarce resources avoided?

3 Have hazardous materials been minimized/avoided?

C MANUFACTURING AND DISTRIBUTION

1 Is the component/assembly designed for energy conservation
• in manufacture
• in sales and distribution schemes?

2 Is the component/assembly designed for waste minimization

in the manufacturing process?
• Can reusable packaging containers be used?

3 Is the component/assembly designed to minimize the following

in the manufacturing process:

• air and water pollution

• water use
• materials use
• other environmental effects

continued on the next page
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D PRODUCT USE

Is the product designed for:

• Minimum power consumption in use?
• Minimum packaging?
• Minimum consumable use?
• Minimum waste consumables in use (e.g., batteries or other

disposable components)?
• Serviceability (replacement of parts without disposing of whole assembly

or equipment)?
• Accident prevention?

E “END OF LIFE”: Design for re-use, disassembly and recycling

1 Has the design:

a) Incorporated the non-destructive removal of materials at the end of life?

b) Incorporated a process for the speedy diagnosis or refurbishment

or repair of the product?

c) Used “closed loop” manufacturing ideas, i.e., waste of

one process/product = food for another process/product?

d) Considered use in secondary applications?

2 Can the material used in the product be recovered?
• Is there a market for the material? If so where?
• Is there separation and recycling technology and infrastructure

where this product will be used?
• Is there any other requirement for material separation

(e.g., removal of hazardous materials before disposal)?

• Are the material combinations used in the product compatible for recycling?

3 Information
• Have material coding symbols been applied to all the various

materials used?
• Are these symbols in a conspicuous location where they are not

easily overlooked?
• Have non-toxic substances in preference to toxic substances

been used?
• Have any toxic substances been labelled as such?
• Have instructions/information to customers, equipment producers,

been provided for users/recyclers on dismantling the product?

(Based in part on Clark & Charter, 1999)
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John A. Ross

Do Some Students Benefit More than Others?

Mathematics Reform

S
upervisors, curriculum experts,

researchers, and government officials

are encouraging teachers to change

mathematics teaching. The reforms,

described in publications by the National

Council of Teachers of Mathematics (e.g.

,

NCTM, 2000), permeate curriculum docu-

ments. In this article we briefly define what

reform means, summarize the effects of teach-

ing reform on student achievement, describe

how student characteristics influence the

effects, and suggest how teachers can ensure

that changes in mathematics teaching benefit

all children.

Teaching Reform and Student Achievement

Defining Reform Reform is multi-dimen-

sional. Elsewhere (Ross, 2000) we suggested

that reform has nine distinguishable features.

We highlight two aspects here because of their

implications for student diversity.

First, a central element of reform is that all

students should learn even the most difficult

mathematical ideas. In a traditional math pro-

gram, learning is highly sequenced. Students

have to master basic operations before

attempting complicated problems. Less able

students are unlikely to get the opportunity to

solve problems that simulate tasks regularly

dealt with by mathematicians and other profes-

sionals who use math.

Second, calls for change in math teaching are

based on the idea that children learn best when

the teacher focuses on student thinking and

gives children opportunities to develop their

own understanding of mathematical concepts.

This is accomplished through talk about rich

mathematical tasks in a community in which

students develop and test their ideas with

peers under the direction of a skillful teacher.

Impact of Reform Teaching on Student

Achievement In comparison with students

Students who are disadvantaged by

social backgrounds and by poverty

are more likely to enroll in math

programs that emphasize rote

experiencing a traditional math program, stu-

dents in reform classrooms solve more com-

plex problems, use more sophisticated

procedures, and are more fluid in adapting

their procedures to problem requirements.

Students taught with reform methods are

more likely than other students to develop

deeper understanding, be aware of what they

know, have positive feelings toward math, per-

sistent when confronted by obstacles, and be

more fluent in describing their thinking. Com-

parative studies have also found that students

in reform classrooms do as well as, and in many

cases better than, students in traditional pro-

grams on measures of traditional mathematics

competence: application of routine algorithms

and recall of basic math ideas.

The Influence of Student Characteristics

Social disadvantage translates into academic

disadvantage. Students who are disadvantaged

by social backgrounds and by poverty are more

likely to enroll in math programs that empha-

size rote computation over problem solving

and are less likely to enroll in courses for the

university-bound

.

Students’ mathematics performance is

allected by non-school factors. We label these

ascribed rather than achieved characteristics

because they are beyond the control of individ-

uals. Some oi these features may dilute or even

reverse the positive impact of reform teaching

on achievement.

Negative Effects of Student Diversity

Student Ability—When students learn by

exchanging ideas with one another, equal par-

ticipation is essential. Students who engage in

conceptual talk, such as giving and receiving

explanations about problem solutions, learn

more than students who are silent or who

engage in low-level talk, such as exchanging

mathematical facts or procedures. Observa-

tions of student groups indicate that participa-

tion is typically unequal. Lower ability

students participate much less trequentlv than

those of higher ability. When lower ability stu-

dents are assigned leadership positions, their

roles tend to be usurped by more able group

members. The contributions of lower per-

formers to group decisions are usuallv limited

to minor procedural suggestions. The domi-

nance of group work by more capable students

is particularly strong when the goal is to pro-

duce a single group product. In these circum-

stances, students who feel their offerings are of

little value respond by withdrawing from the

task.

Several factors reduce engagement of lower-

ability students. Past failures create negative

expectations for future success, depressing

feelings of self-efficacy: Students with low

confidence in their ability to complete

assigned tasks successfully are unlikely to per-

sist. Pressure from high-ability students to

complete tasks quickly often creates an ability-
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based caste system that reduces participation

by the less able. Low-ability students often fail

to ask for appropriate help because they do not

know when they need it, do not know whom
to ask, or how to formulate a request that will

evoke a constructive response. In addition,

recordings of student talk show that explana-

tions are frequently inadequate because expla-

nation givers lack a language for talking about

math, have deficient teaching skills, are insen-

sitive to the needs of help seekers, and do not

monitor the effects of their explanations.

Social Class—Social class influences student

attainment mainly through parent-student

interactions. For example, middle-class par-

ents inculcate higher career aspirations that are

more likely to require advancement through

school. Family observation studies note that

middle-class parents tend to guide children's

thinking by helping them focus on the struc-

ture of problems whereas working-class par-

ents tend to focus on solutions limited to par-

ticular problem instances, reducing the ability

of children to generalize to new contexts. Mid-

dle-class parents emphasize reasoning in family

talk and are more likely to teach children that

they control their fates. In contrast, children in

working-class homes are more likely to receive

knowledge passively.

These social class differences in family talk

translate into differences in classroom interac-

tions. Children from working-class homes par-

ticipate less than middle-class students in math

education reform classrooms. Working-class

students defer to peers from higher social class

homes, lack confidence in their answers, focus

on answering easy questions, and give reasons

for answers based on the particularities of

problem context rather than arguments based

on abstract reasoning (Lubienski, 2000). Some

working-class children are uncomfortable in

classrooms that focus on student ideas because

it entails risks they would prefer not to take.

Membership in Minority Groups—The pre-

ceding evidence suggests that students of lower

status, regardless of whether the disadvantage

is based on ability or social class, participate

less than higher status students in social learn-

ing situations. Minority social or racial group

membership is likely to have a similar impact

on student access to social constructions.

In addition, student participation may be

inhibited by cultural expectations. Students

from homes that emphasize adult authoritv

may not see the benefits of student-to-student

talk and may be upset when teachers withhold

answers to stimulate student deliberations.

Gender—Gender differences in mathematics

performance consistently favour females when

course-taking opportunities are kept constant.

This is a reversal of achievement patterns that

existed only a few years ago when female

underachievement was a focus of concern.

There is some evidence to suggest that males

are more likely to invent mathematical proce-

dures rather than accept algorithms provided

by text and teacher. In a reform classroom,

such inventions are likely to be rewarded.

Males might be also advantaged bv their domi-

nance in student groups, greater participation

in whole class discussions, and increased will-

ingness to take risks.

Solutions

The preceding observations suggest that the

positive impact of change in mathematics

teaching overall may mask differences among

student groups. Reform teaching may benefit

middle- and high-ability males, from middle

class, majority culture homes to a greater

degree than lower-ability females, from work

ing-class, minority culture homes. However,

these same characteristics disadvantage stu

dents in traditional math programs. Whether

traditionally disadvantaged students are bettor

A PROFESSIONAL DJEVELOT IDEA
Theory into Practice

i

Do Some Students Benefit More than Others?

! Mathematics Reform
i

I

n this Orbit issue, John Ross defines the current reforms in mathematics,

summarizes the effects on student achievement, describes how student

characteristics (like ability and social class) influence the effects, and then

suggests how teachers can ensure that the changes in mathematics teaching

will benefit ALL children.

Have you thought of using this article for a staff meeting or other professional

development experience?

Here is a possible approach:

1. Pair people up.

2. Have them discuss what they feel are the current reforms in mathematics

education

.

3. Have one person read pages 31 to 32 in “Mathematics Reform” (up to the

subhead “Solutions”). This is the section summarizing the research on how
student characteristics (ability, social class, membership in a minority group,

gender) may dilute or even reverse the positive impact of the reforms.

4. Have the other person read pages 32 (starting with “Solutions”) to 33. This

is the section outlining what changes teachers will need to make in their

instructional practices to make the reforms work for everyone.

5. Have the pair share (1 )
key ideas or (2) a personal connection with one another.

6. Have a large-group discussion on the implications of the research for the

classrooms, schools, and school districts.
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Middle class parents tend to guide

children 's thinking by helping

them focus on the structure of

problems whereas working class parents

tend to focus on solutions limited to

particular problem instances.

or poorer off in reform classrooms is less

important than figuring out how to reduce the

disadvantage. Mathematics teachers imple-

menting changes in their instructional practice

might consider a variety of anticipatory strate-

gies like the following to minimize the nega-

tive effects of ascribed student characteristics.

Most of these strategies focus on improving

opportunities for students to learn from each

other.

Assign tasks that require rich mathemati-

cal talk Students are more likely to

exchange ideas if they are given tasks that call

for overt sharing of thoughts. For example, the

task might require that students generate mul-

tiple solutions or alternate means to a single

solution, that students he able to describe their

strategics, that every member of the group

understands and be able to defend at least one

solution to the problem. Placing the focus on

student understanding rather than on task

completion is likely to increase involvement of

students inclined to withdraw.

Structure groups to increase the likelihood

students will work together Deeper

understanding of mathematical ideas develops

when students contribute to a solution. By

talking about how the problem should he

solved, students make their thinking visible to

themselves and their peers. Being explicit

makes ideas accessible to others, reveals incon-

sistencies that can be addressed in dialogue,

and forces students to reorganize their think-

ing to accommodate the views of others. These

processes are more likely to occur if students

are in mixed groups- mixed by ability, social

class, culture, and gender and balanced to

reduce social isolates. For example, participa-

tion rates are more likely to be equal in a group

with two males and two females than a group

with three males and one female (the males

ignore the female) or three females and one

male (the females give disproportionate atten-

tion to the male).

Structure group processes so that students

are more likely to share ideas Rich talk

involving all group members is more likely it

the teacher requests one product from the

group with the requirement that each group

member must provide part of it. Teachers can

also limit resources so that students have to

share equipment (e.g.
,
one computer). Anoth-

er strategy is to jigsaw learning materials (e.g.

,

information about the problem and resources

for its solution) so that the completion of the

task requires components provided by differ-

ent group members. Cooperation within the

group can also be stimulated by structuring

competition with other groups (this is a main-

stay of a number of cooperative learning

programs such as STAD Student Teams

Achievement Divisions). A particular effective

strategy is to assign roles within a group, bal-

ancing roles that maximize learning (such as

deliner of mathematical terms, recorder ot

solutions, solution monitor, and explainer)

with procedural roles (collector of materials,

timekeeper) less directly related to achieve-

ment. To increase equity in participation it is

essential that roles rotate within the group so

that all students have equal opportunity to

engage in group functions that make a greater

contribution to achievement.

Provide tasks that require the unique con-

tributions of disadvantaged students

Students are more likely to participate in a dis-

cussion w hi'n they fci l needed. Teachers can

increase the commitment of disadvantaged

students by designing tasks that ensure that

special knowledge possessed by lower status

students is essential to the solution. Comple-

mentary strategies include pre-teaching

to provide lower status students with special

knowledge and conferring status (i.e.
,
formally

recognizing experiences and skills not

acknowledged by the other group members).

Teach students how to help one another

Students are more likely to learn from one

another when they are taught how to do it. In

addition to prescribing norms of equal partici-

pation and constructive conflict, the teacher

can demonstrate how to seek and give help,

model mathematical explanations, and provide

students with assessment methods that re-

inforce rich deliberation. O

Conclusion

As research on the effects of reform in mathe-

matics teaching matures, the differential

effects of change in teaching strategy on stu-

dents become visible. This is inevitable. There

are few, it any, instructional practices that

affect all students in the same way. Some

groups will inevitably benefit more than oth-

ers. The thoughtful teacher will recognize

where disadvantage might occur and adjust

accordingly.
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Jim Hewitt

Successes, Failures,

Computers

Classroom

T
l ime magazine recently ranked teaching as

number two in its list of the ten jobs most

likely to disappear in the coming decades. 1

According to Time, electronic grading and

distance education will radically reduce the

need for instructors in tomorrow’s world. It is

not clear how seriously we are supposed to

take these prognostications, but the claim does

resonate with many of the pro-technology

voices that we hear from politicians and the

private sector.

Some of these voices point to the vast quan-

tities of information on the Internet, and the

motivational appeal of high-quality multime-

dia. Others take a stance that is closer to that of

Time: computers will ultimately cut costs by

relieving teachers of some (or all) of their

instructional responsibilities. In fact, in I 997,

the Ottawa Citizen reported that the Ontario

provincial government was investigating that

very possibility.
~

Are these visions realistic? Are Time maga-

zine’s predictions likely to come true? By

identifying those areas in which computers

realistically offer new educational opportuni-

ties, this article will hopefully shed light on the

future role of technology in schools.

Early Attempts to Infuse Technology in Schools

Computers are not the first technology that

people thought would transform education. In

1922, Thomas Edison predicted that motion

pictures would revolutionize the learning

process. Edison believed that the best lessons

of the best teachers in the world would be cap-

tured on film and distributed to schools every-

where. Similar predictions were made for

radio at the end ofWorld War II and television

in the early 1960s. Each of these technologies

was unveiled with much fanfare and promise,

1

Julie Rawe,“What will be the 10 hottest jobs? . . . and what job

Greg Crone, “Study PondersTeaeherless Society,” Offawa Citi/c

,

Future Role

in the

In 1 922, Thomas Edison

predicted that motion pictures

would revolutionize the

learning process.

yet none of them had a lasting impact on edu-

cation. What went wrong?

It turned out these technologies were not as

useful in the classroom as people had expect-

ed. Part of the problem was that people

assumed that classrooms needed ways to deliv-

er content in a motivating and exciting fashion.

However, that wasn’t the case. For the most

part, teachers felt quite comfortable present-

ing content. The bigger challenge in the class-

room was one of ensuring that students were

engaged and doing something with that content

that fosters deep, rather than superficial,

understanding. Teachers knew that putting a

child in front of a radio or television was not a

guarantee that learning would occur. In fact,

; will disappear?.” Time, 22 May 2000, pp. 54 55.

7, 9 October 1977 as reported in Robertson ( 1998).

these kinds of technologies often worsen mat-

ters with lengthy programs that tax the atten-

tion spans of young audiences. Thus, in

hindsight, the failure of these technologies to

revolutionize education is not surprising.

In his book, Teachers and Machines:The Class-

room Useoj Technology Since 1 920, (1985), Larrv

Cuban claims that the introduction of anv new

educational technology follows a pattern. The

cycle begins with enthusiasm and promises

that are supported by preliminarv research.

This is followed by a failure to achieve expecta-

tions and questions about where the blame lies

(e.g.
,
lack of funding, poor administrative sup-

port, teacher resistance). In the final stages of

the cycle, the technology itself is attacked as

being ineffective and costly. Disillusionment

and the abandonment of the technology soon

follow. Cuban claims that this pattern not only

applies to technologies like television and

radio, but to computers as well. This idea is

slowly gaining support. In some educational

circles, it is already the popular wisdom that

classroom computers are a tailed experi-

ment—and an expensive experiment at that.

As Alison Armstrong and Charles Casement

write, “Vast sums of monev are still being spent

in our education system on integrating a tech-

nology whose effects arc unproven and in

many respects counter-productive" (Arm-

strong & Casement, 1998, p. 83).

In an era of tightening education budgets, it is

only natural to question the cost-effectiveness ot

computer technology. However, we must be

careful to assess computers tairlv and on their

ow n merits. It would be a mistake to hastily place

them in the same category as television, radio,

and filmstrips. Computers are far more interav

tive than anv of these earlier technologies. Stu-

dents on computers don’t just sit and watch
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they do something. Computers are also multi-

purpose, not uni-purpose tools; they can be used

for delivering instruction, word processing, drill

and practice, simulations, web browsing, and so

forth. Below, we look at some of these different

applications for classroom computers and the

degree to which each has improved, or failed to

improve, the quality of education.

Computers as Tutors

Early efforts to use computers for educational

purposes began in the 1960s with the birth of

Computer Aided Instruction (CAI). Builders of

CAI systems believed that computers could

serve as teaching machines, delivering meticu-

lously designed lessons to large populations at

low cost. Some of the more intelligent systems

(referred to as ICA1, or Intelligent Computer

Aided Instruction) could even answer simple

questions, monitor student progress, and tailor

lessons to the learner’s individual needs. Early

proponents of these systems dreamed of devel-

oping a suite of programs that would cover the

entire elementary and secondary school cur-

riculum. Yet decades of research were unable to

demonstrate that computer-aided instruction

produced better educational outcomes than

traditional classroom teaching. Part of the

problem was that computers were not (and still

are not) as effective as teachers at diagnosing

and responding to student learning difficulties.

Computers interact with learners through a

relatively narrow communication channel (a

keyboard and mouse), cannot hold natural lan-

guage conversations, and cannot compete with

the wealth of pedagogical expertise and world

knowledge that human teachers bring to their

craft. CAI was also isolating for students, and

this was problematic because social interaction

is an important part of a child’s education.

Finally, good lessonware turned out to be

extremely expensive and time-consuming to

produce. For these and many other reasons,

most of the enthusiasm for CAI and ICAI has

faded since the late 1970s.

Over a quarter century of

experimentation hasjet to provide

convincing evidence that computers

can reduce the need for teachers.

Computers as Programming Environments

The publication of Seymour Papert’s book,

Mindstorms (1980) inspired tremendous enthu-

siasm for computers in education. Papert

offered a new and exciting educational vision

that was deeply grounded in constructivist

theory. Instead of seeing computers as surro-

gate teachers, he saw computers as tools for

learning through open-ended exploration. He

developed a programming environment called

Logo that he felt would foster planning and

problem-solving skills. Moreover, he believed

that the problem-solving strategies learned in

Logo would turn students into better prob-

lem-solvers in mathematics and other subject

areas. However, in the years that followed,

researchers failed to find support for Papert’s

claims. Students who used Logo on a regular

basis became better Logo programmers, but

there was no conclusive evidence that the skills

acquired in Logo were carried over to other

subject areas. Unless the teacher provided

careful and explicit direction, students w'ere

unable to see how the concepts learned in

Logo had wider application. Consequently, the

enthusiasm for Logo has waned considerably

since the mid-1980s. It is now unusual for ele-

mentary and middle school students to spend

much time in Logo or other programming

environments.

Computers as Drill-and-Practice Environments

Drill and practice has been a longstanding edu-

cational application for classroom computers.

Programs of this sort assume that the teacher

has already taught certain fundamental con-

cepts, and that students simply require prac-

tice and feedback. This is something that

computers do fairly well, in large part because

the task is simple and there is no need for the

computer to perform extensive tutoring or

make qualitative assessments of a student’s

progress. The biggest problem with drill-and-

practice software is that it is isolating (see CAI

above). Also, there are relatively few situations

in which rote memorization is considered to

be the best way for a student to learn. Howev-

er, in those situations in which it is warranted,

a drill-and-practice program can be an effec-

tive tool.

Computers as Word Processors

Computers have been used for word process-

ing since the development of microcomputers

in the early 1980s. One of the first word

processors, the Bank Street Writer, was specif-

ically designed to help students wdth their

writing skills. Today, classrooms still make use

of word processors, but early innovative pro-

grams like the Bank Street Writer have all but

disappeared. Nowadays, classroom computers

tend to be purchased with professional pro-

ductivity software pre-installed (e.g.
,
Claris

Works or Microsoft Word), and these packages

often become the ones that students use. This is

an unfortunate development, since a word

processor that is designed for office applica-

tions is not the ideal tool for young learners.

Studies of word processing in the classroom

have yielded favourable results. Students who

use word processors tend to write more text

and revise their work more often than students

who perform the same tasks by hand. The

increased tendency to revise text is perhaps not

surprising given the ease with which word

processors allow people to insert, move, and

delete entire sections of a document. By com-

parison, handwritten text discourages revision

since substantive changes lead to a messy docu-

ment and the need to write a new' draft. By

offloading the inconveniences of manual editing,

word processors allow' learners to focus more

intently on the high-level aspects of composition

(e.g.
,

planning, organization, flow of ideas).

Computers as Simulation Environments

A well-designed simulation environment can

offer students experiences that schools could

not otherwise provide. For example, the

award-winning program Starry Night by Sienna

(http://www.siennasoft.com/) allows stu-

dents to travel to different places in the solar

system to examine the motion of the stars and

planets in normal or accelerated time. With

minimal direction, students can study solar and

lunar eclipses, compare the position of the sun

in the summer and winter skies, observe Sat-

urn from one of its moons, and even ride a

comet around the sun. Using Starry Night as an

adjunct to conventional classroom astronomy

lessons is particularly powerful. For example,

students can use a classroom globe, a flashlight

and a dark room to show how' the tilt of the

Earth gives rise to the midnight sun phenome-

non at the North Pole. They can then turn to

Starr] Night to analyze the same phenomenon

from the perspective of a North Pole observer.

By studying how these different frames of ref-
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erence interrelate, students can develop a

much deeper appreciation of the relationship

between the Earth’s orientation and day-night

transitions.

Software simulations like Starry Night are

powerful because they provide students with

new and unique experiences that comple-

ment classroom lessons. Simulations are also

valuable in situations in which the subject

matter cannot be taught directly because of

cost, safety, or ethical concerns. Of course,

some uses of simulation software should be

avoided. For example, computers shouldn’t

be used to simulate activities that would be

better carried out in real life (e.g.
,
construct-

ing simple electric circuits using batteries,

bulbs, and wires). Concerns have also been

voiced over simulations that fail to model the

full complexity of a system (especially natural

systems). Such programs can leave students

with a false, overly simplistic notion of how

the system works.

Computers for Accessing the Web

A recent paper in theJournal for the Learning Sci-

ences described a case study in which Grade 6

students carried out an inquiry-based research

assignment using the World Wide Web as an

information resource (Wallace et al., 2000).

The students began by generating a list of ques-

tions about ecology. During the next three or

four class periods, the students attempted to

answer these questions using the web as an

information source. The unit concluded with

report-writing and classroom presentations.

The results of the trial were disappointing. The

students spent most of their time sifting though

vast amounts ot irrelevant material —so much

so that the primary goal for many learners

became one of refining their search requests to

return a manageable number of web pages.

However, even when worthwhile web pages

were found, surprisingly little time was spent

studying the underlying content. Instead, stu-

dents tended to scan pages quickly, moving

rapidly from one page to the next. “Surfing” is

an apt name for this click-and-move mentality,

because the students spent all of their time on

the surface of the content, and relatively little

time trying to understand things in depth. The

students reported that they enjoyed their web

explorations, but their on-line experiences

were not as intellectually rewarding as the

teacher or researchers had hoped

.

In an era of tightening education

budgets, it is only natural to

question the cost-effectiveness of

computer technology.

Studies like the one described above cast

doubts on the current wave of enthusiasm for

web access in schools. While it is true that the

web brings a tremendous wealth of informa-

tion to the classroom, the information is large-

ly unstructured, often inaccurate, and

sometimes completely inappropriate for chil-

dren. Moreover, the arguments that people

make in favour of Internet access are strikingly

similar to the ones made for filmstrips, radio,

and television (i.e.
,
the new medium will revo-

lutionize education because it delivers new and

exciting content). Yet there are many other

classroom resources (e.g., books, encyclope-

dias, magazines, CD-ROMs) that already per-

form this lunction. Therefore, it is not clear

how, or if, the content oi web pages will

improve the quality of education.

It may well turn out that the communicative

aspects of the Internet prove to be more

of an educational asset than the content

provided by web pages. Some of the most

promising research today is geared in that

direction. Initiatives like Knowledge Forum

(www.csile.oise.utoronto.ca) and CoVis

(www.covis.nwu.edu/) are exploring the edu-

cational potential of on-line learning communi-

ties, some of which span international borders.

Specialized software can even translate text

(very roughly) from one language to another,

thus allowing students to carry out conversa-

tions with peers in distant countries. Other

studies are investigating the use of Internet

mentors who provide students with guidance

and support via email. These, and other initia-

tives, are extending the classroom in ways that

were not previously possible.

Computers as Devices for Essay Grading

One of the more recent innovations in educa-

tional technology has been the use of comput-

ers to grade essays. Electronic grading is still in

its infancy and rather limited in what it can do.

The grading process works In comparing

unmarked essays to model papers that have

already been marked by human experts. For

example, if an unmarked essay most closely

resembles the “A” model paper, then the com-

puter awards the essay an “A” grade. If the

unmarked essay most closely matches the “B”

model paper, then a “B” grade is awarded, and

so on. How does the computer determine the

degree to which an unmarked essay resembles

(or doesn’t resemble) one of the model papers?

It essentially conducts a sophisticated compari-

son of the list of words used by the two docu-

ments. This technique has proven to be

surprisingly effective under certain conditions,

but the methodology is controversial and not

without its critics. The computer, after all, does

not understand the content of the essays it is

marking, nor can it assess the truth- value of any

of the sentences in the essay. All it can really do

is say that the vocabulary used by one essay

resembles, or doesn’t resemble, the vocabulary

used by a particular model paper. Consequent-

ly, there is always the risk that the computer

will assign a high grade to an undeserving essav

or assign a poor grade to creative essay that hap-

pens not to resemble any of the model papers.

Conclusion

Over a quarter century of experimentation has

yet to provide convincing evidence that com-

puters can reduce the need for teachers. Com-

puters do offer many exciting educational

possibilities, but their future role in education

will almost certainly take a different course

than the one charted by Time Magazine. Over

and over again, the most successful uses of

computers have been the ones that comple-

ment pedagogically sound, teacher-organized

activities. Such applications do not reduce or

offload any of the teacher’s work in tact, they

often increase it—but they do provide richer

learning experiences tor students. Less suc-

cessful applications tend to be ones in which

the computer attempts to assume some of the

teacher’s duties (e.g., Computer-Aided

Instruction, essay -grading).

What developments should we expect in the

next decade? Some suggest that the Internet

will make it possible for students to learn from

home, thus reducing the need for classrooms.

In my opinion, anv approach that phvsicalK

isolates students is educationally questionable,

and probably developmentallv harmful. It is

unlikely to succeed. I think instead that the

Internet will expand, not reduce, the role ot
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the teacher and the importance of classrooms.

Rather than drive students out of schools, the

Internet will bring outside communities in.

Parents will have greater access to their chil-

dren’s work, community volunteers will pro-

vide mentoring services through e-mail, and

teachers will invite subject specialists to “visit”

through audio-visual link-ups. Such a future

offers tremendous educational opportunities,

but it is one in which effective teachers are

more necessarv than ever. El
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SCIENCE, MATHEMATICS & TECHNOLOGY RESOURCES
on the World Wide Web

Larry Bencze & Jim Hewitt

The World Wide Web provides an extensive set of educational resources for students and for classroom teachers. However, the

quality of these resources varies tremendously, and not all of the information found on the Web is accurate. Consequently, you

should carefully examine any materials that you plan to distribute to students. To start your own exploration of the World Wide Web, we
provide the following list of recommended Web sites—in a variety of categories. Happy surfing!

LESSON PLANS www.lessonplanspage.com/
The Lesson Plan Page: This well-designed site contains hundreds of lesson plans indexed

by subject, grade and then topic. A search utility is also available.

INTERACTIVE ACTIVITIES www.explorescience.com/

ExploreScience.com: This award-winning site will engage you in a variety of science-

related activities, mostly in the area of Physics. The interactive graphics (supported by

shockwave) are superb. Some of the activities lack instructions, so you occasionally need

to do a bit of trial and error experimentation.

www.exploremath.com/
ExploreMath.com: This highly-interactive site is the Math counterpart of

ExploreScience.com. Explore topics like trigonometry, quadratics, linear equations and

probability.

WORKSHEET GENERATORS www.freeworksheets.com/
Free Worksheets: This site provides worksheets for most elementary subject areas. You

will find the site well-organized and the worksheets easy to access.

www.puzzlemaker.com/
Puzzlemaker: Use this site to create mazes, word searches, math squares and other

puzzles for your class.

SCIENCE INFORMATION www.howstuffworks.com/
How Stuff Works: Marshall Brain’s “How Stuff Works" page explains what makes refrigera-

tors cold, how cats purr, and why boomerangs come back. Browse through the site archives

and find answers to thousands of fascinating questions. This is a wonderful resource for

anyone who ever wanted to know how things work.

www.discovery.com/

Discovery.com: At Discovery.com you can read the latest science news and explore popu-

lar science topics (e.g., dinosaurs, space, weather). The site also contains a puzzlemaking

facility, live science cams, and games.
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SCIENCE DEMONSTRATION IDEAS www.scied.unl.edu/pages/mamres/pages/demos/demo.html

Dr. Demo’s Science Demonstrations: Through this site, teachers can get suggestions

—

often with graphics—of how to carry out demonstrations in biology, chemistry, physics and

earth sciences.

www.fcis.oise.utoronto.ca/~kperris/Disc.htm

Discrepant Events: Kirk Perris, a graduate student in computer applications at OISE/UT,

has developed this site for teachers. It contains many useful, interesting and well-illustrated

demonstrations.

ASK AN EXPERT www.is.dal.ca/~stanet/ask.html

Ask a Scientist: Through this site, anyone can ask questions that will be answered by the

best available expert in the field. Answers will be e-mailed to you directly. They only answer
questions from Canadians. The site also contains many links to sites of interest to SMT
educators and students.

TEACHING STRATEGIES www.sdcoe.k12.ca.us/score/actbank/torganiz.htm

Graphic Organizers: Learn how students can use graphic organizers to organize their

thinking and learning. Resources relating to rubrics and journaling are also provided.

www.dwci.edu/facstaff/~csauer/default.htm

The Beginning ...: This site is devoted to teaching and learning based on Howard Gardner’s

Theory of Multiple Intelligences. In addition to descriptions of the various intelligences, the

site provides many helpful teaching and learning strategies, and offers an online discussion

forum.

www.oise.utoronto.ca/~lbencze/Constructivism.html

Constructivism: This site provides a very brief description of constructivist principles of

learning and teaching and has links to numerous relevant resources for teachers.

NATURE OF SMT www.educ.queensu.ca/~science/women.htm
Women in Science: This web page provides a wonderful set of links to sites that promote

greater empowerment for females in science, mathematics and technology.

www.collections.ic.gc.ca/science/english/science/index.html

Understanding Science & Technology: This Canadian site answers fundamental

questions about the nature of SMT. The site also reminds readers that the “Scientific Method”

is not absolute, and scientists and engineers often adapt their approaches to overcome

problematic situations.

SKILLS OF INQUIRY,

DESIGN & COMMUNICATION
www.girltech.com/lndex_home.html

GirlTech: This site promotes invention by and for females. However, there is much here of

interest to anyone intending to develop and test new solutions to problems or ways of achiev-

ing ends through technology.

www.exploratorium.edu/IFI/

Institute for Inquiry: This site was created to support inquiry-based science instruction.

The Inquiry Activities section is not very large, but the site provides some good introductory

materials.

ON-LINE SMT PROJECTS www.investigationstation.org/

Investigation Station: Investigation Station has something for everyone. Students can use the

Science Laboratory to download and use a range of data collection, graphing, and modeling soft-

ware tools. The Teacher Workroom offers teachers a place to share ideas, pursue professional

development opportunities, and learn about the latest in project-based science curriculum.

For more sites relevant to teachers of science, mathematics and technology, go to the Orbit site www.oise.utoronto.ca/orbit and

click on: SMT Links.
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From Curriculum Rhetoric to

Classroom Reality

STSE Education

Erminia Pedretti

jane Forbes

S
cience, technology, society, and environ-

ment (STSE) education has become an

important part of the new Ontario Sci-

ence Curriculum. STSE interprets sci-

ence and technology as complex socially

embedded enterprises and promotes the

development of a critical, scientifically and

technologically literate citizenry capable of

understanding science, technology, society and

environment issues, empowered to make

informed and responsible decisions, and able

to act upon those decisions.

The Ontario Curriculum Grades 1—8 Science and

Technology (1998, p. 4) describes the goals of

science and technology education as: “under-

standing the basic concepts of science and

technology; developing the skills, strategies,

and habits ot mind required for scientific

inquiry and technological design, and relating

scientific and technological knowledge to each

other and to the world outside the school” (the

latter representing the STSE emphasis). Note

that according to the document, all of these

goals are considered to be equally important.

Similarly, the Ontario Curriculum Grades 9 and

10 Science (1999) describes the specific expec-

tations in terms of: understanding basic con-

cepts; developing skills of inquiry and

communication; and relating science to tech-

nology, society, and the environment. This

document is even more explicit in its treat-

ment of STSE education:

“The newer aspects o) the science curriculum

especially those that focus on science, technology,

society, and the environment (STSE)—call for stu-

dents to deal with the impacts ofscience on society,

and this requirement brings in issues that relate to

human values. Science can therefore not be viewed as

merely a matter of (facts'; rather, it is a subject in

which students learn to weigh the complex combina-

tions of fact and value that developments in science

and technology have given rise to in modern

society.... Science is approached in all courses not

only as an intellectual pursuit but also as an activity-

based enterprise operating within a social context.”

(p. 5, 1999)

What is STSE Education All About?

Given its rather significant place in the cur-

riculum, we are compelled to ask what is STSE

education all about? Because there are differ-

ent interpretations of STSE, it becomes neces-

sary to clarify a particular position in the

overall STSE debate. These particular positions

are a crucial part of the rationale for a chosen

approach to STSE curriculum development

and implementation strategies (Pedretti &
Hodson, 1995). The following characteristics

represent what some might call the corner-

stones of STSE education.

Sustainability—STSE education advocates a

new kind of literacy grounded in the context

of ethical, individual and collective responsi-

bility. Systematic study, conservation, and uti-

lization of resources are key to maintaining a

life-giving and life-sustaining environment. It

seems logical and appropriate that concern tor

the environment be articulated and demon-

strated through science and technology educa-

tion, particularly during this time when

environmental science courses have been

removed with the belief (and fervent hope!)

that environmental perspectives will be

infused across all science courses.

Decision-making STSE education is rooted

in understanding and participating in the deci-

sion-making process (Solomon and Aikenhead,

1 994). Therefore, political inlluences, motiva-

tion and the evolving politics ot science, and

the decision-making processes are cxplicith

communicated and explored. Students are

encouraged to gain a clear understanding ot

how decisions are made at the local, pro\ incial,

Thejundamental weakness of valid

science as it is usually taught is not

what it says about the world, but what

it leaves unsaid. The task oj STSfEJ

Education is tojill that gap

and national government levels, and within the

private and industrial sectors.

Ethics—STSE education recognizes that sci-

ence is not value-free, but rather a value-laden

activity. STSE education attempts to re-couple

science and values education. Such a perspec-

tive departs from the more traditional presen-

tation of science as a value-free, objective,

linear enterprise. Any rhetoric ol neutralitv

loses much of its force in realitv, as issues plav

themselves out through the media and in our

lives. The primary goals and interests of STSE

are essentially moral and political in nature.

Critical Social Reconstruction (Science anti

Social Responsibility) Manv have written

about the general purposes of education as

“cultural transmission" and “social reconstruc-

tion.” Social reconstruction is interpreted as

awareness and deep understanding that science

and technology are interdependent human

enterprises with benefits and harmful side

effects. Understanding the effects ot science

and technology inherently includes a critique

of society itself, and a civ ic sense ot responsi

bility. Students are encouraged, ideally, to

exercise both intellectual and ethical -kills in

determining the pros and cons ol am scientific

or technological development, to examine

potential benefits and costs, and to recognize

that underlying political and social forces driv e
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the development and distribution of scientific

and technological knowledge and artifacts.

Action and Politicization—Action ideally

empowers people, leading to personal and

social change, preparing citizens to function

responsibly and effectively. Consequently,

social critique and appropriate action become

inextricably linked in an effort to rectify social

inequalities and unequal distribution of power,

wealth and voice. Those who act are those who

have a deep personal understanding ol the

issues and their human implications and feel a

personal investment in addressing and solving

problems.

Nature of Science Emphasis—STSE

depends on a clear understanding of the episte-

mological foundations of science and the

recognition that scientific practice is a human

endeavour that influences and is influenced by

the social cultural context in which it is locat-

ed. In other words, the institution and practice

of science is understood as a human activity,

subject to all the vagaries and visions of people

involved. This also challenges the notion of sci-

entific knowledge as a collection of facts that

are fixed, non-negotiable, authoritative pro-

nouncements.

From Curriculum Rhetoric to Classroom Reality

Implementing STSE perspectives can be chal-

lenging; there is no single road to follow. Dif-

ferent approaches have their own thematic

virtues and pedagogic advantages. We recog-

nize that there may be some barriers or obsta-

cles to overcome, for example, the

multi disciplinary nature of STSE education. II

we are to do STSE education properly (and by

that we mean moving beyond the simple appl

i

cation peripherals that we have seen in the past

i.e., car batteries, production of ammonia,

careers, etc.), then we are really looking at

multi or interdisciplinary perspectives. This

might include gathering information that is

historical, philosophical, economic, political,

and environmental in nature. Lack of time and

resources, and issues related to assessment can

also be daunting. In spite of these challenges,

we believe that we have in our midst an excit-

ing opportunity to include STSE perspectives,

and connect science to society, and to our envi-

ronment.

What then are some ofthe specific strategies

that educators are using in their classrooms?

A variety is available from relatively simple

to complex. Your own teaching and learning

style will determine your comfort level. All

require a sound conceptual knowledge base,

and skills of inquiry and communication. All

require that expectations and criteria for

assessment and evaluation be clearly commu-

nicated to students. The following represent

only a few' of the many strategies that reflect

STSE perspectives.

Debate or Town Meetings—Students

research and represent different points of view

based on specific roles. The issue can be a hypo-

thetical situation or a current local issue. The

local issue is often more motivating, real and

meaningful to students. Students learn how

citizens can influence critical decisions in their

community, and develop an understanding of

iactors that influence decision-making. They

also learn to listen to and appreciate the views

of others. They come to recognize the com-

plexities ot decision-making around such

issues as proposals for the development of land

located in protected areas such as the Niagara

Escarpment, or in unprotected areas such as on

the Oak Ridges Moraine or within a Provincial

Park.

Class Presentations Students research

information using available resources includ-

ing the Internet. Caution students when using

Web sites to determine the source of posted

information. Who is posting it? An institution

such as a university? A company? Or an indi-

vidual? The format can be a poster, video,

model, workshop, seminar or multi-media

presentation. Many of the expectations in the

Ontario curriculum lend themselves to this

kind ot activity. Be sure to provide enough class

time at the beginning of the assignment for stu-

dents to clarify their goals, their criteria for

evaluation and the direction of their research.

Visiting Non-School Settings -The authors

have successfully used the Ontario Science

Center exhibit entitled “A Question ofTruth”

to generate research questions with senior sci-

ence students (see Pedretti & Forbes, 1998 for

more details). The exhibit explores the nature

of science, history, bias, and multiculturalism

in a very interactive, engaging and thought-

provoking manner. Teachers and students are

provided with the opportunity to critique the

culture and practice of science, and examine

science and health, science and points of view,

science and prejudice, science and the commu-

nity. This exhibit illustrates that the history and

practice of science is very much rooted in a

social-cultural context. In our collaboration,

we created activities around the exhibit,

designed units, and encouraged student direct-

ed inquiries and presentations.

Culminating Task or Performance Stu

dents apply the knowledge and skills they have

acquired in a unit through a meaningful and

integrated activity such as a Mystery Day, in

which students investigate a crime scene,

examine clues, and interview suspects to dis-

cover the guilty individual. The provincial pro-

files (see www.curriculum.org) and current

science texts provide opportunity and direc-

tion for synthesis and for integrating STSE

education.

lssues-based Approach Real life events

and experiences—global or local—can pro-

vide a catalyst for curriculum planning (i.e.,

nuclear chemistry unit- -Nagasaki and

Hiroshima; reproduction unit —cloning,

genetic engineering, Dolly, genetically modi-

fied foods, gene therapy; bovine growth hor-

mone; ecosystems unit—East Coast

moratorium on the cod fishery; endemic dis-

ease; and poverty). Societal issues used as orga-

nizers for science education present many

advantages; issues present a point of departure

for developing and exploring further inquiry,

provide a rationale for the search lor informa-

tion, and more accurately reflect the multi-dis-

ciplined nature, discourse, and activities of the

scientific pursuit. Issues incorporate knowl-
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edge, experience, beliefs, values, and aspira-

tions of people involved, and also capture the

complexity of multiple viewpoints.

Case Studies The use of case studies (both

historical and contemporary) provides a means

of infusing STSE perspectives. Environmental

science case studies are particularly appropri-

ate. Local and global case studies might

include: local landfill site proposals, oil spills:

effects and clean up, destruction of rain

forests, conservation ofTemogami, evidence

for and solutions to global warming, etc.

Historical Perspectives History provides

us with a link to our past and a window to the

future. Historical perspectives can include

accounts of people (i.e., Galileo, Einstein,

McClintock, Crick and Watson, Darwin), their

views, attitudes, passions and prejudices. It

also illustrates beautifully the role of context,

politics, social mores, belief systems, etc. in

the history and development of science.

Some Final Thoughts

STSE education seeks to enrich the experi-

ences of students, sponsors creativity and

imagination about alternatives, and provides

power and freedom to examine and question

social issues related to science and technology.

To put it another way: “The fundamental weak-

ness of valid science as it is usually taught is not

what it says about the world, but what it leaves

unsaid. The task of STS[E] Education is to fill

that gap” (Ziman, p. 22, in Solomon & Aiken-

head, 1994). The Ontario Science Curriculum

provides us with the very opportunity to fill

that gap. O
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An Integrated Approach

to Teaching

The Bridges Project

A
major thrust of reform initiatives in the

past decade has been on increasing the

integration of science and mathematics

(Lonning & DeFranco, 1994; Suk Pang

& Good, 2000). These disciplines offer a natur-

al lit for curriculum integration because, as

McBride and Silverman (1991) suggest:

1

.

Science and mathematics are closely related

systems of thought and are naturally corre-

lated in the physical world.

2.

Science can provide students with concrete

examples of abstract mathematical ideas

that can improve learning of mathematics

concepts.

3.

Mathematics can enable students to achieve

deeper understanding of science concepts

by providing ways to quantify and explain

science relationships.

4.

Science activities illustrating mathematics

concepts can provide relevancy and motiva-

tion for learning mathematics, (pp. 286-

287)

Although an integrated curriculum will

never replace mathematics or science (Under-

hill, 1 994, p. 1 ), it can create many far-reach-

ing positive effects for both teachers and

students. This is acknowledged in the recently

released Ontario mathematics and science cur-

riculum documents. While the documents

stress the importance of developing skills and

concepts in each subject area, they also sup-

port the need to connect mathematics and sci-

ence with technology, other curriculum areas,

and the outside world (Ministry of Education

and Training, 1997, Ministry of Education and

Training, 1998).

For students, integration provides opportu-

Although an integrated curriculum

will never replace mathematics or

science, it can create many

jar-reaching positive ejjects for both

teachers and students.

nities for the application of mathematics and

science to real situations (Davison, Miller, &

Mctheny, 1995). It also enables students to

develop a broader understanding of content

and helps them “see
1" the natural connections

between the disciplines (James, Lamb, House-

holder, & Bailey, 2000). For example, inquiry

into the transference of motion can connect

the study of factors and multiples in mathe-

matics with the study of pulleys and gears in

science and connect to students’ real life expe-

riences. Another example is the application ot

the study of patterns in mathematics to the

study ol daily and seasonal cycles in science.

C
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This connects with students’ real life experi-

ences with time, weather, and the calendar.

Activities such as these, which explore the

connection of mathematics, science, and tech-

nology with the real world, aid students’

development ot realistic and positive attitudes

and perceptions to mathematics and science

(Berlin & White, 1995).

For the teacher there are also benefits. Inte-

gration can help to reduce the pressure for cur-

riculum coverage that teachers frequently

experience. Recently developed Ministry doc-

uments in mathematics, and science and tech-

nology expect teachers to cover “a broad range

of knowledge and skills” (Ministry of Educa-

tion and Training, 1997), and concepts that

were previously taught at more advanced

grade levels. Even as early as 1976, Brown and

Wall pointed out that an effective strategy for

dealing with the dilemma of massive amounts

of material in different subject areas is “to inte-

grate those facets of traditionally-defined dis-

ciplines where commonalities occur”
(
p. 5 5 1 ).

The integration of concepts across disciplines

can also aid in the development of collabora-

tive planning among teachers, especially

where subject specific teaching occurs, making

learning more connected tor students.

Understanding, Hands-on Learning, and

Relevance

Integration as a strategy for delivering instruc-

tion was one of the guiding principles for a

recent project developed by a team ol

researchers at OISE/UT and the Faculty of

Mathematics, University of Toronto. I lie pro-

ject was piloted as part of a program for pre-

service teachers. The intention was to model

strategies for implementing a mathematics,



science, and technology program for elemen-

tary students that promoted understanding,

provided “hands-on” learning, and related to

real life. The expectation was that the student

teachers would apply what they had learned in

their classes to their practice teaching, with the

support of the participating teachers. Other

considerations in the design of the project

were:

^ Which topics allow for maximum inclusion

of concepts from different grade levels of

the mathematics and science curricula?

^ Which teaching strategies are best suited

tor delivering a project of this nature?

^ What is the best way to preserve the

integrity of mathematics and science while

employing an integrated approach to

teaching concepts?

With these considerations in mind, six pro-

jects were developed:

^ Patterns and Representations

^ Bridges

^ The Solar System and Planetary Motion

^ Business

^ Games and Strategies

^ Sports

Integration can help to reduce the

pressure for curriculum coverage that

teachers frequently' experience.

Along with math, science, and technology,

these topics allowed for the inclusion of other

disciplines such as language arts, visual arts,

geography, and history. As with any integrated

unit of study, the projects include a series of

activities or lessons incorporating mathemat-

ics, science, and technology concepts related

to the topic under study. The first activity in

each project is designed for whole-group par-

ticipation, providing a “jump start” for the

other activities. There are two parts to the

opening activity: a teacher lead discussion and

a student brainstorming session.

The activities that follow the opener provide

for large- and small-group learning. In some

instances, concepts from mathematics and sci-

ence, depending on their suitability and the

goal of the lesson, are integrated for instruc-

tion. In others, concepts from each subject

area are taught separately. Assessment tools

have been designed to fit the particular activi-

ties. All the projects can be used in programs

incorporating the expectations of the Ontario

mathematics, science and technology curricu-

la. Only the Bridges Project is described in this

article. However, descriptions of the others are

available by contacting the authors.

The Bridges Project

The broad appeal of this topic, its adaptability

to different grade levels, and the possibilities it

offers for maximum inclusion of concepts

from the different strands of mathematics, sci-

ence and technology makes it a natural choice

for an integrated unit. Moreover, language

arts, visual arts, history and geography can eas-

ily be integrated as well. Approximately four

weeks are recommended lor this project,

though the project could be shortened to three

weeks and expectations outlined in the mathe-

matics and science and technology curricula

could still be covered. The project could also

be extended to six weeks, if time permits.

Science topics in Structures and Mechanisms

(stability, pulleys and gears, forces acting on

structures, motion, structural strength and sta-

bility) lit well with the Bridges Project and read-

ily lend themselves to mathematical concepts

related to Ratio and Proportion, Measurement

(linear measurement, area, mass, and corner

sion of units), Geometry and Spatial Sense (two-

and three dimensional geometry). A description

of the activities that were piloted for the project

and tried out in the classroom follow s.

Bridge Brainstorming This introductory

large-group activity begins with a video on

bridges. Suggested videos for viewing are “All

about Bridges,” “The Construction of the Con-

federation Bridge in Prince Edward Island,”

and “Structures” developed by the Engineers

Association of Ontario. A teacher-led discus-

sion related to the video follows. Students then

work in small groups to brainstorm why dif-

ferent bridges are designed the way they are.

Students construct an idea web in order to

organize the results of their brainstorming.

This process also provides input for teacher

assessment.

Build the Tallest Free-Standing

Structure—This activity fits with the topics of

two- and three-dimensional geometry in

mathematics and structural strength and sta-

bility in science. The goal of the activity is for

students to learn about which geometric

shapes are best suited for weight bearing, e.g.

,

triangles are more effective than rectangles.

The challenge for students is to build in small

groups the tallest tree-standing structure using

only newspaper and masking tape. Structures

must be constructed within the time limit

given. The age and grade level of the students

will determine the time students spend on the

task. At the appointed time, students stop and

share the fruits of their labour, discussing how

effective they thought they were in building a

free-standing structure that did not fall over. A

wrap-up discussion focuses on which designs

were most effective, and why, for w eight bear-

ing. Assessment strategies that could be used

with this activity include self- and or group-

reflection, either written or oral, and a lour- to

six-point rubric for assessing their structures.

The rubric could be designed solely bv the

teacher or in conjunction with students.

Exploration and Practice The purpose of

this activity is to provide students w ith an

opportunity to work in co-operative groups to

explore and practise with materials such as

toothpicks, popsiclc sticks, pasta, straws. In so

doing, students construct small structures

with the chosen material. The activit\ begins

with a teacher-led discussion about the format

that will be followed for building the bridges.

Once the discussion is completed, students are

assigned to their groups and given roles. The

following are suggested roles tor t lie acti\ itv:
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Integration can help to reduce the

pressure for curriculum coverage that

teachers frequently experience.

Designer—This person is responsible for

drawing the bridge. The design the group

submits will be a collaborative effort for

which all members of the group are in

agreement.

Materials Gatherer—This person is

responsible for gathering all necessary

materials the group will need for building

the bridge.

^ Project Organizer—This person’s role is

similar to a site manager at a building site.

^ Scout and Encourager^ This person’s role

is to scout around for ideas gleaned from

others’ designs that are effective and to

encourage the group members.

Once roles have been assigned, students are

given the opportunity to engage in co-opera-

tive group goal setting for the upcoming build-

ing project.

Mini Lessons— Before students actually

design and build their bridges, they are given a

series of mini-lessons to develop concepts.

Either large- or small-group instruction is

employed here. Mathematical concepts that

could be covered are ratio and proportion, 3-1)

and 2-1) geometry, units of measure, mass,

volume and surface area. Scientific concepts

that could be covered are everyday structures,

movement, structural strength and stability,

forces acting on structures, pulleys and

gears, and motion. The computer program

MacDraw could easily be used with this pro-

ject. A suitable assessment tool is the rubric.

Become an Expert on Bridge Design The

purpose of this activity is for students to

become experts on the design of different

types of bridges. A jigsaw structure is recom-

mended for this activity. First, students assem-

ble in their work groups. After they are

assigned to expert groups, students meet with

a guest engineer to learn about the design and

construction process for a particular type of

bridge. Once they become experts on bridge

construction or on some aspect ol the process,

students return to their work group to share

what they have learned from the guest engi-

neer. Evaluation of students’ presentations is

recommended for this activity.

Design A Bridge—This activity provides

students with an opportunity to apply

learning from the mathematics, science,

and technology mini lessons. Students work

in small groups to design their bridges. If avail-

able, students could use MacDraw to design

bridges that are drawn according to scale. It is

important at this time to inform students that

bridges will be tested for stability on comple-

tion. Before actual construction begins, stu-

dents submit their designs for evaluation. A

rubric and/ or check- list that assesses thinking

skills and multiple intelligences could be used.

On return of the designs, bridge building

begins. Two lessons are recommended tor

construction.

Stability Testing and Wrap-Up This last

activity of the project focuses on testing the

bridges for strength and stability. The type ol

materials used for bridge building w ill deter-

mine the nature of the test. Pasta was used

in the pilot for bridge building. Because

bridges built from pasta are very strong and

capable of bearing considerable weight,

containers, which were filled with water and

held by wire, were suspended from a pole that

was laid across a bridge to test its strength.

The water was measured before it was added

to the strength-testing containers until the

bridge could no longer withstand the force.

The amount of water was recorded for

each bridge. A final reflection in the form of

a newspaper article is the culmination for

the project.

An integrated approach to teaching may ini-

tially prove to be demanding as it requires

delivering instruction in ways that vary from a

traditional subject-based approach. However,

the benefits tor students’ learning will be

rewarding.

Orbit thanks Jim Hewitt for the pho-

tographs of students and teachers in this

Bridges Project article. O
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Examples from Elementary Classrooms

Journal Writing in

Mathematics

R
ecent reforms in mathematics educa-

tion have advocated the use of oral and

written communication activities in

the mathematics classroom. In the

Ontario Curriculum, Grades 1-8: Mathematics

(1997) communication skills are stressed.

However, recent results of the province wide

assessment of the Education Quality and

Accountability Office (EQAO) at the Grade 3

and 6 level indicate that many students show an

inadequate level of communication skills in

math. According to EQAO, communicating in

math includes the use of mathematical lan-

guage to describe concepts and procedures,

convey understanding, and explain answers in

words, pictures, diagrams or symbols. In

response to the EQAO assessment results,

many school boards have developed plans to

improve students’ oral and written communi-

cation in math.

Journal writing is the most commonly used

writing activity in the K-8 math class. Journal

entries can deal with math content, process or

procedures, as well as students’ math related

ideas, experiences, problems and attitudes.

The overall purpose of introducing journal

writing in the math classroom is twofold:

I

.

to enhance student learning in math, and

2.

to enlighten the teacher as to the learning

that is going on.

When the teachers promptly responded

to their students’journal entries, a new

communication channel between

students and teacher opened up.

Teachers may structure journal writing

activities in a variety of ways; for instance, by

providing their students with a question, jour-

nal starter, or prompt; e.g.
,
“Describe how you

calculated the sum: 34 + 57,” “What did you

like best about today’s math class?” or: “How
are you going to study for the test?” Alterna-

tively, teachers can ask students to write a

“learning log” where they describe what they

had learned in math that day or how they went

about a particular math activity. With older

students, after they gain some experience with

structured journal writing, the teacher may

provide more freedom by instructing them

simply to write about any math-related topic

of their own choosing. However, math educa-

tor Marilyn Burns (1995) states that writing

prompts should be provided if the teacher

wants to be able to evaluate her teaching as

well as assess students’ progress. An example

ol a journal prompt that provided a Grade 7

teacher, Melanie Wolfe, with valuable diagnos-

tic information is: “Tell me at least one thing

you’ve learned so far, and one thing you have

questions about, or are curious about” (Wolfe,

1 999, appendix).

Benefits of Journal Writing

The following is a list of benefits that have been

reported by educators and researchers across

the continent:

1
.
Journal writing increased the learning of

mathematical content. Relating concepts

and processes in their own words got the

students involved in reflecting upon and

clarifying these concepts for themselves,

which led to a deepening of their under-

standing.

2. Journal writing helped improve problem

FIGURE 1:

solving efforts led students to reflect upon

and evaluate their strategies which olten led

to discovering alternative approaches to the

same problem.

3. Journal writing had a therapeutic effect.

Students felt free to express their feelings

about math, both positive and negative. This

often helped them learn about themselves,

develop new perspectives on math and

improve their attitudes. In particular, jour-

nal writing has been shown to help students

of minoritv groups and girls to overcome

math anxiety and gain a sense ot confidence

and improved achievement in math (Tobias,

1989).

4. Students’ journal entries provided t lie

teachers w ith important diagnostic infor-

mation. Teachers became more aware ot

individual students problems in math and

were better able to provide timelv help.

5. Journal entries provided teachers with
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valuable feedback which allowed them to

make appropriate revisions in their teaching

and programming.

6. Teachers found out that it was important to

respond promptly to their students’ journal

entries. Students needed an audience for

their journal in order to stay motivated.

When the teachers promptly responded to

their students’ journal entries, a new com-

munication channel between students and

teacher opened up. Such communication

helped build a sense of community and trust

in the classroom, which encouraged stu-

dents to take risks.

Examples from Ontario Classrooms

The following examples are meant to illustrate

some of the approaches and activities used by

Ontario teachers in recent action research

projects that introduced math journal writing

in the classroom.

Figure 1 shows an example of an entry of a

Grade 3 child in response to the teacher’s

request for the children to describe what they

had learned in class that day. The figure also

shows the teacher’s encouraging response to

this child. Note that there are some spelling

errors in the child’s entry. Indeed, there was no

expectation on the part of this teacher for cor-

rect spelling in the journal entries. As noted by

Joan Countryman in her excellent resource

book Writing to Learn Mathematics ( 1 992), the

informal writing in journal entries is very

close to the child’s inner speech and to her/his

thinking process. This type of writing is not

governed by spelling or grammar rules, so stu-

dents can express their thinking without wor-

rying about these conventions.

We will now describe the experience of a

junior level teacher, Mary Ellen Edwards, who

was initially skeptical of the use of journal

writing, even though she had introduced other

reform based teaching approaches in her class-

room. In her words:

“I had heard many comments about the henejits of

math journal writing, but I was a skeptic. I believed

that discovering what a child knew about a subject

could be done more easily through an oral interview

during class. I felt as though journal writing would

be a waste of good learning math time. On the other

hand, I did feel that journals could serve, potentially,

as an assessment tool. It is for this reason that I decid-

ed to find out more about the process of writing and

reading math journals. I could hardly judge what I

didn't know about in the first place.”

(

Edwards,

1 999, p. 2)

Edwards then embarked on an action

research project in her classroom which later

on became the basis of her Master’s thesis at

OISE/LIT (Edwards, 1999). In this project she

studied the effects of regular journal writing in

conjunction with the use of manipulatives on

her Grade 5 students as they developed an

understanding of decimals. The following

example illustrates how regular use of journal

writing provided her with an ongoing record

of a student’s growth in mathematical under-

standing.

Edwards started the unit on decimals by ask

ing her students to write a journal entry to

answer the question: “What is a decimal?” This

initial prompt was meant to test the students’

prior knowledge of the concept. Alter two

lessons in which she introduced activities

with base ten blocks and paper money to help

her students concretize the concept of deci-

mals, she gave them the above journal prompt

once more. Figure 2 shows an example of a

journal response written by a girl who used

drawings ol base ten blocks as a way of com-

municating the concept of decimals. This girl

who at the start of the unit exhibited only a

very basic, concrete level of understanding

decimals, has in this entry demonstrated some

progress in her learning of decimals. Her way

ol utilizing a pictorial representation ol the

manipulatives in explaining the concept indi-

cates that she has started moving to a higher

level of understanding decimals, usually

referred to as the pictorial (or symbolic) level.

As students worked from the concrete, to the

pictorial, to the abstract level of understanding

in learning math concepts, their journal

entries could reflect this transition (Stix,

1994, Edwards, 1999).

This girl was usually quiet during classes

for fear of being considered stupid by her

peers, so the only way for the teacher to assess

her understanding was through the journal.

In a journal entry during the later part of

the unit, after some additional hands-on work

with linear measurement, this girl’s response

to the journal prompt: “What is a changing

decimal?” demonstrated additional growth

in her understanding. At one point she stated:

“I changed the centimeters to decimeters by

looking [at] how many centimeters I had ( 1 6)

and thought 10 centimeters is 1 dec The

way I changed the 1 .6 dec’s to mili[meter]s

is I, well, if I have I dec that would be 100 milis

and 6 centi[meter]s would be 60 milis so

that’s how I got 160 milis ” Here she not

only proved that she understood the base

ten concept, she also demonstrated a level

of abstract thought by explaining her thinking

processes. As her teacher pointed out: “...if

it hadn’t been for this journal entry, 1

wouldn’t have known this about her!”

(Edwards, 1999,p. 1 18).

Needless to say, through her project

Edwards became convinced that “journal writ-

ing is not merely a good idea, but it is a critical

ly important one as well. .
.

[and] should be an

integral part of any math program” (p. 1 25).
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FIGURE 3:

Next we describe the experience of a

teacher who taught a review unit on fractions

to her Grade 7 class. Prior to teaching the unit,

she assessed her students’ thoughts about frac-

tions by providing them with the journal

prompt: “What are your thoughts about work-

ing with fractions?”

Figure 3 shows one of the responses to this

prompt. Note that this student expressed

his/her dislike of fractions both in words and

in a picture. Most other student responses also

expressed negative attitudes toward, or diffi-

culties with fractions: e.g.
,
“There are too

many steps and I always get them wrong”; “I

don’t think I have been taught fractions very

well yet”; “I don’t really mind working with

fractions hut I don’t always understand them.”

In the fractions unit, this teacher made

extensive use of examples relevant to children’s

life as well as hands on work with manipula-

tives. Journal entries were used throughout the

unit to assess the students’ understanding and

attitudes. Indeed, toward the end of the unit,

most children felt better about fractions and

improved their understanding, as illustrated by

the following journal entry:

“When I worked with fractions lastyear, I was totally

lost, and whenever 1 asked for help, I ended up more

confused. Not understanding fractions made me feel

really stupid. I feel better now that 1 know more about

fractions. What I don't like about learning fractions

is, for some reason, I feel slower than everyone else.

However, when we mark our work I feel really good

even though I get aJew wrong, I get a lot of them

right. Fractions are starting to come easier jor me

now.”

By allowing her students to express their

negative attitudes prior to the review unit on

fractions, this teacher has helped them to

become more aware and open to change, so

that they allowed her to help them improve

their understanding of fractions. As they

gained in confidence, their attitudes toward

fractions also improved.

Teachers who use journal writing in their

classroom may find that the experience of

reading their students’ journal entries makes

math teaching more personally gratifying and

fulfilling for them. Through this written corre-

spondence with their students they will be

more in touch with their students in every

way; witnessing their students’ growth in math

through thoughts and feelings rather than

through test results. O
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Classroom Strategies

Putting It Together

The Arts in Science
No student has ever asked me:“Are we doing science

today?’This realization brought the heavy responsi-

bility of analyzing, understanding, and improving

science instruction in my classes.

M
y primary concern as an educator is

providing a learning environment that

promotes the development of individ-

ual abilities. In most curriculum areas,

I have felt confident about providing program-

ming that is both student-directed and open-

ended, but there was something about the

science program that felt out of step. Students

in my inner city classroom were learning the

basics of the science curriculum but they were

not achieving the level of conceptual consoli-

dation and “intellectual independence”

(Munby, 1980) evident in other curriculum

areas.

An Integrated Arts Approach

The sage words of Les Asselstine helped identi-

fy the fundamental problem in my science

instruction: “It’s not science because of what

you find, it’s science because of the way you

look at it” (Asselstine, 1999). My instructional

methods had been too focused on the “what” of

curriculum outcomes, and not focused enough

on the “how” of helping young people to learn.

I felt that the application of Gardner’s theory

of multiple intelligences would enhance stu-

dent achievement by providing a framework

that included and extended all learning styles. I

also felt that it would help broaden the stu-

dent’s perception of the nature of science and

that perspective would shift from validating

the knowledge ol others to creating our own

scientific knowledge.

Integrated arts work and the multiple intel-

ligences are fundamentally similar as they both

seek to honour the student’s strengths and

reveal his or her hidden talents. My own limit-

ed, rationalistic view ol science required the

scaffolding structure of Gardner’s Theory of

Multiple Intelligences (Gardner, 1983) to facili-

tate the development of an integrated arts per-

spective in this area. This theory became the

metaphorical bridge that I needed to unite the

analytical left brain that 1 had associated with

science with the creativity of the right. Like the

students in my classroom, I required support

to foster an understanding that “doing” science

is an inherently creative process.

Creating the Drama

Drama starts with a story. When selecting a

junior division science unit, I looked lor a topic

which stirred my storytelling imagination. The

conservation of energy, a Grade 5 topic, was

selected because it motivated me to think of

fantastic contexts where one might need to

conserve energy a desert island, or in the

aftermath of a natural disaster. I felt that I could

find a story in this topic which would appeal to

my imagination and, hopefully, the imagina-

tion of students. Brainstorming possible story

links to the science topic led to the selection of

a Grade 6 social studies topic, explorers. I cre-

ated my own story to merge the two curricu-

lum topics in order to provide maximum
instructional flexibility. The arts—drama,

dance and movement, visual arts and music

were used to investigate explorers and to cre-

ate a bridge into the science content, creating a

personalized conservation of energy unit.

The story framework developed by this

approach provided a relevant context for

orbit, Vol 31, No 3, 2000
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learning by channelling student inquirv. Imagi-

nation motivated students to ask the thought-

ful questions that engaged higher order

thinking skills and developed intellectual inde-

pendence.

At the beginning of our project, social stud-

ies and science work began as separate areas of

study. Drama was used as a teaching strategy to

put students into the role of contemporary

explorer-scientists to investigate “the chal-

lenges ol present day explorers” (TOC: Social

Studies, 1 998). Working within this imagined

context, explorer-scientists were called to

an urgent meeting by the “Minister of Public

Safety,” the teacher in role. As the Minister, I

wove our story context, telling the students in

role that they had been called upon to accept

an enormous challenge.

Due to global warming, certain areas ol the

world would soon be uninhabitable. It was up

to the explorers to investigate isolated habitats

on earth and on Mars, and establish self-sus-

taining communities. By beginning the drama

on the first session of social studies work, I

immediately set a compelling context for

learning. Although I initiated the plot ot the

drama, student questions and feedback

throughout our meeting and subsequent work

shaped the emerging tale. Newly acquired sci-

entific knowledge would be challenged by stu-

dent-generated inquiry within this compelling

framework.

As students worked to investigate new habi-

tats, they considered which life essentials

would ensure survival. Each team agreed that

an energy source was crucial. As explorer-

scientists began to question which types ot

energy would be available in their remote

environment, elements ot the conservation

of energy began to surface spontaneously.

Because they would be isolated, new habitats

would be needed to tap the renewable energy

sources around them. Students independently
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sought out information on the habitat environ-

ment to determine available natural resources.

1 Having just completed a unit on electricity,

students were keen to incorporate circuits

involving windmills, water wheels, and solar

panels into their plans.

The Arctic group decided to harness wind

energy to power their community while the

desert group selected solar power. The under-

water group learned about geothermal energy

because a group member was intrigued by the

idea of underwater volcanoes. The group on

Mars devised an imaginative method of har-

nessing electricity from electrical storms.

Waste management programs were developed

to ensure the conservation ol the natural envi-

ronment.

Stretching Abilities

An integrated arts approach includes, devel-

ops, and prizes the individual intelligence of

each child. The compelling nature of an imag-

ined context engages the student’s imagina-

tion, building new knowledge through

personalized meaning. Although the teacher

initiates the drama, the students are the ones

who move it forward based on original inter-

ests and imaginings. The learning process is

highly individualized as the learner transforms

him or herself into an empowered explorer-

scientist actively seeking out information and

testing unique theories based on the needs of

the drama.

Arts activities provide many opportunities

for the acquisition and expression of science

learning through all of Gardner’s (1983) intel-

ligences. Students stretched their ability to use

scientific terms and learn new vocabulary

when they met, both in large and small groups,

in role as explorer-scientists. This challenged

their verbal- linguistic intelligence. Students

with visual-spatial strengths were able to “see”

the habitat environment, capture it through

visual arts work, and help their team visualize

possible challenges to survival. Logical-mathe-

matical learners analyzed conservation of

energy variables, and planned and organized to

secure lite essentials. Bodily-kinesthetic learn-

,
ers demonstrated circuit connections through

movement work, while musical-rhythmic stu-

dents provided the soundscape of renewable

resources. Those with interpersonal strengths

managed cooperative group work and report-

ed back to the Minister, while intrapersonal

Arts activities provide mam

opportunities for the acquisition and

expression of science learning through

all of Gardner’s intelligences.

(Gardner, 198 3) individuals helped to clarify

conservation values when the team erected a

commemorative statue to guide future genera-

tions. The knowledge of available flora and©
fauna, as well as their ability to understand

similarities and dilterences between the home

environment and the new habitat, added to the

group understanding of the challenges ahead

naturalists’ (Gardner, 1999).

The initial stages of the explorer-scientist

drama facilitated the acquisition of standard

concepts and skills in both science and social

studies. As students consolidated an under-

standing ofhow energy and other life essentials

would be provided for, it became time to chal-

lenge new learning by introducing a crisis into

the story. A natural disaster swept through each

community, destroying the network that pro-

duced and distributed energy, and disabling the

systems that depended on it. Habitat planners

were forced to re-evaluate energy generation

and conservation systems, temporarily aban-

doning the “high tech” systems which take time

to repair in favour of more immediately avail-

able “lower tech” energy solutions. As explor-

er-scientists sought to adapt new knowledge to

meet emergency needs, they crisis tested and

consolidated their learning. Because they were

experts in their own habitat, student scientists

independently developed and tested hypothe-

ses in an effort to solve unique problems. No
book held the solution; problem-solving relied

wholly on shared knowledge, co-operation,

and creativity. Crisis inspired the scientific

imagination of each explorer and engaged

higher order thinking skills.

The incorporation of multiple intelligence

theory into integrated arts teaching strategies

not only facilitates the equitable instruction ol

science content, but also thrusts learning

beyond the curricular basics. Explorer-scien-

tist teammates were encouraged to \ icw them-

selves as creators of know ledge, developing

intellectual independence so that the) can

“judge the truth of a knowledge claim indepen-

dently of other people” (Munby, 1980). Partic-

ipation in this problem-solving process

engaged learners in legitimate scientific

inquiry. Students experienced the open-

ended, inherently creative nature of science.

A Relevant Science Curriculum

Covering the “what” of the science curriculum

is only the first step. Science education should

be about helping young people actively investi-

gate the “how” of doing science. The best

instructional and management program is a

reflexive and relevant science curriculum. Bv

focusing on individualized process, the prod-

uct oflearning grows through intrinsic motiva-

tion to enhance personal meaning. Improved

achievement levels in our classroom were indi-

cated by increased student attention and par

ticipation, the development of more complex

questions during discussions, increasingiv cre-

ative, student-directed output, as well as

greater retention of key concepts and skills.

Student-directed, open-ended inquiry through-

out the explorer-scientist drama made it evi

dent that finding solutions to problems and

creating scientific knowledge is a dynamic

process driven by intellect and intuition. O
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Douglas McDougall

A Model for Implementing New Curriculum

Impact Math

T
l he NCTM Standards (1989) have

formed the basis of mathematics curricu-

lum in many provinces and states in North

America, and yet it remains both a practi-

cal and theoretical challenge for teachers,

principals, consultants, and resource teachers

to implement the philosophy and intent of the

Standards. There are many reasons for the slow

implementation of mathematics reform. Some

researchers suggest that many teachers lack

the content knowledge, the confidence, and

ability to teach a new rigorous curriculum. The

role of the teacher is different under the

reform movement and some teachers may find

this new role difficult to learn and accept.

Researchers have found that teachers teach

mathematics, for the most part, the same way

that they were taught themselves. Teachers

bring with them images and assumptions about

teaching based on their own personal experi-

ences as students. The format of teaching a les-

son with examples on the board, giving

seatwork, and assigning homework is the norm

in many classrooms. In general, teachers who

experienced this format as students will con-

tinue to practice the teaching of mathematics

in the same fashion. However, some teachers

do change the way they teach mathematics and

we have many excellent examples of exem-

plary mathematics teachers in Ontario. The

goal of this article is to describe some of the

elements of a province-wide implementation

project that has demonstrated some success

encouraging exemplary practices among

Grade 7 and 8 mathematics teachers.

This project, called Impact Math, was an

implementation strategy for the Grade 7 and 8

Mathematics curriculum in Ontario. The

premise for the project was:

^ Most teachers of Grades 7 and 8 are not

mathematics specialists and arc not com-

fortable with the mathematics content at

this level.

^ New topics in the curriculum such as prob-

ability and data management, transforma-

tional geometry, and spreadsheets are

unfamiliar to many of these teachers.

^ Many teachers are without much needed

resource materials to implement the new

technologies included in this curriculum,

such as graphing calculators, computers,

and the Internet.

^ Many teachers lack the training required in

these new materials and technologies.

^ Few Grade 7 and 8 teachers have the time

to create the exciting activity-based learn-

ing that is an integral part of the new math-

ematics curriculum.

Mathematics teachers have been working

with the Common Curriculum with a focus on

a set of outcomes for the past three years. The

current curriculum, The Ontario Curriculum

Mathematics Grade 1 to 8, identifies expecta-

tions that students are to achieve, along with

rubrics for measuring achievement and new

content. The introduction of these expecta-

tions demanded new instructional strategies

and assessment practices.

Change is not easy. Usually, in teaching,

there needs to be a catalyst for change. In my

research with Geometer’s Sketchpad, a pro-

gram used to explore geometry, teachers made

a change in their role in the technology class

room. In this case, technology becomes a cata-

lyst for change. There is also evidence that

curriculum change and curriculum materials

can be catalysts for teachers to change their

practice. The new Ontario Mathematics cur-

riculum serves as an opportunity for change in

the teaching of mathematics at the Grade 7 and

8 level.

In Ontario, we have had two curricula since

the Standards were published. In 1993, the

Common Curriculum (MET, 1993) integrated

the mathematics curriculum with science

and technology in an attempt to make these

areas integrated in the classroom. The Ontario

Curriculum Mathematics 1 -- 8 (MET, 1997)

focuses on five strands of mathematics: num-

ber sense and numeration, measurement,

geometry and spatial sense, data management

and probability, and patterns and algebra.

As few professional development provisions

were made for the implementation of the new

curriculum, the Continuing Education

Department at the Ontario Institute for Stud-

ies in Education of the University ofToronto

(OISE/UT) and Ministry of Education and

Training decided to provide training for

1 3,000 Grade 7 and 8 Mathematics teachers

using the Impact Math professional develop-

ment program. The Department formed a co-

ordinating team consisting of mathematics

education professors, curriculum change pro-

fessors, and professional development super-

visors. The team assembled in October 1997

to:

>• Design a detailed implementation strategy.

Co-ordinate the design and delivery ot a

professional development program to the

teachers of Grades 7 and 8 mathematics.

Develop a research component to monitor

its success and possible extension to other

grades.

The Impact Math Project

The Impact Math program is designed to pro

vide teachers with the tools to successfully

Call 416 267-2185 to order Orbit.
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Teacher Resources

The Impact Math Project is a

comprehensive mathematics

curriculum implementation program

designedjor teachers and

administrators involved with bringing

the new curriculum to the classroom.

implement the new Ontario mathematics cur-

riculum and to give all students the back-

ground to meet the demands of the new

secondary school mathematics curriculum.

The over-arching objective of the Impact Math

program is to provide the students of today

with a sound foundation in mathematics for the

future.

The Impact Math Project is a comprehensive

mathematics curriculum implementation pro-

gram designed for teachers and administrators

involved with bringing the new curriculum to

the classroom. With over 1 3,000 Grade 7 and

8 teachers to be in-serviced, a train-the-trainer

model was adopted. A co-ordinating team of

mathematics education professors, curriculum

change professors, and professional develop

ment administrators developed the program

and wrote supporting training manuals and

resource materials for trainers and classroom

teachers. They recruited and trained a cadre of

ten trainers who would be responsible for

training the next generation of trainers dis-

persed throughout the province and for pro-

viding resources and ongoing support in

subsequent implementation efforts at the local

level.

The workshops were designed to:

^ fac ilitate the learning of the new mathe-

matics content,

^ provide appropriate instructional strate-

gies to support learning of students,

increase the range and expertise in a vari-

ety of assessment strategies,

2s* assist local district trainers with teacher

change concepts, and

provide local training programs in the

Impact Math materials and philosophy of

the reform movement.

This process would build capacity through-

out the province to implement the new models

containing student activities, teacher notes,

assessment strategies, and student solutions

and exemplars. A resource module was writ-

ten for each of the five modules. Two objec-

tives of the workshops were to focus on the

new' content in the Grade 7 and 8 program and

to build confidence and competence in those

who are charged with implementing the new'

curriculum in schools. This w;as accomplished

through building middle school mathematics

teachers’ capacity to use the print resource

modules containing classroom activities, scor-

ing rubrics, and student exemplars of work in

each of the five strands. All activities had been

previously field-tested and sample’s of students

work illustrating the four competency levels

defined in the Ministry documents were

included.

The Impact Math Workshops

The first set of two-day workshops were held

during May and June 1998 at 20 sites across

Ontario. These workshops focused on the first

module, Data Management and Probability.

This strand was selected because the content

was relatively new to most teachers and pro-

vided a context for the teacher change compo-

nent of the Impact Math project. The

workshop session also focused on co-operative

learning and student assessment. The second

set of two-day workshops focused on the other

four strands, the use of rubrics, additional co-

operative learning strategies, and workshop

planning in local school districts.

After the second set of two-day workshops,

participants w'ere asked a series of questions,

including:

1 . What motivated you to attend the work-

shop and to try new ways of teaching mathe-

matics?

2. What were the barriers that inhibited atten-

dance at professional development activities

and the trying of new ways of teaching

mathematics?

3. What factors energized you in the work-

shops and in the teaching of mathematics?

They wore also asked to give suggestions for

future workshops.

Participants told us they were motivated to

attend the workshops by the prospect of find

ing new' methods, activities, and resources to

make the teaching of mathematics more stimu-

lating. They were looking for w ays to alleviate

frustration and to find out about the new'

mathematics program and how' to use it. They

were also motivated by the excitement of

learning, sharing ideas and experiencing new'

challenges, and the stimulation of contact with

colleagues.

The teachers stated that there were some

barriers to implementing the Impact Math

project locally. Some participants stated that

they did not have enough time to implement

the new curriculum. Others stated that they

had few' resources in their classrooms or they

had large classes and w'ere unable to get to each

student. Still others stated that as they only had

a basic understanding of mathematics, they

were spending large amounts of time learning

the new material. A number of participants

identified teaching in a split grade as one

of the most significant barriers to teaching

mathematics.

Teachers were motivated to use the Impact

Math materials. They stated that students

were able to understand the concepts, the

new resources matched the curriculum, and

the “new” ways enhanced the “old” w ays. They

said that the activities encouraged teachers

to think about mathematics in a different w'ay.

Participants were impressed with the skill,

energy, and professionalism of the workshop

presenters.

The research shows that mathematics teach-

ers face a difficult struggle as they make

changes in their teaching practice. If teachers

are engaged in exploratory activities them-

selves, they are more likely to engage their stu-

dents in exploratory activities. Participants of

the Impact Math project workshops were

taught in an interactive manner that modeled

the best practices of the mathematics reform

classroom

.

Train-the-Trainer Programs

Train-the-trainer programs have proven suc-

cessful when trainers model and demonstrate

leadership skills and expertise in content and

pedagogy. But success also depends on the

activities of the School District trainers. In
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some school districts, teams of trainers meet

regularly to provide ongoing focus to the

Impact Math project as well as to implement a

local implementation plan. In theory, the local

teams could be “training” the school-level

trainers and mathematics teachers. In practice,

this has proven difficult.

The Impact Math project brought together

trainers with diverse backgrounds and experi-

ences. In many cases, the project helped form

communities of learners by bringing teachers

together to learn mathematics and to discuss

the opportunities and challenges of imple-

menting a new mathematics curriculum.

In our experience, the train-the-trainer

model had some success. It raised the profile of

mathematics in Ontario. It provided teachers

ol Grades 7 and 8 mathematics with models for

each of the five strands. Over 600 trainers par-

ticipated in the workshops, and, therefore, the

activities of the Impact Math project affected

activities in mathematics in many parts of the

province.

We learned that success of large-scale sys-

temic reform is linked to the selection and

recruitment of a cadre of trainers with appro-

priate knowledge and expertise. Administra-

tive and institutional support for the

mathematics reform movement also appears

to be essential to the success of implementa-

tion.The lack of support and resources appears

to inhibit reform efforts, generally, and train-

the-trainer projects, specifically. The willing-

ness to take on leadership roles, the motivation

that comes from believing they are making a
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They stated that students were able

to understand the concepts, the new

resources matched the curriculum,

and the"new"ways enhanced

the“old"ways.

difference, and their confidence in the materi-

als are important characteristics for effective

trainers at the Board level.

The findings ol the Impact Math project may

be helplul to principals, curriculum leaders,

teachers, and Ministry officials who are under-

taking other subject area implementation pro-

jects. Train-the-trainer models, given the

support and attention outlined in this article,

provide an appropriate model for the imple-

mentation of large-scale systemic reform. The

results from the follow-up evaluation stage

wall be available soon. d
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A Virtual Community of Elementary

Mathematics Educators

Lynda Colgan

Nathalie Sinclair

William Higginson

Connect-ME

I

n 1998, Hillary Clinton popularized the

African expression, “It takes a whole village

to raise a child.” The phrase struck a chord

with people from every corner of the

globe, all walks of life, varied professions and

socio-economic backgrounds because it was so

intuitively true and sensible and resonated

with every person’s personal experience.

Underlying the words was the notion that con-

nectedness—shared responsibility, communi-

ty, and common beliefs, values, expectations,

and knowledge—is the most important ele-

ment in learning, developing, and maturing.

This notion of connectedness is not only

important for children, but for adults as well.

We have made it the fundamental premise of a

major research study at the Faculty of Educa-

tion at Queen’s University, Kingston, Ontario.

The project is centred around a World Wide

Web site called Connect-ME that is being

piloted for pre-service and early career ele-

mentary mathematics teachers.

In this article, we take you on a

quick tour of the Connect-ME site

(http: / / hydra, educ.quccnsu.ca/CM/ ) and

describe the year- long development of our

electronic learning community.

Assisting Math-Anxious Teachers

Based on feedback from the Elementary Cur-

riculum courses offered as part of the

BEd/DipEd program at Queen’s University, it

became apparent that there was a need for pro-

grams to assist math anxious teacher candi

dates in the development of the necessary

confidence and positive mathematical disposi-

tion required to be teachers in contemporary

classrooms. A survey of I 37 teacher candidates

revealed that in this group there was wide-

In this article, we takeyou on a

quick tour oj the Connect-ME site

(http: / /hydra.ediic.queensu.ca/CM/

)

spread unease and dissatisfaction about their

earlier encounters with mathematics.

Early analysis of data collected prior to the

formal study suggested that they viewed math-

ematics from a purely utilitarian- “real

world” perspective. They had never experi-

enced the aesthetics or creativitv ofmathemat-

ics. They were unanimous in stating that the

changes to the elementary mathematics cur-

riculum made them feel inadequate with

respect to content knowledge. This added

stress, they reported, since they believed that

mathematics is important because it opens

doors to the future for students with respect to

technology and employment. About 25 per-

cent of the teacher candidates replied that their

last official mathematics course was in the sec-

ond year of secondary school, a total of six or

seven years ago. At least three-quarters said

that mathematics was not their favourite sub-

ject, and of this group, half reported that their

school experiences in mathematics had been

extremely negative.

In November 1 998, we introduced a volun-

tary extended enrichment program called “The

Joy of X.” Sixty teacher candidates participated.

The Joy of X

The participants attended a series of 1 2 work-

shops where they worked collaboratively, pos-

ing problems, formulating conjectures, and

discussing the validity of various solutions

while being guided by mathematics enthusiasts

who framed appropriate contexts, facilitated

discussion of the important emergent mathe-

matical ideas and steered them toward concep-

tual connections. Each session had three

components:

1 . an experienced teacher’s personal reflec-

tions/transforming experiences;

2. hands-on activities; and

3. discussion of salient curricular and instruc-

tional issues.

A tvpical Jov of X class began with two or

three activities that could be set out w ith little

or no explanation. The purpose of these “open-

ers” was to help candidates make the transition

from their last class by being challenged to

focus and concentrate on an interesting prob-

lem. The openers were designed to help the

students concentrate immediately on the plea-

sure of doing mathematics rather than getting

the right answer. The activities represented the

lull gamut of mathematics curriculum: Data

Management & Probability, Patterning and

Algebra, Number Sense and Numeration, Spa-

tial Sense, and Geometry and Measurement.
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The activities were chosen because they pro-

moted problem solving and mathematical rea-

soning, involved the use of concrete materials,

and could be enjoyed again and again.

Each session had a formal focus. One session,

led by Bill Higginson, was called “Using Origa-

mi Boxes to Explore Algebra and Algebraic

Thinking.” In this activity, students attempt to

“mathematize” the sequence of steps involved

in making an origami box. They were also invit-

ed to explore the many forms in which mathe-

matical models exist, and discuss how such

representations, along with other data, can help

people make decisions and predictions.

A subsequent session, led by Lynda Colgan,

was constructed around the following problem

taken from Thinking Mathematically by John

Mason:

“I have a bag of 1 2 sticks. They are all differ-

ent lengths: each one measuring a whole num-

ber of centimetres. I find that whenever I take

3 sticks out of the bag they will not make a tri-

angle. blow can this be possible? What is the

shortest length of the longest stick?”

After developing the general “rule” that the

sum of the two shorter sides must be greater

than the longest side, the group used the princi-

ple to solve the problem.They were then invited

to explore the many forms in which Fibonacci

numbers exist, and to discuss how such repre-

sentations, along with other data, can illumi-

nate natural phenomena such as the double

spiral pattern in the leaflets of a pine cone or

the florets in the flower head of a sunflower.

In another session led by the then Dean,

Rena Upitis, teacher candidates investigated

how mathematical principles are manifest in

many of the regularities of art and music,

specilically looking at the ways in which com-

posers use mathematical patterns to create

musical compositions. After reviewing the

vocabulary that we use to describe mathe-

matical transformations and then applying the

parallel musical terminology (e.g.
,
transla-

tion/ transposition, dilatation/augmentation,

reflection over the x-axis/inversion), the

teacher candidates were ready to try their hand

at composition with transformations. A num-

ber of the melodies were played on the synthe-

sizer keyboard. This investigation was

extended by exploring tessellations and the art

of Escher.

The remaining sessions were led by David

Poole, Chair of the Mathematics Department

at Trent University (Graph Theory with The

Spider and the Fly), and Susan Stuart, Profes-

sor of Elementary Mathematics Education and

Curriculum at Nipissing University (Multicul-

tural Mathematics).

The goal of the program was both to provide

students with an opportunity to build a posi-

tive emotional relationship with mathematics

and to help them to broaden their often very

limited perception ol the discipline. More

than 80 percent of the participants agreed

that the ambitions were worthwhile and had

been realized.

Connect-ME

Now that they have graduated, the teachers

who participated inThe Joy of X constitute a

geographically widespread community. Some

have assumed teaching positions in Boston and

England, others in Mexico and Columbia, one

in Arctic Quebec, and many throughout south-

ern Ontario. ThroughThe Joy ofX sessions the

teacher candidates became a community. They

expressed their commitment to strengthen

and forge ongoing bonds within an electronic

community called Connect-ME.

In response to our students’ input, and with

the support of the Mathematics, Science and

Technology Education Group at Queen’s,

Connect-ME was designed and constructed,*

In order to address teachers’ concerns about

quality and applicability, each resource on

Connect-ME has been annotated, following

th e current practice at the most comprehen-

sive and successful American-based on-line

community for math educators, the Math

Forum at http:/ /forum. swarthmore.edu/.

The Connect-ME teachers expressed the

need for discussion with experts, as well as

peers, in areas such as curriculum changes,

technology integration, curriculum integra-

tion, and special needs. Direct and immediate

access to advice and assistance is ranked bv

teachers as the most helpful feature in becom-

ing more effective (Merseth, 1992). We there-

fore decided to assign discussion leaders and

moderators for each one of these areas, draw-

ing on the expertise of both teachers and acad-

emics in Ontario, all of whom had become

part of the community through The Joy of X
workshops. Finally, the teachers were most

interested in sharing the lesson plans and activ-

ities that they themselves had created over the

course of their pre-service year.

There are six areas within Connect-ME:

1 . Xcite (links to exemplary resources on the

internet, lesson plans created by Connect-

ME teachers and print resources);

2. Xchange (forum for discussing mathemat-

ics education issues with experts from

Canadian schools and universities);

3. XOS Line (an archived help /advice line

with a library of frequentlv asked ques-

tions);

4. Xtra (news, updates, information about

professional development);

5. Xplore (a collection of open problems that

Connect-ME teachers pose, post and work

on); and

6. The Joy ofX (a collection of photographs,

papers and rich resource materials from the

workshop series).

Since the launch of Connect-ME, we have

made explicit efforts to maintain the sense ot

community among our members. Our weekb

updates include professional development

information and opportunities as well as infor-

mation about new additions to the web site.

*
1 lie Mathematics, Science andTechnology Education (MSTE) Group is a research and development team at the I acuity ot Education, Queen s University, de.li. ated t

improving teaching and learning in the MSTE fields in schools and in teacher education. The Group was formed in 1 990 in response to the grovvdng re. ognition hv t h.

mathematics, science, computer, and technology faculty that they shared many educational concerns the integration ol mathematics, science, and te. Imolem , dm a

tion, equity of education in these fields, and education for social responsibility. Queen’s University, the Ontario Ministry ol Education, and the Koval Hank ol t ana. la

provide funds for the group.
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Since late August 1999, there has been an

average of 90 hits per week on the site, mostly

from community members. Electronic track-

ing tells us that there are very few “outside” hits

except a limited number of search engine

matches and two visits from a Japanese site.

When a member logs in to Connect-ME,

where do they go?

A Tour of Connect-ME

The Xcite page is most frequently visited by

our community members. Our teachers

appear to be most interested in sharing not

only the lesson plans and activities that they

themselves had created over the course of their

pre-service year, but in accessing the excellent

print resources, enrichment materials, assess-

ment guides, and on-line resources that we

have assembled about learning and teaching

elementary mathematics. Connect-ME mem-
bers tell us that they have been using Xcite to

access The Ontario Curriculum mathematics

expectations and then adapt some of the exem-

plary lesson plans to match their teaching style

and the needs of their students. They have been

using the activities and links to materials

through downloading, electronic editing and

direct on-line access. Electronic tracking

shows that our teachers are using the links to

assessment, lesson plans, and manipulatives, in

that order.

Xchange is a forum for discussing mathe-

matics education issues with experts from

Canadian schools and universities. Since the

launch of Connect-ME, there have been a

number of requests for specific information

and resource materials on topics ranging from

parental education, multicultural mathemat-

ics, and Family Math and related outreach pro-

grams to the implementation of portfolio

assessment in the elementary mathematics

classroom.

The XOS Line is an archived help/advice

line with a library of frequently asked ques-

tions. About one-quarter of Connect-ME visi-

tors are going to the XOS line with almost all

of those reading the archives. A sample of the

types of questions and responses is provided

below:

Sample question submitted by Joyce

I'll be teaching Grade 3 this year in Peel, and

would appreciate any helpful tips/ideas.

They were unanimous in stating

that the changes to the elementary

mathematics curriculum made them

feel inadequate with respect to

content knowledge.

Response to Joyce

“First of all, remember that The Ontario

Curriculum should form the foundation for

your program regardless of what textbook

series you are using. Check your expectations

carefully!

“Secondly, look at the sample EQAO mate-

rials from previous years- these will give you

excellent insight into the general problem-

solving approach to mathematics that is

required in today’s classrooms.

“Invest in a book like Marilyn Burns’s About

Teaching Mathematics to help you to understand

the developmental nature of mathematics

learning at the Primary level.

“Take advantage of the NCTM offer for first-

year teachers: Teaching Children Mathematics

is one of the best resources available— lots ot

rich ideas and an endless supply of supplemen-

tary resources! Hope this helps!” —Lynda

It appears that the Xtra page is taking over

from the Xchange as the place for us to com-

municate with our community members. Xtra

is a showcase for news, updates, and informa-

tion about professional development/future

opportunities.

Xplore is a collection of open problems that

Connect-ME teachers pose, post and work on.

I he problems are organized into Primary and

Junior division categories. In the example pro-

vided below, two possible solutions/solution

paths are suggested. On line discussion and

evaluation of the various approaches will help

the teachers to clarify their own thinking and

enable them to see how open problems can

provide insight into students’ content knowl-

edge, conceptual facility, application skills,

procedural knowledge, and solution manage-

ment.

Problem posed byJennifer

“Three business men rent a conference room

from a hotel for thirty dollars. They decide to

split the cost evenly so they each pay ten. Five

minutes after they have paid, the hotel manag-

er tells them that he forgot about the special

deal currently going on, and informs them that

the room is actually only twenty-five dollars

instead of thirty. So each of the men take one

dollar back from the five the hotel manager

gave them back, leaving two dollars left over.

Now they have each actually paid nine dollars.

Three times nine is twenty-seven plus the two

dollars left over equals twenty-nine.Where did

the extra dollar go?”

Sample solutions suggested to Jennifer

(A)“After the $5 was returned, the total

charge of the room was $25. Divided by 3 peo-

ple it comes out to $8.33 and a third of a penny

each. Add the $ 3 dollars they took back ( $ 1
per

person) and add the $2 tip, it equals $ 30. (Did

that make sense??)” -Annie

(B)“A wonderful old chestnut. . .and why

are they staying in such a cheap motel? Our

three friends, of course, are mixing their

x’s and y’s, or at least their “payouts” and

“get-backs.” First of all, the room no longer

cost them $30, but $30—$5 — $25.00 and they

left a $2 tip, so a total of $27.00. Looking at it

from the spending side, each person originally

put in $ 1 0, but received $ 1 back, so they each

spent $9.00. We know that $9x 3 = $27.00,

therefore the two amounts (spent and

received) match. But that still leaves the issue

of the confusing dollar. Where did it come

from? Well, the three friends’ faulty thinking

came from the fact that they said they spent

($9 x 3) PLUS a $2 tip. This would mean that

each person contributed $9 + $0.67 (rounded)

each. But each person only put in $9. So, they

actually spent $9 x 3 INCLUDING the $2 tip.

It would have been so much easier for the three

friends if they had spent the night in an expen-

sive five-star hotel which often still makes

mistakes and overcharges, but refuses to admit

it and never returns the money (I am still wait-
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ing for a credit card refund. . .perhaps the hotel

management is trying to find the missing dollar

as well.)” —Susan

The Joy of X is a collection of photographs,

papers and rich resource materials trom

the enrichment series and research project.

Visitors find information about the workshop

participants, including teachers, leaders,

and researchers. We include complemen-

tary/supplementary resources from the

workshops as well as workshop photos of

community members.

Next Steps

Despite our efforts, traffic at Connect-ME

is low. As one way our responding, we have

hosted two on-line discussions, with more

planned. Through Xlive we are hoping to get a

more lively interaction. Six people participated

in the first live interaction and nine in the sec-

ond. In our second conference, we also had

“featured guest experts” and brought together

three leading mathematics educators from

across the province.

Midway through this year, an on-line ques-

tionnaire will be distributed to all Connect-

ME participants and an on-line discussion will

be seeded that will focus on the challenges to

teachers’ attempts to implement the reform

curriculum. The topics of the questionnaire

will include: patterns of daily instruction, the

challenges to teachers’ knowledge, and the

link between what happened in The Joy of X
and the expectations of the larger teaching

community. During the on-line discussion par-

ticipants will be asked to describe an instruc-

tional sequence in which students’ responses

or the results of an assessment surprised or

perplexed them. A facilitator will moderate

the on-line forum and participants will be

invited to generate questions and issues raised

by the various cases.

Additionally, on-site interviews will be con-

ducted in order to determine the teachers’

knowledge, beliefs, and practice, as well as to

establish what the participants’ professional

development needs and preferences are (and

whether or not they changed and were contin-

uously met), what they needed to learn (and

have gained knowledge about), and how the

on-line community affected instructional

practice and professional beliefs. Participants

will also be asked to assess the degree to which

Connect-ME influenced their practice.

Towards the end of the first year, we will add

new members to our community.Two elemen-

tary mathematics curriculum classes—one on

“Mathematics Leadership” and the other on

“Gentle Math”—will be integrated into the list

of on-line participants. It is hoped that if we

make Connect-ME a regular part of the pre-

service education of our teacher candidates

they will choose to continue to use and con-

tribute to the resource after graduation.

Concluding Remarks

When our early career teachers first came to

The Joy of X, they completed the sentence

stem, “The important thing about teaching

mathematics” with statements like “It’s useful

in adult life.”... “We use it everyday.”. . .“It

opens the door to many courses.”. . .“You can’t

get a job without it.’’...“You can’t do other

subjects without it.”. . .“It’s needed in the real

world.”

By the time they finishedThe Joy of X, they

were saying things like “I really felt like I was

catching on to the beauty of mathematics for

the first time in my life”. . .“I viewed math as a

rigidly defined field with right and wrong

answers. 1 thought that math and creativity

were diametrically opposed. I was

wrong!”. . .“The creative ways that can be used

to teach math made me feel more com tortable

and less afraid. My new enthusiastic attitude

will definitely help me teach and to instil an

interest in, not a fear of math.”. . .“I will try to

frame math as beautiful ... not just numbers

and dead facts.”

In many ways, Connect-ME is like a village

that was settled by people in search ol a com-

munity. One chose to “live” there in order to

keep one’s newly born beliefs alive. It is too

early for us to report on how the on-line com-

munity has affected our members’ instruction

al practice and sustained their professional

beliefs. Early indicators, though few in number

(for we have learned that it is extremely diffi-

cult to support and be supported by an elec-

tronic village) suggest that Connect-ME is a

positive influence. We look forward to sharing

our results in the near future. O
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Improving Scientific Literacy

Let’s Talk Science

M
any definitions exist for scientific

literacy, but most include a basic

understanding of scientific principles

and processes and a recognition that

scientific inquiry is an activity that is subject to

human biases. Incorporating all of these

aspects into teaching can be a challenge. All too

often, students perceive science to be difficult,

dangerous, and elitist. Possibly, this is because

we tend to focus on memorizing content as the

most important aspect of science for young

people. 1 would argue that, although content is

important, understanding the processes of sci-

ence and scientific inquiry may be even more

important.

By shifting the focus to understanding

the processes of science, we can also foster

the development of basic life skills in

students—skills that have become as

important as the ability to read and write,

and essential in a rapidly changing, global

environment.

According to the Conference Board of

Canada’s Employability Skills 2000+ Profile,

several fundamental skills, personal manage-

ment skills, and teamwork skills are essential

for success. Using science as a foundation for

learning we can help students to develop many

ofthese skills which include but are not limited

to the following:

^ read and understand information presented

in a variety of forms

^ share information using a range of informa-

tion and communications technologies

+* use relevant scientific, technological and

mathematical knowledge and skills to

explain or clarify ideas

^ manage information

^ use numbers

^ think and solve problems

assess, weigh and manage risk

work safely

Let’sTalk Science use small-group,

hands-on experiences in science to

foster the development of teamwork,

communication, problem solving,

critical thinking and leadership

^ work with others

^ participate in projects and tasks

The challenge remains of how to integrate

these many aspects of science into curriculum.

Consider using community resources to

enhance your science program. Parents, per-

sonnel from science centres, and scientists

from local universities, colleges and industry

can all play a role in ensuring that students

receive the best science education possible.

Then there’s Let’sTalk Science- a national

charitable organization that is dedicated to

improving scientific literacy in Canada through

the development and delivery of innovative

educational programs for youth and their edu-

cators, and through research and advocacy.

Let’s Talk Science Programs

Let’s Talk Science use small-group, hands-on

experiences in science to foster the develop-

ment of teamwork, communication, problem

Bonnie Schmidt

solving, critical thinking and leadership skills

in young people.

The ultimate goal of Let’sTalk Science is to

ensure that all Canadian children experience a

high-quality science education in order for

them to appreciate and evaluate the impact of

science on their lives. We believe that educa-

tors, particularly elementary school teachers,

play a pivotal role in the development of a sci-

ence culture, and must be equipped (i.e., have

the resources, knowledge, skills, and attitudes)

to teach science effectively.

We believe in the old adage, “hands on

means minds on,” so all Let’sTalk Science pro-

grams incorporate an extensive component of

hands-on activities. With three different pro-

gram portfolios, we share the excitement of

science with youth ages 3 18, elementary and

middle school teachers, and the general com-

munity.

Matching Science Graduate Students and

Teachers The Let’sTalk Science Partnership

Program was launched in 1991 .This national

award-winning outreach program matches

graduate student volunteers (i.e., Masters and

Doctoral candidates), who are studying in sci-

entific fields, with elementary and high school

teachers in one-to-one relationships. It is up to

the teacher and his/her volunteer partner to

design science experiences that will benefit the

class. T hese partnerships often last two or more

years as the volunteer is completing graduate

studies. The benefits of this program to stu-

dents are many. They learn about the impor-

tance of science in their lives, meet realistic

role models, participate in hands-on science

activities, and gain confidence in their ability to

do science. Teachers meet science experts and

gain access to universities. Graduate student

volunteers improve their communication skills

and teaching ability, as they share their knowl

edge and love of Science. Currently sponsored
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by Petro-Canada, the Partnership Program is

offered at several universities across Canada

and is available at no cost to educators.

Focus on Youth -This program provides year-

round science programs for children ages

3— 14. Through in-class, after-school, and sum-

mer activities, children experience the excite-

ment of science by participating in hands-on,

fun activities that are facilitated in small

groups. In-class workshops are linked to the

science and technology curriculum and are

founded on the constructivist model of learn-

ing. Thanks to support from corporate donors,

including DuPont Canada and the Imperial Oil

Charitable Foundation, these workshops are

available to schools for only a small fee.We rec-

ognize, however, that some schools may not be

able to afford any fee and have recently

launched a bursary program, with support

from the Royal Bank of Canada Charitable

Foundation, to provide a limited number of

free in-class workshops to schools that are

nominated by their Board of Education.

Science Now!!—This professional develop-

ment program for elementary school teachers

provides conferences, workshops, and sum-

mer institutes for educators who are commit-

ted to bringing more experiential learning

opportunities in science to their classrooms.

Based on the constructivist learning theory,

these programs are designed to increase a

teacher’s confidence and ability to teach sci-

ence effectively. We are confident that, after

participating in Science Now!! programs, ele-

mentary school teachers will be better pre-

pared to use available resources, equipment,

and textbooks more effectively.

We recognize that elementary school teach-

ers must teach many different subjects and we

approach science in an integrated and holistic

manner. Some of our workshops are ideal for

combined grade classrooms as they cover sev-

eral strands from the Science and Technology

curriculum and also provide links to the Math-

ematics and Language Arts curricula.

A Focus on Research

Let’s Talk Science is committed to understand-

ing how people learn science and how our pro-

grams and services are used. Research and

evaluation findings are used to develop new

programs and improve existing programs.

Indeed, our current Science Now!
!

profession-

al development program portfolio evolved

from an intensive two-year evaluation, which

was completed in 1 998.

According to this research, the majority of

elementary school teachers who participate in

our programs do not have formal training in

science and technology. On self-assessments,

science ranked a distant third behind language

and mathematics as a favourite subject to

teach. Interestingly, on a self-rating scale of

1 — 10 for their preference for teaching science

(10 being high preference), the mean score

was 7.2. However, using the same scale to rate

their perceived effectiveness as a science

teacher, the mean score fell to 5. When taken

together, the picture emerges of a large num-

ber of teachers who enjoy teaching science but

do not perceive themselves to be very effective

for a variety of reasons. This finding is contrary

to the image of educators as being resistant to

teaching science and defines the audience for

which we design Let’sTalk Science programs

and services.

Can a two- to three-hour professional devel-

opment workshop have a significant and sus-

tainable effect on participants? We have

evidence that the answer is yes. A retrospective

evaluation which was completed by Science

Now!
!

participants three months after partici-

pating in a single workshop indicated that atti-

tudes towards teaching science continued to

be significantly improved. Perhaps not surpris-

ingly, our workshops had the greatest sustained

impact on teachers who had seven or more

years of teaching experience. Teachers who

graduated more recently appear to have bene-

fited from the changing curricula at many Fac-

ulties of Education, which support more

hands-on learning.

An Advocate for Educators

Along with programs and research, a critical

component of Let’sTalk Science’s mission is to

advocate for teachers to have the resources,

skills and knowledge they require to teach sci-

ence effectively. Over the years, we have

learned that most elementary school teachers

have the ability to teach science in an integrat-

ed and relevant manner. In fact, they usually

use the same strategies when teaching other

subjects; however, experiential learning

opportunities are often overlooked in Science

education. We believe that there are a variety

of reasons for this: a lack of time to prepare

integrated lessons and assemble the required

materials, a lack of teaching resources, and a

lack of familiarity or comfort with scientific

content and processes.

With the incredible pace of change occur-

ring in scientific disciplines, teachers can not

be expected to be the only source of expertise

in the classroom. Let’sTalk Science staff and

volunteers are eager to work with educators to

provide unique, effective and inspiring ways to

share the excitement of science and technolo-

gy with Canadian youth.

Let’s Talk Science On-Line

Let’sTalk Science has an extensive and growing

presence on-line. More information about the

organization’s philosophy and programs can be

found at www.letstalkscience.uwo.ca. Our

“Resources for Educators” section includes

many hands-on activities and an extensive

searchable database with information about

other organizations that provide science and

technology resources, programs and/ or ser-

vices to educators across Canada. Contact:

Let’sTalk Science

Health Sciences Addition

The University ofWestern Ontario

London, Ontario N6A 5C1

Tel: (5 19) 66 1-4029

Fax:(519)661-3490

E-mail : letstalkscience@j ulian . uwo. ca

http: / /www.letstalkscience.uwo.ca

Dr. Bonnie Schmidt is

the founder and Presi-

dent of Let’s Talk Sci-

ence. Bonnie began her

science outreach activi-

ties in 1991 while pursu-

ing a doctoral degree in

physiology at the Univer-

sity of Western Ontario.

Upon graduation in

1993, she formally

launched Let’s Talk Science. Since then, the organi-

zation has expanded and is now operating through

staff, associates and nearly 1,000 volunteers located

in six offices and 14 universities across Canada. Bon-

nie has also been active with many non-profit organi-

zations and has received several awards for her work.
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Teacher Resources

A Web Site to Help

Teachers Understand Astronomy!

Nalini Chandra

EarlWoodruff

John Percy

Mindy Kalchman

Ql The main reason it’s hotter in the

summer than in the winter is. . .?

A: ...the sun is higher in the sky.

O
nly two percent of teacher candidates at

OISE/UT recognize the correct

answer to this multiple choice item.

The main reason it’s hotter in the sum-

mer than in the winter is that the sun is higher

in the sky. To be fair, this is a difficult multiple

choice question. For one thing, the language is

obscure—what does “higher” mean? For

another, we don’t think about this sort of thing

very often. And, then, what does it matter

do we really need to know this? Well, with

more and more emphasis on astronomy in the

curriculum (Percy, 1996), we probably do

need to know these sorts of things as well as

something about chaos theory, global warm-

ing, ozone depletion, and on and on.

Research shows that naive conceptions are

held by students of astronomy at every grade

level from elementary school to university.

(Sadler & Fuzader, 1 990). And, not surprising-

ly, our research suggests that left unchallenged

these “alternative conceptions” find their way

into the classroom. In fact, fewer than SO per-

cent of the items on our astronomy assessment

instrument were answered correctly by the

teac her candidates. Analysis of those questions

answered incorrectly revealed misconceptions

related to larger concepts in science—gravity,

light, cycles, 3D relationships, and physical

characteristics.

We have been developing a web site (see

http:/ / oise.utoronto.ca/~ewoodruff) to give

teachers access to a variety of resources that

will support the development of their knowl-

edge and understanding of topics in astrono-

my. At this site, teachers can do a

sell assessment, see a score that identifies areas

ol conceptual strengths and weaknesses, and

find remediation strategies linked to online

workshops and resources. The site also gives

teachers the opportunity to participate in an

electronic community support system where

they can discuss both pedagogical and concep-

tual issues with peers and experts.

Below r

,
we discuss four strategies that teach-

ers use to prepare themselves for teaching con-

cepts that they do not have a background in and

comment on how these strategies are being

integrated in our web site.

Researching the Topic

Consulting a text or asking a more knowledge-

able person are probably the most commonly

used strategies for improving one’s under-

standing. Unfortunately, resources are not

always easy to access or understand. Research

to develop practical strategies to help students

overcome misconceptions was carried out as

part of Project STAR -Science Teaching

Through Its Astronomical Roots. The resulting

textbook (Coyle et al
. ,
1993) is so lengthy that

teachers with low conceptual knowledge are

not able to use it to their full advantage. Shorter

and simpler documents exist (Fraknoi, 1998),

but they are neither linked to specific curricu-

lum initiatives nor to common misconcep-

tions. It is our goal to make these links.

When one lacks the appropriate background

and framework in astronomy, learning from

texts can serve to reinforce misconceptions or

even create new' ones.The goal of our project is

not to provide teachers with a “textbook on-a-

screen.” Instead, we wish to provide opportuni-

ties for interactive study involving free

exploration among a variety of self-assessment

and remediation instruments. These include

access to online conferencing with peers and

experts. The development of such a site has

proven successful for professional development

in the discipline of pharmacology (Konstan et

al., 1997).

Workshops

Workshops are great refreshers of knowledge

and provide opportunities to share ideas with

colleagues while targeting a particular area of

study. But, as our pilot research has shown,

workshops do not provide the time needed to

redress deep-seated misconceptions. We pro-

vided teacher candidates with an opportunitv

to participate in a series of four tw'o-hour

workshops related to astronomy. In a post-test

interview, several months after the workshops,

some indicated that the workshops provided

them with helpf ul strategies allowing them to

work toward reconciling their alternative con-

ceptions. However, those interviewed stated

that they had problems remembering the

information covered in the workshops, and

demonstrated that they did not have a full

understanding of some of the concepts

covered. This finding supports the develop-

ment of a more comprehensive online model

of self-directed professional development for

inservice and preservice teachers alike.

Participating in On-line Conferences

This is another strategy that teachers may use

when dealing with insufficient knowledge. On-

line professional dialogue may serve to engage

teachers in collaborative talk as they are dealing

with their own misconceptions and reflecting

on the effectiveness pedagogical strategies.

Unfortunately, on-line forums are still not fully

understood as applied to the field of teaching

and we plan to investigate this strategy further

with teachers in the near future.

Co-investigating with Students

This strategy calls for a change in the role of

the teacher from “sage on the stage” to “guide

on the side” (see Scardamalia & Bereiter,

1994). This strategy is particularly helpful

when the teacher has a limited understanding

of the concepts to be covered. A teacher may
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begin co-investigation by presenting students

with an idea to discuss and begin the question-

ing process. In this strategy, students are asked

to theorize and explain what they believe

rather than retell what they have read. For

example, a teacher may ask students to explain

or theorize why they think July is one of the

hottest months in Canada.

It is important for teachers to be aware of stu-

dents’ initial ideas about the world, especially if

they intend to take part in the progression of that

knowledge (Driver, Asoko, Leach, Mortimer, &

Scott, 1994). Co-investigation gives students the

opportunity to explore their own and others’

ideas while providing the teacher with a good

method of collecting information about their stu-

dents’ understanding of the subject matter.

Sometimes, during these discussions, students

may get stuck and the teacher may be unable to

provide help or guidance to push their under-

standing further. This may be a good opportunity

to seek help from a supportive learning commu-

nity via an online conference.

In our research experiences we have found that

co-investigation requires that students be taught to

listen to and respect each other’s ideas. Knowledge

hierarchies exist in the classroom and influence the

acceptance of some students’ ideas over others. In

order to break down these hierarchies, teachers

need to help students recognize the difference

between asking low-level questions, which require

a simpler level of understanding, and asking high-

level questions, which require a deeper level of

explanation and understanding. This process,

which involves challenging each other’s ideas or

trying to make sense of what others are saying,

plays a vital role in producing a consensual summa-

ry, or theory, of the concept or original question

(Woodruff& Meyer, 1997).

During co-investigation, the teacher is no

longer the knowledge provider, but facilitates

and participates in the construction of the new

know ledge that evolves as students try to make

sense of their own and each other’s ideas about

astronomy.This process simulates a “real world”

approach to the way knowledge is constructed

in scientific communities. It gives teachers con

tidence to tackle any topic or subject along with

their students, and models life-long learning

strategies. Engaging the process of co-investi-

gation inherently breaks down subject barriers,

as students may have to integrate mathematics,

geography, and history in order to understand

the astronomy concepts they are investigating.

This, hopefully, will increase the chances that

the learning will transfer.

Co-investigation does not take place with-

out challenges. First of all, it may be threaten-

ing for teachers to admit that they do not have

the knowledge that their students are expect-

ing them to have. Second, there are few exam-

ples of the strategy working in the system that

we can draw upon for assistance with topics

specific to astronomy. And, third, students

need extended instruction and exposure to the

strategy in order for them to become accus-

tomed to using it. This reinforces the need lor

the availability of other strategies and

resources that can be easily accessed and used

in conjunction with co-investigation.

Ongoing Development of Web Site

We have videotaped workshops that demon-

strate instructor-guided, small-group discus-

sions and hands-on activities that directly

confront misconceptions in astronomy. These

workshops will be digitized into vignettes suit-

able for viewing online. In addition, we contin-

ue to evaluate and investigate resources that

will be suitable for a collection which teachers

may use to research topics of their choice.

We are also adding a Frequently Asked

Questions section based on questions that ele-

mentary students commonly ask astronomers.

The astronomer’s answers will be included in

this section of the site.

As we begin to draw more participants to

the Web site, we hope to build a community of

teachers, educators, and astronomers who

will participate in small group discussions

through the online conferencing system (Web

Knowledge Forum) available at ourWeb site.

We have established the efficacy of an online

self-assessment instrument that will allow teach

ers to take a test, see a score, and identify areas oi

strengths and weaknesses. The test is currently

available at our Web site, and the programming

for the automatic scoring has been developed.

The OISE/ LIT Astronomy Project research

team includes cognitive scientists, teachers,

graduate students in education and an astrono-

my educator, all who recognize the challenges

involved in delivering today’s mandated sci-

ence curriculum and the finite hours that

teachers have for professional development.

Our efforts to develop an online model of pro-

fessional development lor astronomy will not

only provide teachers with better access to

resources for improving their knowledge in

astronomy, but it will also provide them with

insight into the complexities involved in devel-

oping an understanding for this subject matter.

This insight will unfold as they themselves

reflect on the their own learning through the

strategies available at the Web site and will be

translated into an improvement in the educa-

tion of their students. We envision that this

model of self-directed professional develop-

ment in astronomy can also be applied to other

areas of the curriculum. Q
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R. B. Peterson

COMMITTED TO SUPPORTING EDUCATION:

IMPERIAL OIL

A
t Imperial Oil, we have long recognized

that Canadians expect companies like

,
ours to make a positive contribution to

L the broader life of their communities.

We also know that contributions that enrich

community life help to create, in turn, a posi-

tive climate for business.

For these reasons, virtually since the compa-

ny’s inception, a key corporate objective for

Imperial has been to make donations that make

a real difference in the community—and I

believe that our strong and long-standing com-

mitment to support education in Canada

meets that test. In the long run, the only real

competitive advantage a country like Canada

will have is the quality of its workers, so our

vision is to help build a lifelong learning system

in Canada that ranks among the best in the

world.

Our priority is on programs designed to

help young people improve their math, sci

ence, and technology skills. That’s not to say

that other skills are not equally important or

that we are not concerned about education in

the humanities and the liberal arts. But we

decided that it made sense for Imperial, given

the focus of its business, to invest in improving

the teaching of math, science, and technology.

We also believe these areas are key to the

development of Canada’s workforce in the

future. The capability of our education system

to equip young people with the skills that will

be required in the knowledge-intensive work

environment of the 2 1 st century is absolutely

critical

.

Among the education grants we have recent-

ly made was one of $ 1 million to the Depart

ment of Curriculum,Teaching, and Learning at

OISF/ University ofToronto to establish the

Imperial Oil Centre for Studies in Science,

Mathematics and Technology Education. This

Our priority is on programs designed

to helpyoung people improve their

math, science, and technology skills.
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Centre, we hope, will make a substantial con-

tribution to the work of OISE/UT in the field

of science, mathematics, and technology edu-

cation by providing an opportunity for faculty

members, graduate students, and researchers

to engage in collaborative research and cur-

riculum development. This work will not only

extend across departments within OISE /LIT

but also involve other faculties within the uni-

versity and other institutions, such as the

Ontario Science Centre. The activities of the

Centre are expected to have immediate and

significant impact on science, mathematics and

technology curriculum practice both in

Ontario and throughout Canada.

The Centre’sWeb site, which is almost com-

plete (http://smt.oise.utoronto.ca/), will

allow users to choose between two monitor

settings (one for regular sized monitors, one

for high resolution monitors). It will contain

regularly updated sections for “News,” “Peo-

ple,’’“Projects,’’“Teachers,’’and “Publications.”

Work has begun on two of the Centre’s five

designated research projects. The first project,

Children’s Understanding of Science, Technol

ogy and Mathematics, has involved an exten-

sive literature search of methods for ascertain-

ing views about the nature of science. Work is

in progress to design a protocol for ascertain-

ing views about the nature of science, mathe-

matics and technology education held by

students entering the pre-service teacher edu-

cation program (BEd) at OISE/ LIT. In the sec-

ond project, Field Work in School Science, a

questionnaire on the role of laboratory work

and fieldwork in science education has been

designed and tested on 63 local science teach-

ers with the major questionnaire phase to

begin shortly.

The first Teacher-in-Residence, a one year

Fellowship to enable the successlul applicant

to work within one of the Centre’s major

research and curriculum development pro-

jects, is Roland van Oostveen. Roland is cur-

rently the Curriculum Coordinator (Science)

for the Toronto District School Board and was

a Science Department Head and science

teacher in several schools in the east end of

Toronto. Among other duties, his work

involves the development of a series of multi-

media packages to support teachers in the

implementation of the new Ontario Science

andTechnology curriculum.

One of the most exciting features of the

Centre is its responsibility for the new Canadi-

an Journal of Science, Mathematics andTech-

nology Education. CJSMTE is a quarterly

international forum for the publication of

original articles written in either English or

French. In addition to research articles, the

journal will have regular features. Viewpoint

will provide a forum for the expression of indi-

vidual views and position statements and is

intended to be provocative and to stimulate

reader response. The Newsround feature will

provide readers with an update on major
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events and initiatives across Canada and with

an opportunity to publicize their work, make

new contacts and gather feedback. Material for

the Review section will include books, videos,

CD-ROMs and the like.

In addition to the journal and a series of

Working Papers and Consultative Documents,

the Centre publishes the OISE Papers in STSE

Education with articles by OISE/ University of

Toronto faculty, graduate and pre-service stu-

dents, both past and present, and others associ-

ated with the Centre. The 1 4 articles inVolume

1 (2000) focus on science education in ele-

mentary, secondary, and post-secondary edu-

cation, cover a wide range of topics, and

include conventional research reports, critical

essays and provocative position papers.

Among several projects undertaken with the

Ontario Science Centre is the Inquiry, Design

and Technology Challenge. This program,

intended for students in Grades 7 to 8, com-

prises a series of workshops to help students

develop “skills, strategies and habits of mind

required for scientific inquiry and technologi-

cal design,” one of the three domains of learn-

ing given priority in the new Ontario

Curriculum Grades 1-8: Science and Technology.

The workshops at the OSC are preceded by

preparatory in-school activities and also

include follow-up activities. The associated

educational research seeks to understand

teachers’ and students’ expertise with scientif-

ic problem solving and their understanding of

the nature of knowledge building in science

and technology.

These initiatives bring some of the best

minds in Canadian education to bear on the

task of improving the teaching of math, science

and technology to children. They marshal the

resources of the university behind the class-

room teacher, and they give Imperial Oil the

opportunity to participate meaningfully in the

education system. We believe that is one of the

best investments we can make in Canada’s

future.

For information about the Imperial Oil Cen-

tre at OISE/UT please contact Centre Co-

ordinator Linda Houston at (416) 923-6641

,

ext. 2657. O

Robert B. Peterson is

Chairman, President,

and Chief Executive offi-

cer of Imperial Oil Limit-

ed. Born in Regina, Mr.

Peterson is past Chair-

man of the Conference

Board of Canada, a

Director of the Royal

Bank of Canada and the

C. D. Howe Institute, and

a Governor of Junior Achievement of Canada and the

Canadian Olympic Foundation. As well, he is a mem-
ber of the Business Council on National Issues and

the Association of Professional Engineers, Geologists,

and Geophysicists of Alberta.

Canadian Journal of Science, Mathematics and
Technology Education has a distinctive and independent voice -

a voice that not only welcomes but celebrates diversity and

promotes a fundamental concern for excellence and equity in

science, mathematics and technology education.

CJSMTE is an international forum for the publication of original

articles written in a variety of styles, including research

investigations using experimental, qualitative, ethnographic,

historical, philosophical or case study approaches; critical reviews

of the literature; policy perspectives; and position papers,

curriculum arguments and discussion of issues in teacher

education. In addition, issues contain the regular features

Viewpoint, Newsround and Reviews.

Viewpoint
Viewpoint provides a forum for the expression of individual views

and position statements. It is intended to be provocative, even

controversial, and to provoke readers to respond - preferably in

time fortheircomments to be included in the next issue.

Canadian
Journal of

Science,

Newsround
Newsround provides readers - and not just Canadian readers

with an update on major events and initiatives across our vast land

and with an opportunity to publicize their work, make new contacts

and perhaps gather feedback.

Reviews
The Review section highlights a substantial number of books,

Mathematics videos, CDROMs and the like produced in Canada or written

by Canadians.
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Story Matters: The Role of Story in School

Guest Editor: David Booth

From an early age stories play an important role in our lives. Stories

matter because they include perspectives, aspirations and dreams.

Emphasis on how to create classroom and school environments which

recognize and draw on the power of stories.

Education and the Soul

Guest Editors: Dave Hunt and John P. (Jack) Miller

This issue is a celebration of soul, an affirmation of its central

place in our lives with a special emphasis on soul in education.

This emphasis includes nurturing the souls of teachers and

learners—students of all ages. Special feature: Interview

with Thomas Moore.
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authors in this Orbit issue offer learning strategies for teachers that will

help them make this difference. Special emphasis on new teachers.
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Not only does this Orbit issue report on research which ends the
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mendations for remedial strategies, books, and materials. A MUST-

READ for every elementary school principal AND primary level teacher.

Safe Schools '99

Guest Editor: Stu Auty

This Orbit issue is a unique, indepth document on the challenges

facing educators who want to create and maintain safe schools.

Features up-to-date research, basics of a comprehensive approach,

strategies to reduce violence.
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